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INTRODUCTION.

"Because of thee"—with these words Muhammed is reported to have addressed once his nephew and son-in-law Ali—"because of thee two parties will come to ruin: thy overzealous admirers and thy passionate haters." In this short sentence, put into the mouth of the Prophet by a retrospective consideration of history, is clearly indicated the main source of the decomposition of Islam in the past and present. For endless woe has been inflicted upon the professors of Islam by Ali and his descendants, the Alids. In the first battle, in which, betraying the principle of "jihād," Muhammedans fought against Muhammedans, it was the name of Ali that served as the war-cry, and his name is still the watchword which splits the Muhammedan world into two hostile fractions. Streams of blood and, what is perhaps more important, streams of ink, representing the mental energy of the best and noblest in Islam, were shed to defend or to reject the claims of the Alids. But their claims are not yet settled, the minds by no means pacified, and the cry of revenge "Hasan! Husein!" sounds with undiminished violence through the lands of the Shi'a, arousing hatred and enmity in the hearts of its believers.¹

¹ Shahrastānī, ed. Cureton, i, p. 15.
² On the Shiīte Muḥarram festival see DOZY, Essai sur l’histoire de l’Islamisme, p. 449 sq. An extremely graphic description of an eyewitness may be found in HORN, Geschichte der persischen Litteratur, 1901, p. 209 sq.
But more, perhaps, than to the outward destinies of Islam has the influence of Ali and the Alids proved pernicious to its inner development. With no merit, nay, with no intention on their part, but merely as the result of a tragic constellation of historical events, did the ill-fated Alids become the figure-heads of certain movements within Islam which ultimately aimed at undermining its foundations and giving it an entirely new appearance. For Islam, represented by the Arabs, had subjugated not only countries and nations, but also religions and cultures. The non-Arabic races of the conquered countries who mostly for political reasons—to get the full measure of the benefits equally accorded by Islam to all its adherents—became converts to the new faith, could hardly find their spiritual satisfaction in a religion which was so entirely different from their own and in many respects decidedly inferior to it. Their disappointment in finding their religious demands unsatisfied must have been as keen as their disappointment in finding that their hopes for political equality were unfulfilled. No wonder then that under the guise of the new faith these converts persistently clung to their old beliefs and even endeavored to smuggle into Islam some of their most cherished ideas which were essentially un-Islamic and for the most part even anti-Islamic. The result of these endeavors was the formation of a large number of sects with a peculiar, often grotesque mixture of extremely heterogeneous elements. The Caliphs as the official heads of orthodox Islam were no less hateful to these non-Arabic sectarianists than they were to them in their capacity as representatives of the Arabic political supremacy. Under these circumstances the "House of the Prophet"—as Ali and his descendants were commonly called—which itself had been wronged, or had been considered wronged, by the ruling powers, became the natural center of all dissatisfaction—economic, political, religious—that had been rapidly accumulating in Islam after its glorious inception. The heterodox sects which arose in the first century of the Hijra, in themselves a violent, though veiled, protest against victorious Islam, were thus driven towards Shiism, i. e. towards Ali and his dynasty as the representatives of the opposition; with the result, not less tragic than paradoxical, that the "House of the Prophet," which derived its claim exclusively from its connection with the founder of Islam, was chiefly instrumental in destroying or disfiguring his life-work.
This remarkable process, which under the name of "Shiism" has powerfully influenced the destinies of Islam, is known to us but in the roughest outlines. The political tendencies in early Islam are becoming more and more transparent, owing to recent important investigations in this field. We are now able clearly to pursue the rise and development of political parties within Islam and the manifold tendencies that were working under the surface. As far as the political aspect of Shiism is concerned, it fully participates in the increase of our knowledge of Muhammedan history. But we have a very imperfect notion of the rise and development of the religious tendencies in Shiism and the sources from which they were derived.  

1 The origin of Shiism is still a problem which is as little settled, or perhaps less settled, than it was scores of years ago. Formerly the influence of Persian ideas on the rise of the Shīʿa was advocated as a matter of course by men like Kremer, Dozy, August Müller, and recently (although in contradiction with his sound remarks in the introduction) by Blochet (le Messianisme dans l'hétérodoxie Musulmane, Paris 1903). This assumption is apparently based on two arguments: (1) on the adherence of modern Persia to Shiism, and (2) on the resemblance between the doctrine of incarnation taught by Shiism and a similar conception current in Central Asia (cf. Kremer, Geschichte der herrschenden Ideen des Islams, pp. 14, 361, 377). But the former argument is refuted by the fact that as late as 1500 A.D. Persia was in great part Sunnite (Nöldeke, Sketches from Eastern History, p. 101). As for the latter argument, one does not see why the doctrine of incarnation should not rather be attributed, as was already suggested by the great Ibn Khaldūn and even earlier Muhammedan writers, to the influence of Christianity. Wellhausen (Die religiös-politischen Oppositionsparteien im alten Islam, Berlin 1901, p. 91) pointed to a certain heterodox doctrine of Judaism as the probable source of Shiism. But his view is based upon the report of Tabari, which essentially contradicts that of Shahrastānī and similar writers (contrary to note 1 on p. 91) and deserves as little credit as the information of Tabari about the political rôle of the founders of Shiism disproved by Wellhausen himself (in his Skizzen und Vorarbeiten, vi, p. 124). Again, van Vloten, as already de Sacy, laid, among other things, great stress on the Messianic tendencies in early Islam as the main source of Shiism (see van Vloten, Recherches sur la domination arabe, le Chittisme et les croyances messianiques sous le Khalifat des Omayyades, Amsterdam, 1894, p. 54 sq. and de Sacy, Exposé de la religion des Druses, i, xxxi sq.). But they both erred in putting too much confidence in the accounts of the Arabic writers on 'Abdallah ibn Sabā, the enigmatic founder of Shiism,—accounts which can be easily proved to be apocryphal (see the index to this treatise, s.v. 'Abdallah ibn Sabā).
Nearly three score and ten years have passed since Silvestre de Sacy, the originator of modern Arabic scholarship, attempted to give a systematic presentation of Shiism in the introductory chapters of his Éxposé de la religion des Druses (two volumes, 1838). Almost a whole literature has since been rescued from oblivion and access has been given to historical sources then scarcely dreamt of. Yet a pragmatic history of Shiism which would reveal to us the inner workings and the organic development of this movement is still a desideratum, and will probably remain a desideratum for a long time to come. This peculiar condition is by no means due to a lack of zeal on the part of modern Arabists. It can and must be primarily attributed to a twofold circumstance: to the nature of the problem itself, and to the character of the historical material dealing with it.

One of the main obstacles that prevent a proper understanding of the Shiitic movement lies in the nature of the problem, i. e. in the extremely heterogeneous character of its constituent elements. Possibly the rise, but certainly the development of Shiism took place in 'Irāk, in the province of ancient Babylonia shortly before wrested from the Persians, in a country where, as perhaps in no other, different and even conflicting civilizations succeeded and penetrated one another. For thousands of years 'Irāk had been saturated with the overwhelming Babylonian culture which, though in other forms and through other channels, as, e. g., the movement of Mani or the peculiar sect of the Mandaeans, exerted its influence centuries after it had disappeared from the surface. It passed through the hands of the Seleucids and was for nearly eight centuries the seat of the powerful civilization of Iran as represented by the Arsacids and Sassanids. It sheltered for a long period a large Christian population which took an active, if not a leading, part in the spiritual life of the country, serving as a medium not only for

The writer himself ventured to suggest (in his inaugural lecture on "Die Messiasidee im Islam," printed in Festschrift zum siebzigsten Geburtstage A. Berliner's, Frankfurt a. M., 1908, pp. 116-130) as the germ of Shiism a combination of the Jewish belief in the advent of the Messiah with the Christian heterodox doctrine of Docetism, so widely spread in early Islam. This is not the place to enter into details. But the variety of suggestions undoubtedly proves the uncertainty still besetting this fundamental question of Shiism.
the doctrines of Christianity, but also for various phases of Greek thought. ‘Iriḵ was for many centuries the numerical and spiritual center of the Jewish nation, and on its soil Talmudic Judaism grew up and matured as a leading force in Jewish life. All these so very heterogeneous influences came to bear upon young Islam, and the latter, unsettled as yet, was not able to resist this manifold pressure. Since the bearers of these cultures were the non-Arabic races, and the latter, deceived in their political expectations, joined the political opposition, these new influences also came to be associated with this opposition, i.e., Shiism, and the foreign elements in consequence found their first and foremost representatives in the sects of the Shiites. In order therefore to gain a clear conception of the elements of Shiism and of its subsequent development amidst foreign cultures, it will first be necessary to gain a clear conception of these foreign cultures themselves and of their condition at the time when they came in contact with Islam; a difficult and complicated task which practically lies beyond the province of Muhammedan historiography.

Another equally important drawback is to be found in the character of the historical material dealing with Shiism. The main source of our knowledge of Shiitic as well as Muhammedan sects in general are the numerous books on "Religious and Sects," mostly belonging to the third and fourth century of the Hijra, of which the book of Shahrastānī is the chief and best known specimen. We certainly owe a debt of gratitude and admiration to the authors of this "Miṣal wa’n-Nīḥal" literature; doubly so when we remember that they were orthodox Muhammedans who firmly believed themselves to be the sole possessors of divine truth and consequently must have considered it a mere luxury to describe and refute doctrines branded beforehand as falsehoods and heresies. At the same time we must not forget that it is the very same belief which greatly detracts from the value of their historical endeavors. The certitude with which they regarded their opponents as a host of heretics who had forfeited their salvation and deserved physical and spiritual extermination, was by no means conducive to historical objectiveness. It was, on the contrary, likely to have the reverse effect in inducing them to ascribe to these heretics tenets which they never held, and to give to the tenets actually
held by them such interpretations as would disgust and deter the orthodox reader.

This difficulty is seriously aggravated by another circumstance which has had disastrous consequences for the whole field of Muhammedan history of religion. Owing to a linguistic misunderstanding of an old tradition, probably also under the influence of astrological ideas, the Prophet was credited with a saying according to which Islam will be divided into 73 sects, of which 72 will be doomed and only a single one will be saved. This hadith received its final shape in a comparatively late age. For the well-known traveller Mukaddasî (wrote about 373/985), who displays so vivid an interest in all matters theological, is still acquainted with another more tolerant, but to the Muhammedans, so jealous of their Paradise, extremely painful form of the hadith, according to which only a single sect will be doomed, while the remaining 72 will be saved. However this may be, the fact remains that the former less tolerant variant gained the victory and "this hadith, which, with very slight variations, soon came to be generally known, formed the basis of the history of religions and sects in Muhammedan literature." Muhammedan writers on dogmatic history start from this hadith as an indisputable fact and make convulsive endeavors to squeeze out the required number. As early a historian as Mas'ūdî (died 345/956) considers himself bound by this hadith. 'Abd al-Kâhir al-Bâghdâdî (died 429/1038), the author of a comprehensive description of Muhammedan sects, presents in the introduction to his book an itemized, almost businesslike, account of the 73 sects. Shahrastânî (died 545/1153) bases upon this hadith his account of Muhammedan as well as Jewish, Christian and Zoroastrian sects. The same


\[2\] See Steinschneider, "Die kanonische Zahl der muhammedanischen Secten" in ZDMG. iv, p. 145 sq.

\[3\] Mukaddasî, ed. de Goeje, p. 39. Fakhr ad-Dîn ar-Râzî, died 606h, is still acquainted with this variant, Goldziher, le dénombrement, etc., p. 182.

\[4\] Goldziher, ibid., p. 181.

\[5\] Murâj ad-Dahab, v, 475.

\[6\] See later, p. 26 sq.
holds good in the case of other contemporaneous historians. Later writers go even further. The principle "ikhtilāf al-um-mati rahmatun"—"the difference of opinion in the community (of Islam) is an act of (Divine) mercy"—which was laid down to serve as an extenuating circumstance for the existence of different-legalistic sects in Islam, was, of course, not extended to the heterodox sects. Here, on the contrary, the differences and contradictions had to be regarded as a sign of warning, indicating the perilous nature of these sects. The more numerous and the more contradictory these differences appeared, the more likely was the faithful Muslim to be deterred from any connivance to their heresies. Later writers yield to this tendency and, in consequence, widely exceed the number of 72, claimed by the saying of the Prophet for the heterodox sects. To satisfy their religious conscience, these writers interpret this number as representing the principal non-orthodox sects and, thus freed from the restraint of tradition, enumerate such a motley multitude of sects and sections that the "ahl as-Sunna wa'l-jamā'a" cannot help recognizing the enormous superiority of their own firmly established creed over the fluctuating falsehoods of their opponents. Makrizi's account of heterodox sects may be taken as a typical specimen of this artificial enumeration of sects. "The Rawāfiḍ (or Shiites), says Makrizi (died 845/1442) who largely draws from old sources, number three hundred sects, of which twenty are well-known." "The Khaṭṭābiyya (a small faction of the Shi'a) are divided into fifty sects." Many other examples of this kind can easily be quoted.

This tendency toward multiplying the number of heterodox sects is unhappily strengthened by a peculiar feature of the Arabic language, I mean the pliability of the nisba ending. For by far more readily than any modern language with its borrowed "isms" is the Arabic language able to handle its ending "iyya," appending it with wonderful ease not only to all kinds of nouns, either designating things, or persons, countries and the like, but practically to every part of speech. This linguistic contrivance enables the theologians to manufac-

---

1 Cf. Goldziher, Zahiriten, p. 94 sq.
2 Khiṭaf, ii, p. 344 sq. 3 Ibid., p. 351. 4 Ibid., p. 352.
ture any number of sects required for special purposes. Their descriptions, in consequence, offer an artificial system of names which for the most part lack all historical significance, being nothing but variations of real names, and the identification of the sects thus becomes a matter of utmost difficulty.¹

Before we shall be able to get at the historical kernel and disentangle it from the chaos piled up around it by pious mendacity, the compulsion of a religious tradition and the deceptive use of a pliable language, a long series of preliminary investigations will have to be undertaken and concluded. As for Shiism in particular, the first thing to be done will be to make accessible all the available material bearing on this important section of Islam. This new material, together with that already known, should then be carefully sifted and their respective data critically weighed against each other. The results thus arrived at, presenting, as they would, the actual, not the imaginary, tenets of the Shiites, ought to be compared with and verified by what we know of the cultures that might be thought of as the possible sources of these tenets. Only then, when this preliminary work will have been done, shall we be able to attain to what is nothing perhaps in the eyes of Muhammedan theolo-

¹A few examples will suffice to illustrate the assertions made in the text. They can be multiplied ad libitum. A part of the Keisâniyya believed in the "badâ" (see the index to this treatise s.h.v.). In consequence a special sect of Badâiyya figures in Ɨji's Manâdîrf (p. 348). Some of the Shiites held the belief in the advent of the Mahdî (raj'a) or in the transmigration of souls (tânâsukh). Makrûzî therefore records two new sects: the Raj'iyya and Tanâsukhiyya (Khîtaţ ii, 354). The followers of Muhammed b. Nu'mân with the nickname Shaitân aţ-Tâk are called the Nu'mâniyya or Shaitâniyya (see index s.h.v.). But it would not appear in any way strange, were this sect to be designated as the Muhammadiyya (after his first name), the Ja'fariyya (after his kunya Abû Ja'far), al-Aţwaliyya (after his by-name, al-Aţwal), or were this sect to derive its name from the Mahdîs worshipped or the tenets professed by it. It will be seen in the course of this treatise, to what extent the recognition of the actual relations between Shiitic sects is hampered by this artificial variety of names. It may be mentioned in this connection that the same tendency with the same disastrous results prevails in Makrûzî's account on the sects of Judaism (Khîtaţ, ii, 476–480).

—Doxy (Essai sur l'histoire de l'Islamisme, p. 197) and Kremer (Culturge- schichte ii, 400) have already pointed to the pernicious effect of the ḥadîth in the number of sects.
gians, but is everything to us: a history of the development of Shiism in connection with the history of Muhammadan culture.

In this light, as a contribution towards the building material for a pragmatic history of the Shi'a, this treatise is herewith presented, centering, as it does, around an account on Shiitie sects by an Arabic writer who preceded Shahrazdānī by a full century.

This account, however, considerably increases in value and interest when we think of the man from whose pen it came. For 'Ali b. Ahmad ibn Ḥazm is one of those sharply marked individualities who are so exceedingly rare in ḥijāfâ'-ridden Islam, despite its enormous store of mental energy. Ibn Ḥazm was not a pet of destiny. His greatness was neither recognized by his jealous contemporaries nor duly appreciated by a narrow-minded posterity. But should the mental products of Ibn Ḥazm be rescued from the oblivion to which fanatical zeal and unreasonable neglect had doomed them, he will be acknowledged not only as the unrivalled representative of literary Spain, but as one of the greatest men in the whole dominion of Islam.

'Alī b. Ṭḥāna b. Ša'îd Ḥazm b. Šâlih b. Mūhammad was born in Cordova in the year 384/994, as the son of Ṭḥāna b. Ša'îd, who occupied a prominent official position under the famous Almansor and his successor. Ibn Ḥazm's early life thus coincided with the most stirring period in the history of Muhammadan Spain, when the mighty edifice of the Omeyyad caliphate began to totter and in a series of terrible shocks broke up into a number of petty states. Owing to the position occupied by his father, Ibn Ḥazm could not and would not stand aside, but took an immediate and prominent part in the political vicissitudes of his country. It was however a fortunate circumstance for him, and still more so for Arabic literature, that the constellation of events put an early end to his political career and, as it were, by force made of the brilliant statesman a brilliant scholar.

---

1 This genealogy is recorded by al-Kifīšī, see Catalogus Codicum Arabicorum Bibliothecae Academiae Lugduno-Batavae, i (1888), p. 269. A short biography of Ibn Ḥazm is given by Wüstenfeld, Geschichtsschreiber der Araber, No. 292, and by Brockelmann, Geschichte der arabischen Litteratur, i, 400. But some of their statements are erroneous, at least misleading, as can easily be seen from a comparison of their data with those given above. The sources for Ibn Ḥazm's biography are quoted by Brockelmann.
The ancestors of Ibn Ḥazm appear to have been Christians who lived in the district of Niebla. His great-grandfather Ḥazm is said to have been converted to the faith of Islam. But this origin apparently possessed little attraction for a member of the Moorish aristocracy who was besides a passionate hater of Christianity. He was therefore anxious to improve his pedigree and followed the example of his father, who, being an Omeyyad official, shrewdly claimed as his progenitor a certain Persian who enjoyed the clientship of Yazid, a brother of Muʿawiya, the founder of the Omeyyad dynasty. Whether this claim was the cause or the effect, Ibn Ḥazm at any rate always remained an ardent partisan of the Omeyyads, and in the terrible struggle that was raging around this dynasty gallantly fought and staunchly suffered in their behalf. In 1013, when the Berbers captured Cordova and gave full vent to their wild passions, Ibn Ḥazm's beautiful palace in Balat Muğith, the eastern suburb of Cordova, fell a prey to the flames. In 1016 Kheirân, the leader of the Slavs, having raised the Berber 'Alī b. Ḥammûd to the throne, sent Ibn Ḥazm to prison for his allegiance to the Omeyyad cause, and later banished him to Azna'l-Kazar, near Séville. Again in 1018, when the unscrupulous Kheirân, who had become tired of the independent Hammudite, proclaimed 'Abdarrâhmân IV. al-Murtadhâ calif in Valencia, Ibn Ḥazm hastened to join the Omeyyad prince, and bravely fought on his side against the Berbers. 'Abdarrâhmân, betrayed by Kheirân, was defeated and slain and his partisan Ibn Ḥazm was captured by the victorious Berbers and kept in prison for some length of time. Once more was Ibn Ḥazm's star to rise, but only to disappear speedily and forever. By a desperate effort the Cordovans succeeded in ridding themselves of their Berber oppressors, and on December 1; 1023, 'Abdarrâhmân V., al-Mustaẓhir, son of the murdered 'Abdarrâhmân IV, was proclaimed by a plebiscit in the Mosque Caliph of Spain. Ibn Ḥazm was soon near his youthful sovereign, who was also his friend, and was at once raised by him to the dignity of vizier. But in less than seven weeks 'Abdarrâhmân was

1 Dozy, Geschichte der Mauren in Spanien (1874), ii, 210.
2 Ibidem.
3 Catalogue, Leyden, i, 267.
4 Dozy, ib. p. 190.
5 Catal., p. 268.
attacked and slain by the treacherous mob of Cordova and Ibn Ḥazm was once more taken prisoner. When at last released, he was unable to find a resting-place for himself. The hatred of narrow-minded theologians pursued him wherever he went and the rulers of the various states were induced by his enemies to refuse him their hospitality. Finally he settled on his estate Maut Lishām, near Labla, and there spent the rest of his life. Cured of his political ambitions, he devoted himself exclusively to literary activity, surrounded by a number of young students, who were courageous enough to seek the company of the unpopular and generally persecuted man. He died in the solitude of his estate in the year 456/1064.

The leisure thus forced upon Ibn Ḥazm by adverse political circumstances was utilized by him to its utmost limits. Ibn Ḥazm became an author of that stupendous productivity which we find so characteristically represented in Arabic literature. The Arabic bibliographers who measure a man’s greatness by the size and weight of his wastepaper basket faithfully report that Ibn Ḥazm’s works amounted to “a camel’s load,” and we are reliably told on the authority of his son that their number reached the formidable sum of four hundred. To be sure, Arabic bibliography, as bibliography in general, is more concerned with the title-page of a literary work than with its contents, and is prone to confer the honorific title of a book where one would rather speak of a pamphlet or even a circular. Yet with all these limitations, Ibn Ḥazm’s productivity lays claim to our unreserved admiration.

We must, however, be careful not to become prejudiced against Ibn Ḥazm’s writings because of their quantity. We would do the man gross injustice, were we to put him on the same plane with some of the Arabic polygraphs, those living writing-machines whose activity is more a matter of perseverance than of ability. On the contrary, the trait that strikes one in Ibn Ḥazm first is his originality and its outward complement, brilliancy. It is this originality, coupled with truthfulness and fearlessness, which stamps Ibn Ḥazm as a really great man. His originality is perhaps best testified by the fact that, though he

---

1 Dozy, ib. p. 205 sq.
3 Ibidem.
himself was more orthodox than the orthodox, his writings were accorded the honor of a public auto-da-fé in his lifetime\(^1\) and were pursued by prohibitions long after his death\(^2\). The light in which posterity judged this originality is strikingly illustrated by the protest of the famous mystic Ibn 'Arabi (died 634/1240), who emphatically denies to be one of those who constantly repeat: "Thus saith Ibn Hazm."\(^3\) As to the brilliancy of his style, it is charmingly displayed in the graceful description of his early love, which won for him the distinction, conferred upon him by the best judge of Moorish culture, himself a brilliant writer, of being the most thoughtful poet of Spain\(^4\), and it manifests itself with equal power in the violent sarcasm of his polemics, which originated the later phrase designating the tongue of Ibn Hazm as a twin-brother of the bloody sword of the famous general Hajjāj ibn Yūsuf.\(^5\)

One of the chief products of Ibn Hazm's literary activity is the work to which this treatise is mainly devoted: his "Kitāb al-Milal wa'n-Nihāl," the "Book on Religions and Sects."\(^6\) The originality of his mind shows itself in the very design of the book, which is the first attempt—termed "genius-like" by the foremost authority on the religion of Islam—\(^7\) to extend the legalistic system of the Zahiriite school over the whole field of Muhammadan dogmatics. As for the brilliancy of his style, it is perhaps nowhere shown to better advantage than in the chapters directed against Judaism and Christianity, which are an inimitable specimen of the Arabic art of "mujādala," and, despite the abusive and sometimes even vulgar language, are a delightful example of Arabic scientific prose.

This work moreover bears witness to other qualities of Ibn Hazm which mark him as the most eminent historian of religion in Arabic literature and attach to his information exceptional value and importance. One is struck at the outset with the

---

\(^1\) Ib. 230, 264.
\(^2\) Háji Chalfa vi, 115.—Ibn Chaldún, Mukaddima, ed. Quatremère, i, p. 4.
\(^3\) ZDMG. 52, 516.
\(^4\) Dozy, Geschichte, p. 211.
\(^5\) Ibn Khallikān, s.v.
\(^7\) Goldziher, Zähiriten, p. 186.
wide outlook of the author, which comprises within its compass not only the whole of the Muslim world, but extends a vast deal beyond it. It is not mere boasting on his part when he occasionally remarks: "We have come in contact with, and received information from, people of distant countries, and have always been anxious to enquire into things that were unknown to us. We have had at our disposal numerous historical works containing the records of many nations, both Arabs and non-Arabs. We have also received information about the kingdoms of the Christians, as far as the country of Rum (Byzantium), also about the kingdoms of the Slavs, Turks, Hindus and Negros, both of ancient and modern times." The work, written at the height of Moorish culture, displays that broad universalistic spirit by which nothing human is deemed foreign, and his arraignment of Judaism and Christianity reveals an intimate knowledge of other religions which is quite unique during the middle ages and very rare even in modern days. But though a scholar of vast erudition, Ibn Hazm was by no means a book-worm. Ibn Ḥazm learned from men as much as, or even more than, he learned from books. A vizier, the son of a vizier, he was in early life involved in the vicissitudes of a stirring revolutionary period. He saw a good deal of the world and came in contact with all sorts and conditions of men, turning this living experience into excellent account in his literary work. This breath of life is the most refreshing and at the same time the most valuable feature of Ibn Hazm's standard work. He enjoyed the personal acquaintance not only of representatives of various shades of Muslim thought and dogma, but also of the foremost champions of the two other religions of Spain, of Judaism and Christianity. When still in Cordova at the age of twenty, he discussed Biblical passages with the famous Jewish statesman and scholar Joseph ibn Nagdela, and the Bishop as well as the Dāyyān of Cordova, were counted among his friends. References to Christian and more so to Jewish contemporaries are very fre-

---

1 *Milal waʾn-Nīqal*, ed. Cairo, i, 175.
2 The Vienna manuscript adds "Khazars."
3 *M. waʾn-N.*, i, 152 and 185.
4 *ib. ii*, 108.
5 *M. waʾn-N.*, codex Vienna, fol. 100°.
quent in his book, and, while adding considerable weight to his information, they also bear splendid evidence as to Ibn Ḥazm's many-sidedness and thirst for knowledge.

Another striking trait of Ibn Ḥazm’s personality as displayed in this book is his critical acumen and his keen power of observation. Ibn Ḥazm keeps an open eye on the world around him and perceives things, and details of things, which would escape a less keen observer. His statements are never blurred, but always definite and admirably accurate. Though a thinker of no mean order, he never seeks refuge in ambiguous abstractions but always carries the analysis of things down to their minute details. Many an interesting specimen of this thoroughness can be found in the *Miṣal wa’n-Niḥal*. Discussing the passage Matthew xiii, 31–32, he polemically remarks that the author must have been completely ignorant of agriculture. “We saw the mustard plant ourselves, we also knew others who had seen it in distant countries. Yet we never saw nor were we told by those who had seen anything of the plant that a bird could dwell on it.” Referring to a wide-spread Jewish legend which told of a Jewish sage of Bagdad who miraculously came over to Cordova to punish a certain Ibn al-Iskenderānī for having oppressed the Jews of the latter city, he at once plunges into a description of the man and his family and the place where they lived, so as to prove the absurdity of the legend and the mendacity of the Jews. His lucid and scholarly expositions on chronological, geographical and similar complicated questions of Biblical criticism bear witness to the same effect.

But the characteristic which constitutes the real greatness of Ibn Ḥazm and is of paramount importance for the subject dealt with in this treatise is his truthfulness. “With reference to the dogmas (of the Shiites), Abū Muḥammed Ibn Ḥazm’s *Kitāb al-Miṣal wa’n-Niḥal*—a work, I am sorry to say, not yet sufficiently studied, but in every respect worthy of further propagation and

---

2 *M. wa’n-N.*; ii, 84.  
3 *Ib.* i, 156.
4 The Edition (i. 156, l. 2) has which may only be a misprint. The manuscripts of Leyden and Vienna have the correct reading.
5 Cmp. his lengthy discussion of the number of the Jewish military recruits, i, 165 sq., or his geographical explanations, i, 166.
scrutiny—certainly is an excellent source. He, too, is polemical in the course of the whole work, and not without passion. Nevertheless he is of sufficient historical fidelity.” Ibn Ḥazm’s truthfulness is of the right sort, being as anxious to say the truth as to avoid an untruth. He is always ready to call a spade a spade and to shower upon his opponents the inexhaustible stream of Arabic invectives. His attacks, e. g., on al-Ash’ari, the patron-saint of orthodox Islam, whom he stigmatizes as an infidel, are of an incredibly violent nature, and they were probably the cause of the persecutions to which his writings were subjected. But at the same time Ibn Ḥazm is ready to do justice to people with different and even opposite opinions. In his attacks on Jews and Christians he is always anxious not to misjudge things, and he often quotes and carefully considers their counter-arguments. “We have already mentioned,” remarks Ibn Ḥazm in the course of his polemics, “that we shall not use against them any quotation from their Torah which is not clear in its meaning, since the opponent might reply by saying that the Lord meant by it anything he likes.” In the same spirit he solemnly pledges himself, in the introduction to his treatise on the “depravities” of the extreme heterodox sects, a subject which invites misrepresentations, that he will never charge an opponent with a heterodox view unless he can justify it by a verbal quotation from the opponent’s own writings, “be he an unbeliever, a heretic or a mere sinner, since lying is not permissible against anybody.” This attitude raises Ibn Ḥazm far above the level of other Muhammadan writers on similar subjects and renders his statements singularly trustworthy.

Last, but certainly not least, Ibn Ḥazm’s report on the sects of Islam is of exceptional value because of its being, as far as we know, the only one which is not fettered by the tradition on the 73 sects. In consequence of his rigid conception of Muhammadan tradition,4 Ibn Ḥazm completely ignores this hadith, which is neither recorded by Bukhārī nor by Muslim, and no mention of it is made throughout the bulky work. The effect is at once evident in a more logical division of Muhammadan sects

---

1 Goldziher, Beiträge zur Litteraturgeschichte der Schi‘a, p. 448.
2 Mīlāl, i, 165.
3 Mīlāl, iv, 178.
4 Cmp. Kremer, herrschende Ideen, p. 138 sq.
(see later) and in a considerably reduced number of sect names. We may safely assume that each name recorded in the *Mīlal wa‘n-Nihāl* represents a historical fact and not, as in the case of all other writers, a mere product of imagination.

Having allotted so much space to the merits of Ibn Ḥazm’s work, we would appear not quite unbiased were we to suppress all mention of its shortcomings. As early as in the fourteenth century a well-known Muslim theologian emphasized the superiority of Shahrastānī’s book over that of Ibn Ḥazm on the ground that the latter was “scattered and without proper disposition.” Though the reproach expressed in these words loses much of its force when the history of the book is more closely considered, yet it must be admitted that this criticism strikingly characterizes the book of Ibn Ḥazm in distinction from that of Shahrastānī. Ibn Ḥazm with his agile mind and fiery temperament certainly did not possess the academicishblood of the scholar and systematizer Shahrastānī. Ibn Ḥazm’s *Mīlal wa‘n-Nihāl*, particularly the sections dealt with in the present treatise, indisputably lack the systematic roundness and scientific classification, so conspicuous in the rival work. More especially the account on the Shiites is quite unmethedical and often very abrupt. But all these shortcomings fade into insignificance before the great characteristics of Ibn Ḥazm’s personality: his breadth of outlook, his power of observation and, above all, his fairness of judgment.

The *Kitāb al-Mīlal wa‘n-Nihāl* is not a work of a uniform and harmonious construction. Its composite nature can be easily traced and demonstrated. On another occasion I endeavored to disclose the original plan of the book and the way it was carried out. Here it will suffice to state the results arrived at. Originally the *Mīlal wa‘n-Nihāl* was conceived as a mainly dogmatic composition. The description of the religions and sects proper occupied but a fourth of the work, while the rest scrutinized the Muslim dogmas from the point of view of Zahirite doctrine. Subsequently, however, the author tried to do more justice to the title of the book by incorporating with it two large

---

1 as-Subki, quoted by Háji-Chalifa, vi, 116.
monographs written previously, one consisting of a polemical
treatise directed against Judaism and Christianity, the other
being an account of the tenets of the extreme heterodox sects
of Islam.

Ibn Ḥazm's Mīlāl waʿn-Nīhal is preserved in five manuscripts
which may here be enumerated in chronological order: 1) A
manuscript of the University Library of Leyden (henceforward
designated as L) in two volumes, the first dated 722\(^{b}\), the second
734\(^{b}\). 2) A codex in the British Museum (=Br) consisting of
two volumes both written in 734\(^{b}\). 3) An incomplete manu-
script of the Hofbibliothek in Vienna (=V) dated 1001\(^{b}\). 4) A
manuscript in Cairo of the year 1271\(^{b}\) (see later). 5) A
manuscript in three volumes in the library of Yale University
(=Y) written in 1298\(^{b}\). The Cairo manuscript was recently
reproduced in a printed edition (henceforward designated as Ed)
which appeared in Cairo in five parts in 1317–1321\(^{b}\). A glance
at the various manuscripts reveals the existence of systematic
divergencies between them which can only be explained as repre-
senting various stages in the composition of the book. Flügel,\(^{7}\)
who only saw the Vienna manuscript, already observed that
the words 'Says Abū Muḥammad,' by which almost every para-
graph of the book is introduced, point to the fact that the book
was, from dictation or otherwise, written down and edited by a
strange hand. This observation seems to gain support from the
discrepancies in the dates mentioned in various sections of the
book. Thus at the beginning of his work Ibn Ḥazm speaks of
the reign of Ḥishām al-Muʿtadd (418–422\(^{b}\))\(^{6}\) as being contempo-
rance. On the other hand, at the end of his polemics against
Judaism and Christianity he refers to the year 450\(^{b}\) and in a
passage shortly before to 450 and odd years. Again in a later
section of the book the year 440 is to be inferred as the date of
composition.\(^{7}\) A more minute scrutiny discloses the fact

\(^{1}\) Catalogue Leyden (1866), iv, 280 sq.

\(^{2}\) Rieu, Catalogus codicum manuscriptorum orientalium qui in Museo

\(^{3}\) Flügel, Catalogue Vienna (1865), ii, No. 975.

\(^{4}\) See later, p. 24.

\(^{5}\) Ibidem, p. 188 Anm. 1.

\(^{6}\) Mīlāl, i, p. 16. The Edition has المعتد. See Lane-Poole, Muham-
medan Dynasties (1894), p. 21, and Maḳkari i, 191, note c, and 282, note c.

\(^{7}\) Mīlāl, iv, 94, 1. 2.
that the five manuscripts go back to two distinctly marked recensions. The exact relationship between these two recensions can, of course, be determined only by means of a careful collation which would include all manuscripts and extend over the whole book, a task which, in consideration of the size of the *Mīlal wa'n-Nihāl*, would demand an enormous amount of time and patience. Personally I have been able to collate all manuscripts extant (with the exception of the Cairo manuscript, which is reproduced in the printed edition) only for the portions translated in this treatise. I have also consulted the manuscripts of Leyden and Vienna for many a passage in the earlier part of the work, especially in the chapters bearing on Judaism and Christianity, occasionally also in the latter sections. These collations form the basis of the following observations, which, because of the fragmentary character of the former, do not in any way pretend to be exhaustive or definitive. The relationship between the various codes seems to differ in the different sections of the book. In the earlier part, the two oldest contemporaneous codices, L. and Br., belong to different categories, the latter forming one group with V., the former siding with Y. and Ed. The affinity between Br. and V. is here of so close a nature that it can be explained only by assigning a common original to both, or by regarding the one as the copy of the other. L. and Y. as well as Ed. go, as a rule, together. But they also show slight variations and in some important instances correspond with Br. and V. The latter part of the work presents quite a different aspect. Eliminating V., which is defective, we can see at a glance that L. and Br. on one hand and Y. and Ed. on the other present two sharply marked types. The resemblance between the manuscripts of each group is so striking that no doubt is left as to the identity of their respective originals.

The observations just offered necessarily remain fragmentary and uncertain, owing to the incompleteness of the evidence upon which they are based. A closer investigation will no doubt bring out more clearly the evidently complicated relations between the various manuscripts. One fact, however, must be noticed right here. In the chapter bearing on Shiism, which originally formed a part of a monograph on heterodox sects,

1 *Zur Komposition, etc.*, p. 272 sq.
the differences between the two recensions are not mere variants, but frequently affect the contents to a considerable extent. The group consisting of L.-Br. offers many an additional reading which is of historical importance. Some variants directly contradict one another. It is therefore important to establish the relative age of the recensions. Happily there is one passage in the book which gives us an important hint in this direction. Speaking of the Mahdí of the Shiites, who was born about 260, he slightly remarks: "And they (the Shiites) are still waiting for a lost object since 180 years." L.-Br. read "180 and odd years." This group would thus appear to be later by a few years than the recension represented by Y. and Ed. It must however be admitted that in face of the divergencies in the dates in the various parts of the book, this evidence cannot be regarded as conclusive, and may perhaps be valid only for the latter part of the book, from which the passage under consideration is derived.

The texts published in translation in this treatise consist of four pieces derived from various sections of the Milal wa'n-Nihal. The first piece is composed of Ibn Ḥazm's general account of the sects of Islam and serves as an introduction to his elaborate examination of the Muhammedan dogmas to which the book is in main devoted. This account is very brief, quite in accordance with its introductory character. It does not limit itself to the Shiites, but presents a brief survey of all Muhammedan sects. Since the description of Shiism is interwoven with that of other sects, the piece had to be given in extenso; a limitation to Shiism would have resulted in a motley number of fragmentary passages. The second piece in this treatise is represented by the chapter on Shiism taken from the originally independent monograph on the extreme heterodox sects, which is now incorporated with the Milal wa'n-Nihal. The third piece gives an extract from the chapter on the Imámate, as far as it has an immediate bearing on the tenets of Shiism. The fourth, and last, piece gives a brief synopsis of Shiism which is

1 Or rather who was supposed to have been born. Ibn Ḥazm denies his existence altogether; see later, pp. 48 and 76. I take the date of his father's death. The officially recognized date of the Mahdí's birth is 265.

2 Milal, iv, 94, 1. 2.
extant only in the manuscripts of Leyden and the British Museum, and is therefore presented both in text and translation. The reader will see at a glance that the second piece containing the chapter on Shiism is both in size and contents the most important of the texts published below. It is, in fact, the backbone of this treatise. To be sure, the chapter in question, as has already been hinted at, is very far from being an exhaustive or even comprehensive presentation of Shiism. As far as this chapter is concerned, its incompleteness may be explained by the fact that the monograph, of which it originally formed a part, limited itself by the very title to the "depravities," i. e. the extreme sects of the Shi'a. But it must also be admitted that even the description of the extreme sects is fragmentary and abrupt, and that the same abruptness is to be noticed in the other texts. Yet, in spite of this defect, Ibn Ḥazm's account is of great historical value. It contains a number of facts which have hitherto not been known at all, or been known only in part or in different form. It also reveals a clear and original conception of the nature of Shiism and of the development of its sects. Apart from the general merits characterizing the literary activity of Ibn Ḥazm, we may conscientiously assert that the information contained in the texts given below contributes a considerable and valuable material towards the history of this important religious movement.

The disconnected and abrupt character of the texts makes a synopsis of their contents almost impossible. On the other hand, this very same circumstance renders a synopsis unnecessary. I will therefore limit myself to a few remarks on Ibn Ḥazm's division of the sects of the Shi'a, which underlies his whole account. The division of the sects of Islam in general is, mainly because of the baneful ḥadith, a matter of extreme difficulty and discussion. Shahristānī, in the introduction to his *Milal wa'n-Nihāl*, justly remarks that he has not found two writers who agreed on this question, and an examination of other Muhammadan histories of religion only confirms this observation. A similar confusion prevails in the division of Shiitic sects in particular. A few examples will suffice to illustrate the infirmity and arbitrariness of all such divisions. 'Abd-al-Kāhir al-Bagdādī (d. 429/1038), a contemporary of Ibn Ḥazm,¹ who

¹ See later, p. 26.
bestows great pains on a precise classification of the 72 heterodox sects, counts twenty of these to the Shi'a. He distributes these twenty over three main sects: the Zeidiyya (4), the Keisâniyya (1), and the Imâmiyya (15). The Ġulât ("Extremists") are not reckoned to Islam at all. Shahrastâni (d. 548/1153), on the contrary, counts the Ġulât (or Ġâliya) to the Muhammedan sects, and enumerates five Shiitic sects: the Keisâniyya, Zeidiyya, Imâmiyya, Ġâliya, and Ismâ'iliyya. Makrîzî, again, (d. 845/1442) who knows Ibn Ḥazm's work and frequently plagiarizes it, follows in the division of sects a system of his own which is highly artificial. All the sects of Islam deviating from the Sunna are considered and called by him Ġulât, "Extremists," i. e. driving to an extreme the moderate principles of orthodox Islam. These Ġulât, and with them all heterodox sects, are divided into ten principal categories. The ninth is occupied by the Shiites or, as Makrîzî prefers to call them, the Rawâfiḍ.\(^1\) Twenty sects are numbered under this heading, among them the Imâmiyya, Keisâniyya and Zeidiyya, but also many small and insignificant factions. At the end of his classification, Makrîzî, stimulated by the tendency outlined above, pours out a vast number of other heterodox sects which scarcely have any reality beyond their names.

Ibn Ḥazm, who rejects the hadîth in question, and is in consequence not bound to any number, makes no attempt at an elaborate enumeration of the sects of Islam. In spite of it, or more probably because of it, his division of Muhammedan sects in general and of Shiitic sects in particular is the most natural and logical. Islam is accordingly divided into five sects, or, as the Sunna, properly speaking, is no sect, into four sects: the Mu'tazila, Murjî'a, Khawârij, and Shi'a; the two former representing the dogmatic side, the two latter representing the political side of Islam. Kremer, in his "History of the Leading Ideas of Islam" (p. 16 sq.), rightly makes this division of Ibn Ḥazm the point of departure for his consideration of Muhammedan dogmas. As regards Shiism, Ibn Ḥazm shows the clearest conception of the problem by laying down the question of the Imâmâte as principium divisions. The whole Shi'a accordingly appears divided into two large sections: on the one hand the

\(^1\) See the index to this treatise, s. v. Rawâfiḍ.
Zeidiyya and on the other the Imâmiyya, or, to use the nomen odiosum by which Ibn Hazm as well as other writers often designate the latter, the Rawâfid. Both sections agree in the conception of the Imâmate as the exclusive privilege of the descendants of 'Ali. But they differ in their attitude toward the claims of 'Ali himself, and consequently in their judgment of 'Ali's opponents. In the opinion of the Imâmiyya, 'Ali was entitled to the caliphate by virtue of a written will of the Prophet. The "Companions," however, maliciously made this will disappear. The first caliphs were consequently usurpers and, acting, as they did, against the express wish of the Prophet, must be considered infidels. As such, they cannot be considered the bearers of Muhammadan tradition, and thus, with the exception of the Koran, a complete reorganization of Islam becomes necessary. The Zeidiyya deny the existence of a written will. 'Ali's claims to the Imâmate merely lay in his superior qualities. His rejection on the part of the "Companions" was not prompted by any premeditated malice but solely due to an unintentional lack of appreciation. The first caliphs consequently were legitimate rulers, and they as well as the other "Companions" must be acknowledged as the rightful bearers of Muhammadan tradition. Thus the whole difference between the two sections of Shiism reduces itself to their attitude toward the "Companions" as the bearers of Islam. It is evident that the Zeidiyya are closely related to the Sunna, especially so when we remember that the Sunna itself yielded more and more to the Alid tendencies prevalent among the masses of the Faithful, whereas the very basis of the Imâmiyya is a protest against orthodox Islam as handed down by the "Companions." In a survey which confines itself to the "depravities" of the Shiites there is consequently little room for the Zeidiyya. Only one section of them, the Jârûdiyya, is quoted at the beginning of the chapter on Shiitism (part B. of our text). But it is left unexplained whether they owe this distinction to their belief that the rejection of 'Ali was an intentional act of treachery and that the Companions were consequently infidels, or whether it is due to their belief in the second advent of certain Mahdîs,—a belief which they largely share with the Imâmiyya. The tenets of the latter, of course, occupy a much more prominent place among the "depravities" of the Shiites, and the bulk of the chapter
is devoted to them. The Čulát—on this point Ibn Ḥazm agrees with al-Bagdādī—are no Muslims at all. Only inasmuch as their tenets are bound up with the personality of 'Alī, they are counted among the extreme sects of Shiism.

Between these two well-defined parties the sect of the Keisāniyya, which in early Islam played so important a rôle, occupies a somewhat ambiguous position. All other historians who regard as the basis of Shiism—common both to the Zeidiyya and the Imāmiyya—the restriction of the Imāmate to the descendants of Fāṭima, necessarily place the Keisāniyya, who believe in the Imāmate of Muḥammed ibn-al-Ḥanafiyya, 'Alī's son by another wife, in a separate category. Ibn Ḥazm, however, who considers the underlying principle of Shiism the recognition of the Imāmate of the descendants of 'Alī, obviously makes the question of a written will the point of departure, and, since the Keisāniyya on this cardinal point agree with the Zeidiyya, expressly counts them among the sects of the latter. But our author is not consistent. For in the course of the chapter he reckons the Keisāniyya, on account of some peculiar tenets held by them, among the Imāmiyya. On the whole, it must be said that Ibn Ḥazm's description betrays a painful lack of disposition. The chapter on Shiism suffers particularly from this defect. The various parts of the account cannot be easily distinguished. It is quite difficult to state where the report on the Zeidiyya ends and that on the Imāmiyya begins. Nor does the description of the individual sects within this range show any proper order. The value of Ibn Ḥazm's account on Shiism is not to be attributed to its stylistic merits but principally to the facts it communicates and the historical material it contributes towards a better knowledge of the sects of the Shi'a.

The present treatise is based on a monograph by the same author written some five years ago in German. It reproduced the texts now offered in English translation in the original Arabic, as the Miḥāl wa'n-Nīḥāl had not yet appeared in print and was only accessible in manuscripts. The first manuscripts I was able to peruse were those of Leyden and Vienna, which by the courtesy of the respective libraries were sent to me at Strassburg (Germany), where I lived at that time. The text of
the piece which appears here as part A. was based on these two manuscripts. For the second piece, the chapter on Shiism, I was limited to the Codex of Leyden, the Vienna manuscript being defective in this place. The contents of the chapter, which teems with proper names, and the character of the manuscript, which is practically void of all diacritical points, made it impossible to construct any reasonable text on so inadequate a basis. It was then that Professor Goldziher with characteristic kindness offered me his copy of this chapter made by him in 1878 from two twin-manuscripts belonging to Count Landberg one of which is now in the possession of the library of Yale University.¹ This copy presented a different recension of the Milal wa‘n-Nihal, but it was nevertheless of incalculable value for the establishing of a critical text, and without it any attempt at publication would have proved a failure. As for the last two pieces, given here as C. and D., they were reproduced from the Leyden manuscript only, since their contents on the whole offered no unsurmountable difficulties. The texts constructed in the described manner and accompanied by introduction and notes constituted the said monograph, which was presented to and accepted by the Philosophical Faculty of the University of Strassburg as “Habilitationschrift” preliminary to the author’s admission as “Privatdozent.” Subsequently, during several visits to London, I was able to consult the codex of the British Museum and, having settled in this country, I also had access to the manuscript stored in the library of Yale University. In the meantime, Ibn Hazm’s Milal wa‘n-Nihal had appeared in print in Cairo, being the faithful reproduction of a modern manuscript of that city.

All these circumstances greatly influenced the further destinies of the monograph and considerably altered and widened its scope. In the first place, it became necessary to utilize the new material afforded by the study of hitherto inaccessible manuscripts. With the publication of the Milal wa‘n-Nihal the value of the manuscript extracts was considerably impaired and

¹ In Professor Goldziher’s copy the two manuscripts are designated as A and B. The Yale manuscript is unquestionably identical with B, as can be seen from the few passages in which A and B slightly differ from one another (cmp., e. g., p. 48, n. 7). I have been unable to find out where A is at present.
it therefore became advisable to give the texts in translation instead. On the other hand, it was impossible to disregard the aid offered by the manuscripts at our disposal, two of which (those of Leyden and the British Museum) are five hundred years older than the manuscript reproduced in the printed edition. The text of the edition had to be carefully compared with that of the manuscripts, and the variants had to be embodied in the critical apparatus accompanying the translation.

A few remarks concerning the character of the translation offered below may prove useful to the reader. It is an obvious fact for the student of Ibn Ḥazm’s *Mīlāl wa’n-Nīḥāl* that the text of the edition represents a recension which essentially differs from the manuscripts of Leyden and the British Museum in the greater part of the work, and from the codices of Vienna and the British Museum in the earlier part of it. The recension offered by L. and Br. is apparently younger, and most probably represents a revised edition of Ibn Ḥazm’s work. In spite of this fact the author of the present treatise deemed it his duty to base his translation on the text of the edition which is generally accessible. It was impossible to revise and amplify the printed text by means of the manuscripts, as this would have resulted in an unbearable mixture of recensions, which would have done justice to neither recension. It seemed, on the contrary, advisable to relegate the manuscript variants, however important, into the critical apparatus at the bottom of the translation. On the other hand, it was impossible to reproduce the printed text word for word, as the manuscript, of which the text is a slavish reproduction, is apparently faulty, and full of errors and lacunae. The text of the edition had consequently to be corrected first, and then in this amended form be made the basis of the English translation. The deviations of the latter from the printed Arabic text are made noticeable to the eye: the corrected readings by larger type and the words missing in the edition by square brackets. As regards the various readings, only those were recorded which appeared to be of some value in one way or the other. Mere stylistic variations were disregarded. Wherever the variants contained some historical information, or differed materially from the translated text, they were made conspicuous in type, so as to enable those readers who are merely interested in the historical aspect of the texts, to recognize at a glance
the readings which are of special interest to them. For the convenience of the reader the text was also divided into paragraphs. The manuscripts offer no breaks whatever, and the division in the edition is apparently arbitrary, and in most cases nonsensical. The headings of the various sections of the text were added for the same reason.

The introduction, offered herewith, had to be re-written, so as to include the increased material, now at the disposal of the author, and the results of his continued study of Ibn Ḥazm's work.

The commentary endeavors above all to be what the word designates: an explanation of the text, which is mostly abrupt and frequently obscure. The scarcity of literature on our subject, however, made it imperative to widen the scope of the commentary, and to include a careful and systematic discussion of the topics treated or suggested by Ibn Ḥazm. In doing so, the author tried to turn to account the modern literature on the subject in various European languages, so far as it represents original research, and to compile all the material available in Arabic literature. In the latter respect, the author was fortunate enough to have at his disposal a valuable and not inconsiderable material derived from manuscripts. The various manuscripts, quoted in various parts of this treatise, will be designated in due course. Here I will confine myself to a general reference to two manuscripts quoted throughout this treatise, which proved exceptionally valuable for our investigations. Both manuscripts are stored in the Imperial library in Berlin, and are closely related to each other. The one is the Kitāb al-fark beina 'l-farāk, "Book on the Differences between the Sects," by Abū Maṣṣūr ʿAbd al-Kāhir b. Ṭāhir al-Baghdādī (died 429/1038, see Ahwardt's Catalogue, No. 2800), and a work of the same title by Shuhfūr b. Ṭāhir b. Muḥammad al-Isfrahānī (died 471/1078, ibidem No. 2801). The former is known from a few quotations by Schreiner in ZDMG. (vol. 52) and in his book "Der Kalām in der jüdischen Litteratur"; the latter is often referred to in Haarbrücker's translation of Shahristānī, and in the notes to the edition of the Führst. Each of these writers is quoted by Ḥāji Chalfa (vi, 115) as the author of a Kitāb al-Mīdāl waʿn-Nihāl, of which frequent mention is also made in the Kitāb al-fark of Baghdādī. It appears, in fact, that
the manuscripts in question are extracts from a larger work which may have represented this *Milal waʾn-Nihal*. The two manuscripts show a remarkable affinity, which deserves further investigation. Materially they coincide nearly everywhere, and frequently they also agree verbatim. As far as I am able to judge, I am inclined to consider Isḥaḥī’s book an abstract from that of Baḡdādī. The latter displays its genuine character by greater completeness, by personal recollections, by polemical, often quite tolerable, rhymes against the heretics, and the like features. Both manuscripts offer the great advantage of being carefully pointed, which, of course, is of special value in determining the pronunciation of the proper names. But they also contain extremely interesting material, and often supply us with important historical information undoubtedly drawn from old sources. Thus their account on the Sabāʾiyya offers the fullest and most valuable description of this fundamental sect of Shiism.

The disconnected character of the translated texts, which are derived from various sections of Ibn Ḥāẓm’s *Milal waʾn-Nihal* written at various periods, make it impossible to pursue any definite arrangement or disposition. This inconvenience, however, is removed by means of a detailed index, which enables the reader to lay hand on all the material bearing on the subject in which he is interested. The list of the Alids mentioned in this treatise which is appended at the end will, we expect, be of service to the reader.

**

Before concluding, I feel obliged to tender the expression of my thanks to all those men and institutions that have been helpful to me in the work embodied in this treatise.

The first and largest share of my gratitude I owe, as always, to my dear master, Professor Theodor Nöldeke, who has, with untiring kindness, bestowed upon me the benefit of his instruction and his friendship. Without his continuous stimulus, furtherance and advice, this work would have never been undertaken or finished.

My heartfelt thanks are furthermore due to Professor Goldziher, not only for his repeated public references to the importance of Ibn Ḥāẓm’s work and his contributions towards the
appreciation thereof, but also for his great kindness in lending me his copy of the chapter on Shiism, and in giving me, whenever required, his invaluable scholarly advice.

I feel greatly obliged to the University library of Strassburg (Germany), where I gathered most of the material for this work, to the officers of the Oriental department of the British Museum, who were unceasing in their efforts to facilitate my task, to the libraries of Leyden, Berlin, Vienna, Gotha and Yale University, for allowing me the use of their manuscripts.

TRANSLATION.

A. The Heterodox Sects in general.

[Printed Edition (=Ed.) II, pp. 111-117; Codex Leyden (=L.) I, fol. 125a ff.; Codex British Museum (=Br.) I, fol. 135a ff.; Codex Vienna (=V.) fol. 201 ff.; Codex Yale (=Y.) I, fol. 137a ff.]

In the Name of Allah, the Compassionate, the Merciful! 1
Says the Faqih 2 Abû Muḥammad, *Alf b. ʿAlīdd ʿAbdurrahmān Ibn Ḥazm, may Allah be pleased with him 3:

Having with the help of Allah finished with the (non-Islamic) religions, let us with the assistance of Allah begin to describe the sects of the Muslims and the difference of opinion among the latter regarding these sects, to expound 4 the evils which some of them (of the adherents of these sects) concocted against it (i.e. against Islam) 5 by means of the special errors of their sect, and to set forth the arguments which are indispensable in order to indicate clearly the true sect among these (heterodox) sects, —in the same way as we proceeded in dealing with the religions. *Much praise unto Allah, the Lord of all Created Beings: there is no assistance nor strength except in Allah, the Exalted, the Almighty! 6

Says Abû Muḥammad: Those that adhere to the community of Islam are divided into five sects: 1) the Sunnites, 2) the

---

1 Br. V. om. "the poor, the Imām."
2 Br. V. om. 4 Br. V. all."
3 Ed. L. alā ʿalā ṣudda ʿAbdarrahmān Ibn Ḥazm "against it," L. V. Y. 7 bāhā "against them." See Commentary.
4 Br. V. om.
5 Ed. and Codd. fiṣṣā (instead of ḥāṣṣā) against the grammatical rule.
Mu’tazilites; 3) the Murji’ites, 4) the Shi’ites, and 5) the Kharijites. Each of these sects again is divided into a number of (smaller) sects.

The greatest difference of opinion among the Sunnites prevails in questions of religious practice and a few particulars of religious doctrine which will be explained hereafter. As to the other four sects, enumerated above, there are some among them who differ widely from the Sunnites and others who differ from them but slightly.

Among the sections of the Murji’ites the nearest to the Sunnites are those who follow the doctrine of the Fatih Abû Hanîfa that Faith consists in acknowledging the truth both with the tongue and the heart and that the religious ceremonies are nothing but laws and precepts imposed by Faith. The farthest among them are the adherents of Jahm b. Safwân, al-Ash’arî and Muhammed b. Karrâm of Sijistân. For Jahm and al-Ash’arî maintain that Faith only consists in believing with the heart, though one profess with his tongue Unbelief and the doctrine of Trinity [112] and worships the Crucified (Christ) *in the dominions of Islam without fear (i.e. compulsion).* Muhammed b. Karrâm, on the other hand, maintains that Faith is only expression with the tongue, though one adhere to Unbelief in his heart.

Among the sects of the Mu’tazilites the nearest to the Sunnites are the followers of al-Husein b. Muhammed an-Najjâr, Bishr b. Giyâth of Marîs (in Egypt), as well as the followers of10

---

1 Br.: 4) Kharijites; 5) Shi’ites.
2 Ed. L. Y. incorrectly al-i‘rah; Br. V. al-i‘rah.
3 Br. V. +’’and the adherents of.’’
4 Br. V. +’’and the adherents of.’’
5 In Eastern Iran. Br. V. om.
6 L. Y. ‘’some of these maintain.’’ This is a later correction. See Comm.—Instead of يقرون as in Br. V.
7 L. Y. om.
8 L. Y. يقرون (acc. after ‘’and others maintain.’’)
9 Br. V. يقرون (V. corrected on the margin وَأَعْتَقَدَ and اعتقد).
10 Br. om. through homoioteleuton.
Dirâr b. 'Amr. The farthest among them are the followers of Abû-l-Hudeil.¹

Among the schools of the Shi'ites the nearest to the Sunnites are those who count themselves among the followers of the Fâkhî al-Hasan b. 'Sâlih b. Ḥayy of the Banû Hamdân who maintain that the Imâmîte is confined to the descendants of 'All.² It is, however, an established fact that al-Hasan b. Sâlih—may Allah have mercy on him!—was of the same opinion as we are, viz., that the Imâmîte extends to the whole of the Kureish, and that he maintained a friendly attitude towards all the Companions (of the Prophet), the only exception being that he gave 'All the preference over all of them.³ The farthest among them are the Imâmîtes.

Among the sects of the Khârijites the nearest to the Sunnites are the followers of 'Abdallah b. Yazîd al-İbaḍî, of Kûfa. The farthest among them are the 'Azrâkîtes.

As to the followers of Ahmâd b. Há'ît,⁴ Ahmâd b. Yânîsh,⁵ al-Fâḍîl of Harrân,⁶ the extremists among the Rawâfid, the Shî'îs,⁷ the Bîtîkhîyya,⁸ the followers of Abû Ismâ'îl al-Bît-

¹ Ed. misprint. See Comm. V. the whole passage mutilated.
² L. or Br. V., "of Hamdân." See Comm.
³ L. or Br. V., "of Hamdân." See Comm.
⁴ Ed. incorrectly. See next note.
⁵ Codd. + فقط "alone." See next note.
⁶ V. marginal gloss by another hand. See next note.
⁷ L. or Br. Y., "of Hamdân." See Comm.
¹⁰ Ed. L. or Br. Y. See next note.
¹¹ L. or Br. Y. See next note.
¹² L. or Br. Y. See next note.
tikhi, those of the 'Ajârida who deny the “Ijmâ’” and others,—they do not belong to the Muslims, but are unbelievers in the common opinion of the whole Muhammedan nation. Let us seek refuge in Allah, when we are forsaken!

Exposition of the fundamental tenets of each of these sects, being the characteristics by which they are distinguished.

Says Abû Muhammed: As to the Murji'ites, the pillar which they hold fast is the question as to the nature of Faith and Apostasy and the proper application of these terms, and Punishment.¹ 'Outside of this they differ in their opinions as much as the others.

As to the Mu'tazilites, the pillar which they hold fast is the question of Unity and the Divine Attributes. *Some of them also add the problem of Free Will, the application of the terms Wickedness and Faith, and Punishment. In the question of Divine Attributes the Mu'tazilites are joined by Jahm b. Safwân, Mukâtil b. Suleimân, the Ash'arites and other Murji'ites, as well as by Hishâm b. al-Ḥakam, Sheitân aṭ-Ṭâk—which proper name was Muhammed b. Ja'far, of Kûfa,²—and Dâwûd al-Ḥawari, who are all Shi'ites.³ [113] Yet we mentioned this root as a specific characteristic of the Mu'tazilites, because those who speculate about it do not (eo ipso) renounce the doctrine of the Sunnites or⁴ that of the Mu'tazilites, while the Murji'ites and Shi'ites, mentioned above, are discriminated by special teachings which actually stand outside the doctrine of the Sunnites and Mu'tazilites.

As to the Shi'ites, the pillar of their speculation is the question of the Imâmâte and the Degrees of excellence of the Companions of the Prophet. Outside of this they differ as much as the others.

As to the Khârijites, the pillar of their school is the question as to the nature of Faith and Apostasy and the proper applica-

¹ Br. راعيد (sic). The original reading possibly was راعيد والوعيد “Reward and Punishment.”
² Br. V. “and.”
³ L. Y. om. الكوفي.
⁴ Ed. L. Y. شيعة رافضة; Br. V. شيعة رافضة.
⁵ L. Y. “and.”
tion of these terms, the question of **Punishment**,¹ and the
Imámate. Outside of this they differ as much as the others.

We have set up these topics as characteristic of the parties
in question, because he who, e. g., maintains that the religious
practices of the body constitute Faith, since² the latter increases
through obedience³ (by observing these practices) and decreases
through disobedience⁴ (by neglecting them), and that a believer
becomes an unbeliever through the least transgression (regard-
ing these practices), or that even he who is a believer both in
his heart and⁵ with his tongue may (nevertheless) suffer eternal
punishment in hell, is no **Murjí’ite**. He, however, who agrees
with them on these points, but differs from them in all other
matters regarding which the Muslims are divided in their opin-
ions, is a Murjí’ite.

He who differs from the **Mut’azilites** regarding the Creation
of the Koran, the Beholding (of God on the day of Resurrec-
tion), the Anthropomorphisms,⁶ or regarding their opinion that
the man who commits a capital sin is neither a believer nor an
unbeliever, but (merely) a sinner, does not belong to them.
He, however, who agrees with them regarding the above-men-
tioned points, is one of them, though he differ from them in all
other matters regarding which the Muslims are divided in their
opinions.

He who agrees with the **Shi’ites** that ‘Alí is the most excel-
alent of men after the Prophet and that he and his descendants
after him are worthier of the Imámate than anyone, is a Shi’ite,
though he differ from them in all other matters regarding which
the Muslims are divided in their opinions. He, however, who
differs from them regarding the above-mentioned points, is no
Shi’ite.

¹ Ed. erroneously ﷶ “Reward.” Codd. and previously Ed.
الوعد.
² Ed. L. Br. Y. َوَأَنَّ فَانَانْ مِنَ الطَّاعةِ.
³ L. Y. om. بالمعصية.
⁴ L. Y. om. بالمعصية.
⁵ L. Y. “or.”
⁶ Ed. correctly and the comparing (of God with created beings).—L. Y. والتشبيه والتنسي، V. والتشبيه والتنسي، Br. Y. والتشبيه والتنسي.
He who agrees with the Khārijites in denying (the right of) appealing to judges and in regarding those that commit capital sins as apostates, also shares with them the belief that rebellion against tyrannical rulers is a religious duty, and that those who commit capital sins suffer eternal punishment in hell, and finally that the Imāmate is also permissible outside of the Kureish, is a Khārijite, though he differ from them in all other matters regarding which the Muslims are divided in their opinions. [If however] he differs from them regarding the above-mentioned points, then he is no Khārijite.

Says Abū Muhammed: As to the adherents of the Sunna, they (alone) are the adherents of truth, while all others are adherents of heresy. For Sunnites were the Companions of the Prophet and the best of the "Followers" who walked in their footsteps, then the masters of the Hadith (Oral Tradition), *the Fākhs who succeeded them, generation after generation, until this very day and the bulk of the people who emulated their example in the East and the West of the Earth—the mercy of Allah upon them!"  

[114] Says Abū Muhammed: There were, however, people who usurped the name of Islam, though all the sects of Islam agree that they are no Muslims. Thus there were sections among the Khārijites who went to the extreme, maintaining that the salāt (obligatory prayer) was no more than one "bow" in the morning and one in the evening. Others permitted the marriage with granddaughters and the daughters of nephews. They also maintained that the Joseph Sāra did not belong to the Koran. There were others among them who maintained that the adulterer and thief ought to be punished, but then be called to repent their apostasy. If they do so, (then well and good); if not, (only then) they ought to be killed.

There were also sections among the Mu'tazilites who afterwards went to the extreme and held the belief in the Transmi-

---

1 Ed. om. ُفِيَامُ through oversight.
2 L. only وَمِنْ آتَبَعُهُمَّ "and those that succeeded them."
3 Br. V. om. ُفِرْقَ .
4 Here begins a lacuna of one leaf in Br. (between fol. 136* and 137*).
gration of Souls. Others among them maintained that the fat and the brain of swine was permitted.

Among the *Marjiʿites* there were sections who maintained that Iblīs never asked permission from Allah to look (at Adam) and that he never admitted that Allah created him out of fire and Adam out of dust. Others maintained that prophecy could be attained by right conduct.

There were others among the *Sunnites* who went to the extreme, maintaining that there were some pious who were superior to prophets and angels, and that he who attained the true knowledge of God was exempt from religious laws and ceremonies. Some of them held the belief that the Creator resides in the bodies of his creatures, like al-Hallāj and others.

There were sections among the *Shiʿites* who afterwards went to the extreme, some of them holding the belief in the divinity of ʿAli b. Abī Ṭālib and the Imāms after him. Some of them believed in his [as well as in their] prophecy, also in the Transmigration of Souls, like the poet as-Sayyid al-Himyarī and others. One section of them believed in the divinity of Muḥammad b. Abī Zeinab, a client of the Banū Asad. Another section believed in the prophecy of Muğīra b. Saʿīd, a client of the Banū Bajīla, in the prophecy of Abū Mansūr al-ʿIjlī (of the Banū Ijl), of the weaver Bazīq, of BayÂN b. Samʾān, belonging to the Banū Tamīm and the like. Others among them held the belief in ʿAli’s re-appearance on earth. They

---

1 V. + منَذ امْتَنِع من الْجُهْد لَآ دَم. See Comm.
2 V. + (gap of one word). ولا يَكْرِم آدم عَلَيْهِ وَلَا يَوَان اللَّه. See Comm. (Ed. erroneously فَفَعَلْوَا, instead of فَفَعَلْوَى.)
3 Ed. erroneously om. وَنَبْوَة ولَدَة; V. + وَنَبْوَاتِهِم. See Comm.
refused to believe in the open meaning of the Koran, asserting that the open meaning should be interpreted allegorically. Thus they maintained that "the Sky" was Muhammed and "the Earth" his Companions. (In the verse) "Behold, Allah commandeth you to slaughter a cow"⁴—"a cow" means N.N., i. e., the Mother of the Faithful. They equally maintained that "Justice" and "Charity" referred to Ali and that "Jibt" and "Tagūt" were N.N. and N.N., alluding to Abū Bekr and 'Omar. They similarly maintained that "salāt" (obligatory prayer) meant supplication to the Imām, "zakāt" (alms) donations to the Imām and "hajj" (pilgrimage) going to the Imām. There were among them stranglers and skull-breakers.

None of these sects cares in the least for logical demonstration. The only proof they possess is the claim of inspiration, impudence and the capacity to lie openly. [115] They pay no attention⁵ to any argumentation. But it suffices to refute them by saying: "What is the difference between you and those who claim that they were informed by way of inspiration of the absurdity of your belief?" There is no way to extricate oneself from this (reply). Besides, all the sections of Islam hold themselves aloof from them, regarding them as apostates and unanimously agreeing that their belief is not that of Islam. Let us seek refuge in Allah, when we are forsaken!

Says Abū Muhammed: The reason why most of these sects deserted⁶ the religion of Islam is, at bottom, this. The Persians originally were the masters of a large kingdom and had the upper hand over all the nations. They were in consequence possessed with such mighty self-esteem⁷ that they called themselves "nobles" and "sons," while the rest of mankind were

---

1 Koran XXX, 24. 2 Koran II, 68. 3 Koran XVI, 72.
4 Koran IV, 54 (the names of two idols).—For "Jibt" Ed. L. erroneously added "abomination."
5 Ed. ينتفرون: ل. ينتفرون ("to be amended"; Lane, s. v.) V. ينتفرون.
6 Read الخروج أكثر as in L.—V. Y. om. "most of."
7 V. دائرۃ "the circle."
8 Ed. المخطر, read المخطر; V. المخطر.
regarded by them as slaves. But when they were visited (by God) and their empire was taken away from them by the Arabs, —the same Arabs who in the estimation of the Persians possessed the least dignity of all nations,—the matter weighed much more heavily upon them and the calamity assumed double proportions in their eyes, and thus they made up their mind to beguile Islam by attacking it at different periods. But in all this Allah makes Truth come to light. Among their rebels were Sunbāḏ,¹ Ustädsis,² al-Muḵanna,³ Bābak and others. Previous⁴ to these appeared with the same intention ‘Ammār, with the nickname Khidāš,⁵ and Abū Muslim⁶ as-Sirāj.⁷ When they saw that to entrap Islam by trickery was more profitable, some of them outwardly professed Islam and won the sympathies of the people with Shi‘īte inclinations, by feigning affection for the members of the prophetic family and by condemning the injustice done to ‘Alī. Thus they led them about on various paths, till at last they carried them away from Islam

Some people among them lured them into the belief that a man by the name of “al-Mahdi” (the rightly Guided) was to be expected, who was the only one in possession of true religion, since religion could not be accepted from those “Apostates,” —the companions of the Prophet being accused by them of apostasy. Some went as far as to believe in⁸ the prophecy of those for whom they claimed prophecy, and some of them, as already mentioned, led them astray on the path leading to the belief in

---

¹ Ed. L. Y. سئفان. L. Y. Maḵrīzī, Khīṭaf, ii. 362 (quotation from Ibn Ḥazm) شنفان. Mas‘ūdī, Murūj ad-Dabāb. (vi, 188)

² سئفان. —The correct reading Tabari, Annales III, 119.


⁴ Ed. misprint خداش for خداش.

⁵ Ed. and Maḵrīzī خداش, خداش. See Comm.

⁶ Ed. misprint سلم for سلم.


⁸ L. V. ما ذكرنا من “what we mentioned of.”
incarnation and exemption from religious ceremonies. Some
again made fun (of them)\(^1\) by imposing upon them fifty obliga-
tory prayers\(^2\) every day and night, while others reduced them to
seventeen\(^3\) obligatory prayers, with fifteen\(^4\) "bows" in each,—
the latter being the opinion of 'Abdallah b. 'Amr b. al-Ḥārith,\(^5\)
before he became a Khārijite of Ṣufritic persuasion. On the
same road also went the Jew 'Abdallah b. Sabā, the Ḥimyarite.
For he, too,—Allah curse him!—outwardly professed Islam in
order to beguile\(^6\) its adherents. He also was the main factor in
instigating the people against 'Othmān. 'Ali b. Abī Ṭālib
burned certain groups\(^7\) of them who publicly proclaimed his
divinity. From [116] these baneful roots sprang up the Ismail-
ites and Karmatians, two sections who publicly renounce Islam
altogether and profess not only the purest Magism but also, the
doctrine\(^8\) of Mazdak\(^9\) the Mobad\(^10\) who lived at the time of
Anūshirwān b. Ḍabād,\(^11\) the king of the Persians, and who
advocated the necessity of communism regarding women and
property. Says Abū Muḥammad: When they had brought\(^12\)
the people\(^13\) as far as these two narrow passes, they turned them\(^14\)
away from Islam, as they pleased,—which in fact was their only
intention.

---

\(^1\) Y. +

\(^2\) Here Br. begins again (fol. 187v).


\(^4\) Ed. L. incorrectly خمس عشرة; Br. V. خمسة عشر.

\(^5\) Y. al-Ḥarb. See Comm.

\(^6\) Ed. لکیب; Codd. more smoothly لکید.

\(^7\) Br. V. sing.

\(^8\) V. more explicitly ذهب بذل.

\(^9\) Ed. Y. مرك.

\(^10\) Ed. Y. السود.

\(^11\) Ed. قیام, Y. قیام, V. قیام, L. unp.

\(^12\) Ed. بلغ. Codd. correctly بلغوا.

\(^13\) Y. الباشس "the unfortunate one," see next note; V. on the margin + والنساء "and the women."

\(^14\) Ed. L. Y. اخروج "him," supporting the reading of Y.; see preceding note.
By Allah, by Allah, ye servants of Allah! Fear ye Allah in your souls and be not by any means seduced by adherents of unbelief and heterodoxy or by those who embellish their words not with logical proof, but with mere forgeries, who advise (you) contrary to the messages of the Book of your Lord and of the words of your Prophet: for there is no good in anything besides these two. Know ye that the religion of Allah is open, with no hidden meaning in it, public, with no secret behind it, all of it logical demonstration, with no laxity about it. Suspect ye everyone who calls on you to follow him without proof and everyone who claims for religion secrecy and a hidden meaning, for (all such claims) are nothing but presumptions and lies. Know ye that the Apostle of Allah did not conceal even as much as a single word of the Law, nor did he allow even those who were nearest to him, viz., his wife, daughter, uncle or cousin on his father's side, or any of his companions, as much as a glimpse into anything appertaining to the Law, which he should have kept back from the Red and Black and the humblest shepherds. The Prophet did not keep to himself any secret or allusion or any hidden explanation, besides the message which he brought to the whole of mankind. Had he withheld from them anything, then he would not have delivered (his message) as he was commanded. He who holds such an opinion is an apostate. Be ye on your guard against any opinion whose way is not clear and whose proof is not distinct. Do not swerve in the slightest from the views held by your Prophet and his Companions!

Says Abū Muhammed: We have already set forth the disgraceful tenets of all these sects in a short book of ours, entitled:

---

1 Ed. סמואל, Br. סמואל, סמואל, the only correct reading.—L. דהואב, Br. דהואב, דהואב, דהואב.
2 Br. V. ידיב "absurd."
3 Br. V. ידיב + "to them."
4 Br. V. ידיב "another opinion."
5 Ed. תוגה in a similar meaning.
6 Ed. תוגה.—Codd. תוגה, "designated as."
"The saving advices against the disgusting infamies and pernicious depravities contained in the beliefs of the adherents of heresy among the four sects: the Mu'tazilites, the Murji'ites, the Khārijites and the Shi'ites." We subsequently appended it at the end of our exposition on the sects in this work.\footnote{L. Y. om. this sentence. See my essay: "Zur Komposition von Ibn Ḥazm's Milal wan-Nihal" in Nöldeke's Jubelschrift, i, p. 273.}

The consummation of all good\footnote{Br. V. الخبر "information."} is that you should cling to the text which your Lord wrote down\footnote{L. Br. V. عليكم is not as good.} in the Koran—in Arabic language, making clear, with no negligence whatever as regards clearness, everything—as well as the words which are firmly established as those of your Prophet through the traditions of the reliable authorities\footnote{Ed. erroneously spelt التفاوت.} among the Imāms (leaders) of\footnote{Br. V. om.} the masters of the Ḥadith, *in a chain leading up to the Prophet;\footnote{L. Y. om.} both ways [117] will enable you to attain the satisfaction of your Lord.

We shall forthwith proceed [to discuss] the topics which are the pillar concerning which the Muslims are divided in their opinions, i.e., Unity, Free Will, Faith, Punishment, the Imāmate and the Degrees of excellence (of the Companions) and then finish with those matters which the Mutakallimūn call *"laṭā'if"* (subtleties). We shall set forth all *the proofs they adduce* and expound with convincing arguments the points of truth in all this,—in the same way as we proceeded previously,\footnote{Codd. بالكلام (Br.) Ed. om. probably owing to homoioteleuton.} with Allah's assistance unto us and his support. There is no assistance nor strength except in Allah, the Exalted, the Almighty.

\footnote{Br. V. احتجَ بِه كُل طائفة منهم "every party of them adduces."} \footnote{Br. V. instead من "with the religions."}
B. The Heterodoxies of the Shi'ites.

[Printed Edition (=Ed.) IV pp. 178-188; Codex Leyden (=L.) II fol. 185a ff.; Codex British Museum (=Br.) III fol. 87a ff.; Codex A III fol. 105a ff.; Codex Yale (=Y.) III fol. 70a ff. The variants quoted anonymously are taken from L. and Br. and, if not otherwise stated, are identical in both Codices. The readings of Y. are, if not otherwise stated, identical with those in A. On Codex A and the other codices see Introduction, pp. 17 and 24.]

1 Description of *the grave errors* leading to apostasy or absurdity contained in "the views of the adherents of heresy: the Mu'tazilites, the Khârijîtes, the Murrjî'tes and the Shi'ites."

Says Abu Muhammed:2 We have already described in this work the infamies of the religions opposed to Islam [and the lies]3 which are found in their Scriptures, viz., those of the Jews, Christians and Magicians, besides which nothing remains4 for them,5 so that nobody who becomes acquainted with them (their Scriptures)6 will doubt that those people are engrossed in error. Now let us proceed with these four sects and describe their detestable tenets so that this work may render clear to every reader that they are engrossed in error and absurdity, and may thus prevent those whom Allah wishes to guide the right

2 الشنع "the depravities."
3 يدقع الراضية والمجرمة "the heresies of the Rawfâqî, the Khârijî'tes, the Mu'tazilites and the Murrjî'tes." See "Zur Komposition, etc." p. 274, n. 1. See Comm.
4 Y. (also later) + رضي.
5 Ed. Y. om. الكذب which is indispensable.
7 Praise unto Allah, the Lord of all Created Beings!"—also مثأ instead of ولا.
8 علمية "with it."
way from joining them or from continuing [to be] with them. There is no assistance nor strength except in Allah the Exalted, the Almighty.

We wish, however, the reader of this our book3 to understand that we do not consider permissible—as do those in whom there is no good—to quote in anyone's name any statement which he did not make verbatim, though the (general) view (conveyed by the quotation) may go back to him (the quoted person). For the latter may not always cling to the consequences following from his (general) view and thus a contradiction may appear (between the quotation and the actual opinions of the quoted writer). You must know that quoting in anyone's name—he an infidel, a heretic or a (mere) sinner—a statement which he did not make verbatim is equal to telling lies about him, and lying is not allowed against anybody. On the other hand, they sometimes hide detestable ideas behind ambiguous expressions, so as to make them more attractive to ignorant people and to those of their followers who think well of them5 and to make it difficult for the bulk [179] of their opponents6 to grasp8 (the full significance of) the heresy in question. Thus when certain sections among the adherents of

1 Ed. om. علي الَّذَيْنَ كَلَامًا.
2 "our words."
3 من خَصِيمًا وَنَعْلَمَهُ نَقْلًا +.
4 "we" which makes no sense.
5 II conclude, tirer des conséquences (Dozy). Cf. also I. Fried-
länder, Sprachgebrauch des Maimonides I (1902) sub voce.—Y. يبيِع "permitted by."
6 L. + "He says"; Br. + "Says Abû Muhammed."
7 I follow the reading of L. Br. Ed. Y. *وعلى من أحسن النظر بهم* رضِعُ النظر بهم is against the construction, both of the phrase and the verb (بهم نظر in this meaning being followed by قِيِ.)
8 مخالفتهم مخالفتهم.—Ed. Y. incorrectly. فِهِم.
heterodoxy and fallacy\(^1\) say\(^2\): God cannot be described as having the power to do something absurd, or unjust, or false,\(^3\) or anything of which he does not know beforehand that it will happen,\(^4\) they (deliberately) conceal the gravest heresy in this proposition, in order to mollify\(^5\) the illiterate among their adherents\(^6\) and appease the crowd of their opponents. (They do so), because they are afraid of openly declaring\(^7\) their belief which in fact means that the Almighty has no power over injustice, nor strength over falsehood, nor might over absurdity. We are necessarily compelled to disclose forgeries of this kind and expose them in the clearest possible terms. We thus hope to get near Allah by rending asunder their veils and disclosing their secrets.\(^8\) "Allah is sufficient for us. He is an excellent Protector!"

*Description of the Depravities of the Shi'ites.*

Says Abū Muhammed: The adherents of depravities (heterodoxies) belonging to this sect are divided into three sections.

I. The first of them is the Ḥarādiyya, a part of the Zaidiyya.
II. Then the Imāmiyya, belonging to the Rawāfid, and finally
III. the Extremists.

\(^1\) المُخْلِدُونِ في دِينِ اللَّهِ عَزَّ وَجَلَّ "those who go astray from the religion of Allah."
\(^2\) إِنّ "since" which makes no sense. It is probably to be corrected in أَنّ "that."
\(^3\) وَلَا عَلَى الْدَّعَاءِ إِلَى الْبَاطِلِ "or to call (mankind) to anything nonsensical."
\(^4\) يَفْعَلُه "that he will do it."
\(^5\) تَأْصِسَ (L. Br. unpointed) "to bring into despair" which makes no sense.
\(^6\) وَمَقْلِدَيْهِم "and their imitators."
\(^7\) حُبُّ "the ugliness of."
\(^8\) وَتَنْفِيمُ النَّاسِ عَنْ ضَلَالِهِم "and to make people flee from their fallacy."
\(^8\) Koran III, 167.
I. As to the Jārādiyya, a part of them believed in Muhammed b. 'Abdallah b. al-Hasan b. al-Hasan\. The latter dispatched against him\(^1\) Ḥūṣain b. Mūsa b. Muḥammad\(^*\) b. 'Alī b. 'Abdallah b. al-Abbās, who killed Muḥammad b. 'Abdallah\(*\) b. al-Ḥasan, Allah have mercy on him!\(^*\) This section then believed that the said Muḥammad was alive,\(^*\) that he was never killed, that he never died, nor will ever die until he has filled the earth with justice as it is filled with iniquity. Another section of them believed in Yaḥya b. 'Omar\(*\) b. Yaḥya\(*\) b. al-Ḥusein\(*\) b. Zaid d. 'Alī b. al-Ḥusein b. 'Alī b. Abī Tālib, who rose in Kuṭa \(*\) in the days of\(^18\) al-Musta'īn. Muḥammad b. 'Abdallah b. Ṭāhir b. al-Ḥusein b. Muṣ'āb, the wāli of Bagdad for al-Musta'īn, dispatched against him the son of his paternal uncle al-Ḥusein b. Ismā'īl b. Ibrāhīm b. Muṣ'āb, the nephew of Iṣḥāq b. Ibrāhīm b. Muṣ'āb,\(^11\) who killed Yaḥya b. 'Omar, Allah have mercy on him! The said section then believed that this Yaḥya b. 'Omar was alive,\(^12\) that he was never killed, \(*\) that he never died, nor will ever die until he has filled the earth with justice as it is filled with iniquity.---

---

\(^1\) Ed. and Codd. al-Ḥusein.

\(^2\) ʿAbn ṣāḥīhā. "the son of his brother."

\(^3\) Om. "until this day."

\(^4\) ʿAbn ṣāḥīhā. "and that he lived in Ḥāfīr in the mountain of Raḍwā."

\(^5\) Om. "Al-Ḥasan.

\(^6\) "against" instead of ʿaṣṣām (also later).

\(^7\) I follow the reading of L. Br. Abu Ṣaʿīd al-Ghurayrī b. al-Mustāṣfā (sic) b. Ismāʿīl b. Ṭāhir b. al-Ḥusein, the son of the brother of Ṭāhir b. al-Ḥusein." See Comm.

\(^8\) "until this day."
Another section believed that Muhammed b. al-Kāsim b. ‘Alī b. ‘Omar b. ‘Ali b. al-Ḥusein b. ‘Ali b. Abī Ṭālib, who rose in Ṭāliḳān in the days of al-Mu‘tasim, was alive, that he never died, *nor was ever killed* nor will ever die until he has filled the earth with justice as it is filled with iniquity.

The Keisāniyya, the followers [of Keisān Abū ‘Omra, one of the followers] of al-Mukhtār b. Abī ‘Ubeid⁴—they are in our opinion a branch⁵ of the Zeidiyya in their tendency⁶—that Muhammed b. Abī Ṭālib—i. e., Ibu al-Hauṣiyya—was (still) alive in the mountains⁷ of Raḍwā, having on his right a lion and on his left a leopard, conversing with angels, his sustenance coming to him in the morning and in the evening; that he never died, nor will ever die until he has filled the earth with justice as it is filled with iniquity.

II. *Some of the Imāmitic Rawāfiḍ—I refer to the sect⁸ called al-Mamṭāra—believed that Mūṣa b. Ja‘far b. Muhammed b. ‘Ali b. al-Ḥusein b. ‘Ali b. Abī Ṭālib was alive, that he never died [180] nor will ever die until he has filled the earth with justice as it is filled with iniquity. Another group of them, viz, the Nāwusīyya, the followers of Nāwus¹⁰ of Baṣrā,¹¹ believed *the same of his father Ja‘far b. Muhammed.¹²* Another group believed

---

¹ من بلاد خراسان
² in the lands of Khorāsān.
³ Om.
⁴ Supplied from L. Br. كيسان أبي عمرة وكان من أصحاب.
⁵ Ed. Y. om. through homoioiteleuton.
⁶ “of the Banū Taḵifa.”
⁷ Ed. correctly شعبة, Br. لعيبة.
⁸ Lit.: “path.”—L. Br. سبئهم plural.
⁹ “a section of the Rawāfiḍ.” See Introduction, pp. 22 and 23.
¹⁰ L. Br. A. + Ibn.
¹² An جعفر بن محمد بن علي بن الحسين بن علي بن أبي طالب حي لم يمت ولا يموت حتى يملا الأرض عدلا كمسلى جهرًا “that Ja‘far b. Muh. b. ‘Ali b. al-Ḥus. b. ‘Ali b. A. Ṭ. was alive, that he never died nor will ever die until, etc.” The same elaborate formula instead of مات also later.
the same of his brother Ismā‘īl b. Ja‘far. The Sabā‘iyya,\(^1\) the followers of the Jew\(^2\) ‘Abdallah ibn Sabā‘ the Ḥimyarite, believed the same of ‘Ali b. Abī Tālib, adding\(^2\) that he was in the clouds. But I wish I knew in what particular cloud he is to be found, there being so many clouds in the different zones of the earth ‘that are compelled to do service between heaven and earth,’ as Allah the Almighty said.\(^4\) *The said ‘Abdallah ibn Sabā‘, having received the news of ‘Ali’s murder,\(^5\) expressed himself in these terms: “Even if you had brought us his brains in seventy bags,\(^6\) we would not be convinced of his death. He will surely not die until he has filled the earth with justice as it is filled with iniquity.” Some of the Keisāniyya \(^7\) believed that Abū Muslim as-Sirāj was alive and has not died, and that he will undoubtedly appear again. Others of the Keisāniyya\(^8\) believed that ‘Abdallah b. Mu‘āwiya b. ‘Abdallah b. Ja‘far b. Abī Tālib was alive in the mountains of Isbāhān until this day and will undoubtedly appear again. This ‘Abdallah is ‘the same who rose in Fāris in the days of Merwān b. Muhammed and was killed by Abū Muslim, after the latter had kept him in prison for a long time.\(^9\) This ‘Abdallah held detestable opinions in religious matters, being a Nihilist and seeking the company of the Dahriyya.

---

\(^1\) Ed. Y. Sabā‘iyya. Br. unpointed; L. as above. See Comm.

\(^2\) “he was a Jew but outwardly professed Islam.” Cf. p. 87.

\(^3\) “maintaining.”

\(^4\) Koran II, 159.

\(^5\) “When it was said to Ibn Sabā‘, after the murder of ‘Ali had taken place: ‘Ali has died.”

\(^6\) I follow the reading of A. Fussīni, see Comm. Ed. Y. “70 times.” L. Br. ضربة (Br. unp.) “70 blows” which makes no sense.

\(^7\) L. om. through homoioiteleuton.

\(^8\) مدّة “a while.”

\(^9\) فاسد “corrupt.”
Says Abū Muḥammed: These people only follow in the footsteps of the Jews who believe that *Malkizdek [b. Fālīq] b. ‘Ābir [b. Shāliḥ] b. Arphakhshad b. Sām b. Nūḥ* and the servant whom Ibrāhīm dispatched to woo Ribkā,⁵ the daughter of Bethuʿāl² b. Nākhūr⁴ b. Tārikh for his son Ishāk, and Ilyās (Elijah) and Phīnḥās b. Alʿāzār⁶ b. Hārūn are alive until this day.⁶ The same direction is also taken by some silly⁷ Shāfis, who affirm that Ilyās and al-Khaḍir are both alive until this day, some of them even claiming that they* met Ilyās in deserts⁸ and al-Khaḍir on lanes and meadows,¹⁰ and that the latter, whenever called, instantly appears¹¹ before the man who has called him.

Says Abū Muḥammed: How does al-Khaḍir accomplish it, *if he is called in the East, the West, the North and the South¹² and¹³

---

¹ Ed. Y. ملكيصبداق بن عامر (عامر) بن ارْخُشْد الح - L. Br. also add Methusalem, but the reading is corrupt: متوشايح بن خنوخ وان العبد مليك صديق (ملكيصبداق بن عامر) بن عامر. On the readings adopted in the text see Commentary.

² Ed. Y. ريثا، L. Br. ربعا.

³ Ed. Y. ابنوّال. ⁴ Alʿāzār.

⁵ “on earth, but it is not known where they are.”

⁶ Ed. Y. makes no sense. L. Br. ذَوْكَι (L. under it in tiny letters ذَوْكُي) plural of the elative أنْوكَي=احمق وعقلنسين. Ed. Y. singular (انْذَوْكَي) (انْذَوْكَي), taking the preceding بعض as “one.” The singular, however, contradicts the statement in the next paragraph.

⁷ Ed. Y. اَلْجَةْرَيْ (Br. om. انْذَوْكَي), “lonely (deserts) and met.”

⁸ المُوحَشة وَبِلْقَوْن” “in which there are wells and rivers.” (Br. om. والأنهار).

⁹ إن ذَكْرَهُ ذا كُرُون مَعَّا في أَصْصِي الْشَّرَف “if the people call him simultaneously in the extreme East, etc.” أَصْصِي added to each direction.

¹⁰ Om.
in thousand different places in the same instant? (Yet) we met several people* who held this belief, among them [Muhammed b. ʿAbdallah b. Salām al-Anṣārī]* known as Shuḵk al-Leil, traditionist* in Ṭalabira, who *in spite of it* belongs to the influential circles and masters* a great amount of traditions;* among them also the Kātib Muhammed b. ʿAbdallah, who told me that he *many times* sat with al-Khadhir and conversed with him, and many others. (They believe) all this, despite their knowing the saying of Allah: "But (he is) the Apostle of Allah and the seal of the prophets," and the words of the Apostle of Allah: "There is no prophet after me."* How then can a Muslim think it permissible* to assume [after this thing]* there is a prophet on earth after Muhammed, with the exception, stipulated by the Apostle of Allah, of the miracles which, according to reliable tradition, are certain to take place in connexion with ʿIsa b. Maryam's advent at the end of Time?

The heretics of [181] Baraqwātah expect *until this day* ʿṢāliḥ b. ʿṬarīf, who instituted for them their religion.  

*The Kitti'iyya, of the Imāmitic Rawāfiḍ—they constitute the bulk of the Shiʿites, and to them belong the dogmatists and thinkers as well as the large numbers (of the Shiʿites)—all believe* that Muhammed b. al-Ḥasan b. ʿAlī b. Muhammed *b. ʿAlī* b. Mūsa b. Jaʿfar [b. Muhammed]* b. ʿAlī b. al-Ḥusein b.

---

* Ed. Y. om. Supplied from L. Br.
* Om.
* Only

---

11 Om.  
10 Ed. Y. om. owing to homoioteleuton.
11 Om.
12 Differently worded
13 Differences in the receptive language of the Imāmīyya of the Rawāfiḍ and among them are their dogmatists and thinkers as well as their center of gravity—believe.
'Alî b. Abî Tâlib is alive, that he never died nor will ever die until he will appear and fill the earth with justice as it is filled with iniquity. He is in their opinion the Mahdî, the Expected. A section of them maintains that the birth of this one who (in reality) was never created took place in the year 260—the year when his father died. Another section, however, maintains that he was born some time after his father's death. Still another section maintains that he was, on the contrary, born during the lifetime of his father. They report this in the name of Ḥukeima,9 the daughter of Muhammed b. 'Alî b. Mūsa. *(They also report) that she was present at his birth and heard him speak and recite the Koran the moment he fell out of the womb of his mother, and that his mother was Narjis and that she herself (Ḥukeima) was his nurse. The majority* of them, however, say that his mother was Šâkkil and a part of them say that his mother was Sausan. "But all this is humbug,"10 for the above-mentioned al-Ḥasan left no children,11 neither male nor female. Such is the first folly12 of the Shi'ites and the key to

---

1 Ed. misprint.  4 Ed. misprint.  5 Ed. misprint.  6 Ed. misprint.  7 Ed. misprint.  8 Ed. misprint.  9 Ed. misprint.  10 Ed. misprint.  11 Ed. misprint.  12 Ed. misprint.
their grave errors\(^1\) of which this one is the least grave, though (sufficient) to lead to perdition.  

All these,\(^2\) when\(^3\) asked to prove what they say, reply: Our proof is Inspiration, and he who contradicts us is of illegitimate birth. "This is strange\(^4\) indeed! I wish I knew the difference between them and the opposite attitude\(^5\) of those who claim Inspiration while proving the absurdity of their assumptions and (maintaining) that the Shi'ites\(^6\) are of illegitimate birth, or that they are idiots,\(^7\) or that they all have forking projections\(^8\) on their heads. *What would they say if one who had belonged to them but then went over to the others, or one who had belonged to the others and then went over to them? Do you believe that he is transferred\(^9\) from an illegitimate birth

---

1. which evidently stands for جحابهم "their curiosities."
2. Ed. and Codd. An "since." Read إلإا.
3. Ê. Ê. Ê.  
4. Ed. and Codd. I read طريفا "strange" (Lane).
5. Ed. Y. عباد "Abās" from عباد from III "to equalize, adjust," which conveys no proper sense. L. عماد (Br. uncertain). I read عفان from III "to oppose, contradict."
6. الرشدة "Read as in Br. Y.—L. الرشدة."
7. Ed. which is perhaps to be read ذكرى، comp. p. 46, note 7. Instead of وانهم كلهم أولهم عن آخرون ينكرون في خارجهم "and that all of them, from the first to the last, invent mulieres in latrinis suis." Ed. no doubt intentionally omitted.
8. Ed. من جنون—ذو شعب "of madness," om. in all Codices and is most probably a gloss. See Comm.  
9. Differently worded ثم تقول لكم ما تقولكم فهم كان منكم ثم خرج عن دينكم وصار في سائر فرق المسلمين أو فهم كان عذالفا لكم ثم دخل في دينكم أثرا المشتاقين.
to a legitimate one or from a legitimate birth to an illegitimate one? Should they say: his case depends on his condition at his death, then one ought to reply to them: (If so), then perhaps you are of illegitimate birth, since it is not impossible that you will all one by one return to the reverse of what you believe today. Surely, they all are people of foul opinions, of weak minds and of no shame. Let us seek refuge in Allah

*from Error.*

'Amr b. Bahr al-Jähiz—one of those frivolous men who are mastered by the desire for a joke, and one of those who lead into error, yet one, as we found, who in his books never sets forth a lie deliberately and assertively, though he often enough sets forth the lies of others—(al-Jähiz) narrates the following: Abū Ishāq Ibrāhīm an-Nazzām and Bishr b. Khālid* told me that they once said to Muḥammed b. Ja‘far the Râfiḍite, known as Sheitân at-Tâk: **"Woe unto thee!" Art thou not ashamed before Allah** of what thou hast asserted in thy book on "the Imāmate" that Allah never said in the Koran: "The second of two: when they were both in the cave, when he said unto his companion: Be not grieved, for Allah is with us!"*? They both continue to narrate: **"By Allah, Sheitân at-Tâk thereupon

---

1. *"surely."
2. *"we."
3. *"all."
4. *"whatever."
5. *"from that with which he tempted them."
6. **"Ed. misprint instead of the reverse.—Y. +قال الله تعالى ولا تسب في الأرض مَرَكًا Allah says: Walk not proudly in the land" (Korán XVII, 39). This is evidently the gloss of a reader.**
7. *Om.
8. *"he also was one of the leaders of the Mu'tazilites."
9. *Om.
10. *"doest thou not fear Allah?"
11. *Korán IX, 40."
broke forth into a long laughter so that we felt as had been the evildoers.” An-Nazzām narrates: “We often spoke with ‘Ali b. Mitām as-Sābūnī (the soapboiler)—he was one of the doctors of the Rawāfīd and one of their dogmatists—and we would occasionally ask him [for some information, which he would give us. When we asked him]: ‘Is it (i.e., your information) an opinion (of your own) or an oral information (coming) from the Imāms?’ he would deny that he gave it of his own opinion. We then reminded him of what he had said about the same thing on a previous [182] occasion.” He (an-Nazzām) continues: “By Allah, I never saw him blush for it or feel ashamed of having done it.”

One of the tenets of the Imāmites—both ancient and modern—is that the Koran was interpolated by adding passages that were not in it, by removing a great number (of verses) from it and altering a great number (of verses) in it. The only exception is ‘Ali b. al-Husein b. Mūsā *b. Muḥammad’ b. Ibrāhīm b. Mūsā b. Jaʿfar b. Muḥammad b. ‘Ali b. al-Husein’ b. ‘Ali b. Abī Ṭālib, who was an Imāmite, yet at the same time openly declared his schism (in this question). He always denied this belief and declared those who entertained it apostates. Of the same opinion (with him) were his two followers Abū Yaʿāqūbī
Sabalān (?)⁴ of Tūs and Abū'il-Kāsim ar-Rāżī (of Rai-Teheran). Says Abū Muhammed: The belief that there are interpolations between the two covers (of the Koran) is pure⁵ apostasy and⁶ equal to declaring the Apostle of Allah a liar.

A section of the Keisāniyya believed in the Transmigration of Souls and this belief was upheld by the poet as-Sayyid al-Himyari, Allah curse him! Those who believed in it were so possessed with this idea⁴ that one of them would take a mule or a donkey and hit it and torture it and withhold from it drink and food, on the ground that it bears the spirit of Abū Bekr and 'Omar.⁵ Marvel at this folly,⁶ which has no parallel to it! For by what right has this miserable mule or unlucky donkey been distinguished by transferring to it the spirit (of Abū Bekr and 'Omar), more than all other mules and donkeys? They do the same thing to a she-goat, on the ground that she bears the spirit of the Mother of the Faithful.

"The bulk of their" dogmatists like Hishām b. al-Ḥakam of Kūfa,⁴⁴ his pupil⁵ Abū 'Alī ash-Shakkāk⁶ and others maintain that God's knowledge is created and that he knew nothing until he created knowledge for himself:—¹⁰ this is pure apostasy.¹⁰

---

1 L. ميلاد. See Comm.
2 صربيع "unadulterated" (the same variant also later).
3 لأنه "because it is."
4 ولقد بلغ الجنون بس: يبلغ الامر بس يذهب. يذهب "frenzy."
5 + or 'Othmān. See Comm.
6 لهذه الرعونة . . . لها.
7 يا ليت شعري ما "I wish I knew."
8 + Says Abū Muhammed.
9 الاول + "early."
10 مولى بنى اسد + "a client of the Banū Asad."
11 Om.
12 + Says Abū Muhammed.
13 محمد لله عزّ وجلّ (L. om.) لا نذاك "because it means to declare God ignorant."
The same Hishâm, when once arguing with Abûl-Hudâil al-
'Allâf, declared that3 his Lord was seven spans (measured) by his
own spans:—this is pure apostasy. 2 Dâwud al-Hawârî—
one of their greatest dogmatists, asserted that his Lord was flesh
and blood (and) of human shape.

They unanimously hold that the sun was turned back twice
for 'Ali. Is there more stiffness of face4, hardness of cheek,5
lack of shame6 and courage * to lie? 8 (And all this) despite the
nearness of age7 and the multitude of people.

1 A section of them maintains that God sometimes wants a
thing and decides upon it; then something occurs to him and
he leaves it undone. This view is known as that of the Keisâniyya.

11 Among the Imâmîtes there are some who permit * to marry11
nine wives. Others forbid12 cabbage13, on the ground that it only
grew from the blood of al-Husein, and had never existed before.

15 This assertion resembles in its small amount16 of shame the pre-
vious one. * In the same way17 many of them asserted that
'Ali * never had a namesake before him.18 But this is frightful
ignorance. On the contrary, there were * many among the Arabs18

---

1 + "in Mekka."
2 + طول  "the length of."
3 + لأنه استهر ن بالله عز وجل  "because it means ridiculing God."
4 Ed. الجواري  Codd. الجواري
5 Plural.
6 Plural.
7 الحياة  "life," which makes no sense.
8 على المباهتة جمع اهل الأرض بالكذب  " to stupefy all the peo-
ple of the earth with lies."
9 ممن كان في ذلك العصر  " to those who lived in that generation."
10 L. Br. om. the whole paragraph.
11 + "Says Abû Muhammed."
12 Om.
13 Erroneously الإرب  "hare."
14 عوم  "lack" (of shame).
15 Om.
16 لَم يُسم هذا الاسم أحدا  "a large number at the time of Ignorance."
17 قبالة
who were called by this name, like 'Ali b. Bekr b. Wâ'il, to whom every Bekrite in the world traces his origin. There was an 'Ali among the Azd and an 'Ali among the Bajîla as well as in other (tribes). Every one of these was well-known in the time of Ignorance. Nearer than this was 'Amir b. at-Ṭufeil with the Kunya Abû 'Ali.

Their public assertions are, however, more numerous than those mentioned.

There is a section among them maintaining that Paradise and Hell will decay. On the other hand, there are some among the Keisâniyya who maintain that this world will never decay.

There was one section among them called al-Bâjaliyya [183] tracing its origin to *al-Hasan b. 'Ali b. Warṣand al-Bâjali. He belonged to the people of Nafta, of the district of Kafṣa in Kastilia, of the lands of Irrikiya. Then this infidel started for as-Sûs at the extreme end of the lands of the Maṣâmîda, whom he led astray, also leading astray the Amir of as-Sûs Ahmad b. Idrîs b. Yahya b. Idrîs b. 'Abdallah b. al-Hasanb. al-Hasanb. 'Ali b. Abî Ta'lîb. They are very numerous.

---

1 Om. See Comm.
2 L. Br. instead: وعَلِيّ بْن جَعْفَر بْن حُقَّاب بْن حَفَصَة (Codd. حَفْصَة) بْن قَبْس بْن غَيْلَان بْن مُصَّر وعَلِيّ بْن مُسَّرود ابن مازن بْن ذُثِّب كان أخا عبد مناة من كانة وحَصْن ولد اخنيَ فَنَبَسَوا إليه وَكَانَوا يَعْرُفُونَ فِي الجَاهِلِيَّة بَنَي أَسَمَاتٍ وَغَيْرَهَا. See Comm.
3 Om. من: "the nearest."
4 "Paradise."—Br. as Ed. "Paradise."
5 Ed. "Paradise."—Br. as Ed. "Paradise."
6 Ed. "Paradise."—Br. as Ed. "Paradise."
7 Ed. "Paradise."—Br. as Ed. "Paradise."
8 Ed. "Paradise."—Br. as Ed. "Paradise."
9 A. Br. unp. نقصة
10 Br. نقصة
there, dwelling in the environments of the city of as-Sûs, openly professing their unbelief. Their prayers are different from those of the Muslims. They eat no fruit whatever whose root has been manured. They maintain that the Imâmate is confined to the descendants of al-Hasan, *to the exclusion of the descendants of al-Ḥusein.¹

To them also belonged the followers of Abû Kāmil. One of their beliefs was that all the Companions became apostates after the death of the Prophet by disclaiming the Imâmate of 'Alî, and that the latter, too, became an apostate by conceding the rule first to Abû Bekr, then to 'Omar, then to 'Othmân. The bulk of them, however, add that 'Alî and those that followed him returned to Islam, having asserted his rights *after the death of 'Othmân*, by uncovering² his face and unsheathing³ his sword, while before this they had drifted away from Islam and had become apostates and polytheists. Among them there were also some who put the whole blame in this matter on the Prophet, because he did not explain the question in a manner removing all doubt. Says Abû Muḥammed: All this is pure apostasy and no hiding of it is possible.

These are the doctrines⁴ of the Imâmites, who among the sects of the Shi‘a are *moderate as regards⁵ “Extremism.”

III. As to the Extremists among the Shi‘ites, they are divided into two parties: 1. one attributing prophecy after the Prophet to some other person,⁶ 2. the other attributing divinity to anyone beside Allah, thus joining the Christians and the Jews⁷ and betraying religion in a most detestable manner.

¹ Merely “alone” + خاصّة، المطّوع رحمه الله ابادهم جملة
² We have now been told that ‘Abdallah b. Yâsîn al-Muttaqin (the Devout, see Lane and Dozy s.v.) —Allah have mercy on him—destroyed them completely.”
³ Instead of " Санеш".
⁴ "the deprivities.”
⁵ "keeping back from.”
⁶ Om. " فخرجوا عن الإسلام," “thus deserting Islam.”
⁷ Instead of “the Jews”; ونسائر الكفار, “and the rest of the Insidels.”
1. The party which admits prophecy after the Prophet is divided into various sects.

To these belonged the Gurābiyya.1 Their opinion was that Muhammed resembled 'Ali more closely than one raven the other and that Allah had dispatched Jibril with a revelation2 to 'Ali, but Jibril mistook Muhammed for him.3 Yet Jibril is not to be blamed as he (only) made a mistake.4 There was, however, a section among them who said that Jibril did it purposely and they declared him an apostate and cursed him, may Allah curse them!—Says Abū Muhammed: Did anyone ever hear of more weak-minded people and more finished idiots than these here who assume that Muhammed resembled 'Ali? For Heaven's sake! How could there exist a resemblance between a man of forty and a boy of eleven years, so that Jibril should have mistaken him?5 Besides, Muhammed was6 above middle-size (tending) towards tallness,7 erect8 like a spear, with a thick beard, big black9 eyes, full thighs, with little hair on his body, but rich

---

1 L. Br. الغائبة. والرسالة. 
2 "and a message."
3 Instead of more explicitly فَاتِى إِلَى بِسمِي َهُ بِبِكُمْ \"and he came to M.\"
4 ثم اختلفوا فقالت فرثة ۢبُعُيِّن + "then they disagreed and a section of them said \"; this is probably the correct reading.
5 لِشَدَّة شَهْبَة (تَشَبِّه) بُحَمَّد بَعْلَيَّ ۢبُعُيِّن + "by reason of the strong resemblance between Muhammed and 'Ali."
6 Erroneously قَوْمُهُم instead of قُوْلُهُم.
7 كيف يُشْبِه شَهْبَة يُغْلِظ فِيهِ أَنْمَ رُئِيَ رُؤْعُونَي سُنْنَي سُنْنَي سنة صِبْيَٰي اٰبَيِ عُسُرٖ سُنْنَي فَكِيف يُغْلِظ فِيهِ ذَلِكَ أَفْضِلَ خَلق اللَّه + "How could a man of forty bear so strong a resemblance to a boy of ten that the most perfect of all men should err therein? How much less could err in such a thing the most excellent of Allah's creatures and the most perfect of them, as regards discrimination and virtue!"—I: The most perfect of all men," which can only refer to the Prophet, does not convey a proper sense in this connection.
8 حينئذ ۢبُعُيِّن + "then."
9 (إِلَى الطَّول) أَقْرَبَ + "nearer" (to tallness).
10 L. فُهم. عِنْم. ۢبُعُيِّن + Ed. Y. إِلَّا جَعَلَ عِنْم.無sense.—L. Br. ادْعِيَ as translated.
curls. 'Alf on the contrary was below middle size, (tending) towards shortness, stooping frightfully, as though he had been broken and then reset, *with a mighty beard which covered his chest from one shoulderbone to the other, *when he had become bearded, *with heavy eyes, *with thin thighs, [184] mightily bald, with no hair on his head *except a tiny bit in the back of it, *but with much hair on his body. Marvel at the silliness of this pack. For even granted that Jibril made a mistake—though far be it from the faithful Holy Spirit,—how could Allah have neglected *to rectify and *to enlighten him and (how could he) have allowed him to abide *by his mistake twenty-three years? But even more strange than all this: who could have told them this story and who could have imposed upon them this fable, since this can only be known to one who was present when Allah gave the order to Jibril and then was present at his disobeying it? Upon them the curse of Allah, the curse of those who

---

1. رأفر الخفية + "with a rich beard."
2. حينثَضُل صبِبَ الامرأَة ذَم اذ كَبرَ كان + "then a beardless boy. When he had grown up, he was."
3. (إلى البصر) أقرب + "nearer" (to shortness).
4. مُفرط سعة الخفية + "with an exceedingly rich beard."
5. مُفرط "both big."  "exceedingly."
6. كبيرها + "except a tuff on his occiput." Lit., "a tuft which was tufted." I owe this explanation to Professor Torrey.
8. مُفرط الطائفية "at the exaggeration."  "party."
9. Om. من ذلك + "from that (فترة) فتومادي."
10. إن في حُتفههم لَعَمَّه لَمَّا اعترم + "Verily, in their stupidity there is a warning for those who accept a warning!"
12. (الخريفة) الخفيفة + "vile."
curse', and the curse of the whole of mankind so long as human beings will last before Allah in his world!

One section believed in the prophecy of 'Ali. Another section believed that 'Ali b. Abī Tālib, al-Hasan, al-Ḥusein, 'Ali b. al-Ḥusein, Muḥammad b. 'Ali, Ja'far b. Muḥammad, Mūsa b. Ja'far, 'Ali b. Mūsa, Muḥammad b. 'Ali, ['Ali b. Muḥammad], al-Ḥasan b. 'Ali and the Expected, the son of al-Ḥasan, were all prophets. Another section believed in the prophecy of Muḥammad b. Iṣmā'īl b. Ja'far only. This is the party of the Karmatians. Another section believed only in the prophecy of 'Ali and his three sons: al-Ḥasan, al-Ḥusein and Muḥammad b. al-Ḥanafīyya. This is the party of the Keisāniyya. Al-Mukhtār was constantly attempting to claim prophecy for himself: he spoke in rhymes and warned them against turning aside from Allah, several groups of the cursed Shi'ites following him in this belief. He propagated the Imāmate of Muḥammad b. al-Ḥanafīyya.

1 Cf. Koran II, 154; L. Br. ‘and of the angels.'
2 The following om.
3 ‘b. Abī Tālib alone.’
4 Ed. Y. ‘Abd Thālīb.
5 L. om. ‘Abī b. al-Ḥusein through homoioteleuton.
6 ‘Abd Thālīb.
7 Ed. and Codd. om. See Comm.
9 ‘i. e., Muḥammad.”
10 “Apostles of Allah.”
11 Instead of erroneously طائفة من لعنة الله (Br. only) “Allah curse him!”
12 Ed. correctly حام, Y. حرم, see Dozy s.v. Lit.: “turning around.”
13 L. erroneously حرم.
14 L. erroneously وَجَعَ ائِمَاجاءا “a group.”
15 “Group.”
16 “holding true.”
17 “at the same time.”
One section believed in the prophecies of al-Mujīra b. Saʿīd, a client of the Banū Bajila in Kāfa, the same whom Khālid b. ʿAbdallāh al-Ḵaqī burned at the stake. This Mujīra—may Allah curse him!—used to maintain that "the object of his worship" had the shape of a man with a crown on his head and that his limbs were according to the number of the letters of the alphabet, the Alif, for instance, corresponding with the thighs, and similar things, for which no tongue of one who belongs to any branch of religion will ever loosen itself. Allah is mightily exalted above the assumptions of the Unbelievers! He—Allah curse him!—also maintained that "the object of his worship," when intending to create the world, uttered his Greatest Name which fell down on his crown. Then he wrote down with his finger [on his palm] the actions of men, both the good and the bad ones. But when he beheld the bad actions, sweat trickled down from him on account of it. From this sweat two lakes were gathered: one salty and dark, the other light and sweet. Then he looked into the lake and beheld his shadow. He started to catch it, but it flew away. "At last he caught it." He plucked out the eyes of his shadow and, grinding them, created out of them the sun and another sun. He created the Infidels out of the salty lake and the Faithful out of the sweet lake, with an ample mixture of both. One of his beliefs also

1 "his Lord." See Comm.
2 "and besides this (things) which to record no tongue will loosen itself for us in any way."
3 "his Lord."
4 Ed. Y. الحَلَقِي, lit. "the creation." L. Br. الحَجَّة "Paradise."
5 "flew and."
6 L. Br. عَلَى كِفْعَة; Ed. Y. om. 7 Om. ب.
8 Ed. ظَلَمَة "darkness." Y. ظَلَمَة, L. Br. (and Ed. next line) correctly ظَلَمَة.
9 Br. om., apparently through oversight.
10 خَارِجَة فَازِحَة. 11 Incorrectly عينين فازِحَة.
12 "and the moon." See Comm.
was that the prophets never differed in anything concerning the religious laws. It has been assumed that Jābir b. Yazīd al-Ju‘fī, the same who received traditions from Ash-Shu‘bī, was the successor of al-Mu‘āqīra b. Sa‘īd,1 when Khālid b. ‘Abdullāh al-Kasrī2 had burned him. When Jābir died, he was succeeded3 by Bekr al-A‘war (the Blind) al-Hijrī, and when he (too) died, they transferred the leadership to ‘Abdullāh, the son of al-Mu‘āqīra, their above-mentioned head.4 They existed in Kūfa in compact numbers. The last opinions at which al-Mu‘āqīra b. Sa‘īd arrived were his belief in the Imāmate of Muhammed b. [185] ‘Abdullāh b. al-Hasan b. al-Hasan5 and the prohibition of the water of the Euphrates and of any river, well or cistern, into which anything unclean has fallen. Under these circumstances those who advocated6 the Imāmate of the descendants of al-Husein7 held themselves aloof from him.

One section believed in the prophecy of Bayān b. Sam‘ān, Tamimite by descent. Khālid b. ‘Abdullāh al-Kasrī burned him together with al-Mu‘āqīra b. Sa‘īd on the same day. Al-Mu‘āqīra b. Sa‘īd shrank in a most cowardly manner from clasping the bundle of wood,8 so that he had to be tied to it by force. Bayān b. Sam‘ān, on the contrary, ran to the bundle and clasped it without flinching and without showing any sign of fear. Then Khālid said to both their followers: “In everything, indeed, you behave like lunatics. This one ought to have been your9 head, not that

---

1 Om. رَئِيَّسَهُم “over his companions.”
2 Om. فِيهِم “among them.”
3 Ed. and Codd. al-Husein.—L. Br. + يوُمُّسُع (Br. + شَابٌ فَوْقِيَ العَشَرِينِ عَامًا وَكَانَ البَيْحَةُ يَقُولُ بِتَحْرِيم “who then was alive, a youth of a little over twenty. Al-Mu‘āqīra advocated the prohibition.”
4 Ed. Y. + مَاء “water of.” It is most probably a repetition of the word before.
5 Om. أَوْعَيْن.
6 فَتَشَبَّرَ مِنْهُ كَلِمَةً مَّنْ يَقُولُ “reed.”
7 Al-Hasan.
8 وَجْعَ جَرَّأَ مَفَرُطًا “and was exceedingly terrified.”
9 Om. رَئِيَّسَهُم “their.”
fool. Bayân b. Samî‘an, Allah curse him, maintained that God would entirely decay, excepting only his countenance. This lunatic actually thought that he was supported in this his heresy by the saying of Allah: "Every creation that is on it is subject to decay, and remain will only the countenance of your Lord." But had he only possessed an ounce of reason or understanding, then he would have known that Allah’s statement about decay only refers to the things on earth, *in agreement with the text of the truthful saying: "Every creation that is on it is subject to decay." But Allah does not attribute decay to *that which is not on earth. Allah’s countenance is surely Allah, not a thing different from him. *Far be it from Allah that division and fraction should be attributed to him. This is only the attribute of the created, limited beings, but not the attribute of one who is not limited and has no equal. He—Allah curse him!—also maintained that it was he who was meant by the saying of Allah: "This is an illustration (bayân) for mankind." *He also adhered to the doctrine that the Imám was [Abû] Hâshim ʿAbdallah b. Muhammed *b. al-Hanafiyya and that then it (the Imámate) passed over to all the other descendants of ʿAlî.

1 L. حلفش (Br. المغشول) "coward."
2 L. om.
3 ذو الجلال والإكرام + لقوله عز وجل في الآية المذكورة.
4 غير ذلك نفسه + "himself."
5 عز وجل ولا جارحة ولا عضوة + "nor an organ, or a limb."
6 تعالى (ع) ان يوصف بالتبعين والإجرا
7 Y. om. 10 L. حلفي, Br. لحلفي "concealed”?
8 ولا كفر + "and no match."
9 Ed. Y. om.
10 b. ʿAlî b. A. ʿT.
11 من صلوا له منها + "those of them who were fit for it."
A section of them believed in the prophecy of [Abū] Mansūr al-Mustanîr al-‘Ijîf (of the Bantū ‘Ijîf), the same whose nickname was "‘al-Kisf" (the Fragment). He claimed that he was meant by the saying of Allah: "If they should see a fragment of the heaven falling down." He was crucified by Yūsuf b. ‘Omar in Kūfa. He also—Allah curse him!—pretended that he was lifted up to heaven and that Allah, patting him on his head with his hand, said to him: "Go forth, [o] my child," and deliver (a message) from me." The oath of his followers was: "No, by the Word!" He also—Allah curse him!—maintained that the first beings created by Allah were ‘Īsa b. Maryam and ‘Alī b. Abī Tālib. He held the belief in the uninterrupted succession of apostles. He permitted forbidden things, viz. adultery, wine, (the eating of) dead animals, swine and blood, maintaining that they were nothing but proper names of men,—the bulk of the Rawaḍīd are still of the same opinion to-day. He abolished the obligatory prayers, alms, fasts and pilgrimage. His followers were all stranglers and skull breakers, just as were the followers of al-Muqṭira b. Sa‘īd. Their reason for this was that they did not permit the use of arms before he whom they expected would come forth. They consequently killed the people only by means of strangling and breaking the skull,

1 Ed. Y. om.
2 Ed. المستيم.
3 L. صلیتة صلیتة or صلیتة by (his) descent.
4 Br. بالكشف.
5 Ed. erroneously يقال instead of يقول.
6 يقولوا سحاب مركوم: "they would say: it is a thick cloud."—Koran LI, 44.
7 Br. om.
8 يابنی, probably more correct than Ed. Y. ابنی.
9 Cf. Koran V. 71.
10 Ed. Y. مسن; L. Br. ما "things."
11 + the meat of.”
12 Sing.
while the *Khashabiyya* confined themselves to wooden arms.¹ Hishâm b. al-Ḥakam the Rāfidite² in his book, known under the title "al-Mizân" (the Balance),—he knew them better than anyone else, because he was their neighbor in Kūfa and their *associate in doctrine*³—mentions that the *Kisīyya* particularly⁴ kill *both* their adherents⁵ and opponents saying: "We (only) hurry⁶ the Faithful to Paradise and⁷ the Infidels to Hell." After the death of *Abū Maṣṭur*⁸ they used to deliver a fifth of the goods taken away from those [186] they killed by strangling [or breaking their skulls]⁹ to *al-Ḥusein*,¹⁰ the son of Abū Maṣṭur.

¹ The last two sentences more explicit in L. Br.

² Ed. Y. ⁴ Ed. Y. "and their twinbrother as regards the pretensions of the Shi’ites.”

³ Ed. Y. L. Br. "they are the Maṣṭurīyya.”

⁴ Ed. Y. al-Maṣṭur. L. Br. "(Allah) curse him!”

⁵ Ed. Y. al-Ḥasan.
His followers were divided into two sections: one maintaining that after Muhammed b. 'Ali b. al-Husein the Imamate passed over to Muhammed b. Abdallah b. al-Hasan b. al-Hasan; the other maintaining (that it passed over) to *Abû Mansur al-Kisf and would never return to the descendants of 'Ali.

One section believed in the prophecy of Bazîj, the weaver, in Kûfa. That this claim (to prophecy) should have been raised by them in favor of a weaver is strange indeed! Another section believed in the prophecy of Mu'tammar, the corndealer, in Kûfa. Another section believed in the prophecy of 'Omeir at-Tabbân (the strawdealer) in Kufa. He was—Allah curse him—in the habit of saying to his followers: "If I wanted to turn this straw into pure gold, I could do it." He presented himself before Khâlid b. Abdallah al-Kasrî and courageously...
denounced him. Khālid then gave orders to execute him and he was killed, in addition to the curse of Allah.\footnote{These five sects all belong to the sects of the Khaṭṭābiyya.}

A section of (our) ancients, the partisans of the Abbasides, believed in the prophecy of ‘Ammār, with the nickname Khiddāsh.\footnote{Asad b. ‘Abdallah, the brother of Khālid b. ‘Abdallah *al-Kasrī,* got hold of him and killed him, in addition to the curse of Allah.}

2. The second party among the sects of the Extremists is that which attributes divinity to anyone beside Allah.

The first of them were certain people among the adherents of ‘Abdallah b. Šabā the Ḥimyari, may Allah curse him! They came to ‘Alī b. Abī Ṭālib and said\footnote{‘Alī b. Abī Ṭālib and said* in his face: “Thou} in his face: “Thou

\[\text{وَيَسُّ الْيَهِانَ} \]

\[\text{“and an unhappy couch shall it be.” Koran II, 202.}\]

\[\text{挮َكَانَ هِئَلاَءٍ كَلَّهُم من اعْتِبَابٍ إِبَيِّ الْخَطَابِ لَعْنَةَ اللَّهِ} \]

\[\text{“all these belong to the followers of Abū’l-Khaṭṭāb, Allah curse him!”—L. Br. +} \]

\[\text{وَمَن أَنْتَبِعُهُمْ عَلَى دَعْوَةِ الْحَبَّةٍ الفَاسِقٍ القَاتِمِ فِي بَنٍّ} \]

\[\text{(حَبَّاب)} \]

\[\text{لَمَّا مِنْ كَلْبٍ} \]

\[\text{ذَهَّبَ أَحْرَفٍ (اَحْرَفٍ) فِي رَقَعَتِهِ مِنْ طُغْعُجٍ (رَقَعَتِهِ)} \]

\[\text{وَصَاحِبٍ} \]

\[\text{الْرَّمَحِيَّةِ القَاتِمِ بِالبَصِرَةِ لَعْنَةَ اللَّهِ وَكَلَاهُما أَدْعَى إِنَّهَا عَلَويَّةٍ رَهَمًا} \]

\[\text{كَاذِبًا فِي ذَلِّكَ} \]

\[\text{“Among those who imitated his example in claiming prophecy was the scoundrel who arose among the Banū ‘Uleis b. Ǧumādām b. ‘Alī b. Janāb of the Keib (and) who was burned in his battle with (?) Tujj, also the leader of the Zenj who rose in Kūfa,—Allah curse him! They both pretended to be ‘Alides and they were both liars in this claim.” See Comm.}\]

\[\text{L. Br. ● “the ancients.”—Ed. Y. ● “those,” does not seem to convey a proper meaning.}\]

\[\text{ٍبَابِي خَرَاشِ} \]

\[\text{“with the Kunya Abū KHIRAŠ.”}\]

\[\text{ٍبَتِّي يَنْسِبُ السَّبَايِّةِ} \]

\[\text{“to whom the Sabā‘iyya trace their origin.”}\]

\[\text{ٍيَلِي} \]

\[\text{“to him.”}\]
art he!” He asked them “Who is he?” and they answered “Thou art Allah.” ‘Ali, however, took the matter very seriously and gave orders to kindle a fire and he burned them in it. While they were being thrown into the fire, they started shouting: “Now we feel certain that he is ‘Allah. For none but Allah punishes by fire.”’ Regarding this (incident) he said:

[Rajaz] “When I saw that the matter became an illegal matter,
I kindled a fire and called Kanbar.”

By Kanbar he refers to his slave, the same who was charged with throwing them into the fire. —Let us seek refuge in Allah from being led into temptation through a created being and a created being from being led into temptation through us, be it in a great or small (thing). For the temptation of Abû ‘l-Hasan (i. e. ‘Ali) in the midst of his followers is like the temptation of ‘Isa in the midst of his followers, the Apostles.

This sect still subsists today, (nay), is even increasing and embraces large numbers. They are called the ‘Ulyāniyya.’ One of them was Ishâk b. Muhammed an-Nakha‘î (of the Banû an-Nakha‘î), al-Âhmâr (the Red), of Kûfa, who was one of their dogmatists. He wrote a book on this subject under the title “aş-Sîrât” (the Path). He was refuted by al-Bhnî (?) and al-Fayyâd *as regards (his views) mentioned above.* *They maintain that Muhammed is the Apostle of ‘Ali.

---

1 Br. إنك أنت أنك “thou art.”
2 تعلّم الله أن كفرهم “Allah is exalted above their unbelief.”
3 يقول علي “‘Ali.”
4 Om.
5 Ed. Y. صلى الله عليه وسلم, the formula otherwise used only after the mention of the Prophet.—L. Br. the same formula after “the Apostles.”
6 + Says Abû Muhammed.
7 Br. *العليانيَّة* See Comm.
8 Ed. Y. نقض عليه * (refuter, Dozy). L. بقصة, Br. بقصة, probably meant ‘نقض عليه’.
9 Ed. Y. here and later البهتكي, L. here البهتكي البهتكي, later البهتكي البهتكي *Mas‘ûdî, *MUrâj ad-Dahab*, iii, 285.
10 Om.— + b. ‘Ali.
A group of Shi'ites, known as the Muḥammadiyā, maintains that Muhammad is Allah,—but Allah is exalted above their unbelief. To these belonged al-Bihkā and al-Fayyād * b. 'Ali. The latter composed a book on this topic, which he called "al-Ḳustās" (the Balance). His father was the well-known Kāṭib, who first occupied this post under 'Abdullah b. Kandāj, when the latter was Wālī, then under the Commander of the Faithful, al-Mu'taḍid. It was with reference to him that al-Buḥtūrī composed the well-known poem, of which the beginning runs thus:

[Kliafif] Far from the inhabitant* of Guweir* is [his (present) place of visitation]8. The (long) travels have emaciated him. But [Allah is his patron].

[187] The said al-Fayyād,—Allah curse him!—was killed by al-Kāsim b. 'Abdallah8 b. Sulaimān b. Wāhīb, because he was among those who denounced the latter in the days of al-Mu'taḍid. The story* is well known.

---

1 In L. Br. corrupt probably owing to a homoioteleuton: و يقولون ان من صلاة [صلاة] الشيعة أيضا يقولون ان حمدان. Read ويقولون ان حمدان رسول الله [علي وسلم] من صلاة الشيعة أيضا [ان] يقولون ان حمدان.

2 Om.—اللذين ذكرنا آنفا وهو الفياض بن علي بن حمد بن الفياض "mentioned just now. It is al-Fayyād b. 'Ali b. Muhammed b. al-Fayyād."

3 Ed. Br. على القسطاطين; L. القسطاطين (sic).

4 "over the Mesopotamian".

5 + كتب + he was Kāṭib.

6 L. om.


9 Ed. Y. L. الغربي.—Br. and Buḥtūrī as above.

10 Ed. Y. مراة; L. Br. and Buḥt. مراة (pronounce مراة)." Ed. and Codd. ف;

11 Ed. Y. حارة; L. Br. and Buḥt. حارة (= جارة).
Another section believed in the divinity of Adam and the prophets after him, prophet after prophet, down to Muhammed, then in the divinity of 'Alf, then in the divinity of al-Hasan, then al-Husein, [then 'Ali b. al-Husein]; then Muhammed b. 'Alf, then Ja'far b. Muhammed, and here they stopped. The Khattabiyya one day publicly proclaimed this belief in Kūfa, when 'Isa b. Mūsa b. Muhammed b. Ali b. 'Abdallah b. al-'Abbās was Wāli. They came out in the middle of the day in large crowds, attired in belts and cloaks like pilgrims, and shouting at the top of their voices: "With thee, o Ja'far! with thee, o Ja'far!" Ibn 'Ayāsh and others say: "It is, as if I saw them (as they were) that day." 'Isa b. Mūsa encountered them and they fought against him. But he killed them and exterminated them.

Then another section enlarged upon the above-mentioned doctrine and believed in the divinity of Muhammed b. Ismā'īl b. Ja'far b. Muhammed. These were the Karmanians. Among the latter were some who believed in the divinity of *Abū Sa‘īd al-Hanān b. Bahram al-Jannabī* and his sons after him. "Some of them believed in the divinity of *Abū l-Kāsim an-Nuẓjār, who rose in Yemen in the lands of the Banū Hamdān and was called al-Mansūr."

---

1: المشهورة — النبي
2: بالله
3: Ed. om. 4: + "of Kūfa."
4: "Abū Bekr."
5: "Abū Bekr."
6: Ed. Y. 7: L. Br. (Br. سعيد الجبلي (المهاجر
7: بهرام الجبلي. See Comm.
8: بالله و بالإسماء والهيبة "and in the divinity of Ker (?) of Ifshān and in the divinity."

وكان يكتب اسمه لعنه الله وقيل ابن اسمه الجسيب دين فرّج + بين حُرُش (خوششب) (Codd. وكان كوفي اللادر وطائفة قالت بالله عليه على بن الفضل (المفضل (possibly بين يزيد مولى بنى زياد المنصور إلى أي سفيان القائم بالجنة وببلاد ذي مناخ بالله وطائفة قالت بالله تعالى البواري القائم بالسوار "He—Allah curse him!—used to conceal his name. They say, his name was al-Husein b. Faraj b. Ḥaushab. His residence was in Kūfa. Another group
Another section of them believed in the divinity of 'Ubeidollah, then of those of his descendants who ruled after him until this day.

One group believed in the divinity of Abûl-Khattâb Muhammed b. Abî Zeinab, a client of the Banû Asad in Kûfa. Their number grew so large that it exceeded the thousands. They said: "he' is a god, and Ja'far b. Muhammed is a god. But Abûl-Khattâb is greater than the other." They used to say: "all the descendants of al-Ḥasan [and al-Ḥusein] are the sons and favorites of Allah." They believed that they would not die, but would be lifted up to heaven. The Sheikh whom you see (now), affected the likeness with this one before the people.8

Then one group of them believed in the divinity of Mu‘ammâr, a corneal dealer in Kûfa, whom they worshipped. *He was one of the followers of Abûl-Khattâb, may Allah curse them all!*

Another group believed in the divinity of al-Ḥusein 9 b. Mansûr [al-Hallâj]9, a dresser of cotton, who was crucified in Bagdad through the efforts of the Vizier Ḥâmid b. al-‘Abbâs,—may Allah have mercy on him!—in the days of al-Muţtadîr.

Another group believed in the divinity of Muḥammad b. ‘Alî b. ash-Shalmaqân,10 the Kâtib,11 who was killed in Bagdad in

believed in the divinity of ‘Alî b. al-Faḍl b. Yazîd, a client of the Banû Ziyâd, who traced his genealogy to Abû Suḫyân, who rose in Jurâd and in the lands of the Ḥu-Manâkh in Yemen. Another group believed in the divinity of al-Bawârî, who rose in Sawâd.”

1 “this one.” 2 “that.” 3 Ed. and Codd. om. See Comm. 4 Om. 5 أَجْحَبَةٌ. 6 تَكَبَّتْ (Br. نَشَمَتْ, L. unpr.) الشیخ (Br. الْمَغْتَنِرَ) على الناس بذلك (بهذا) “the mad Sheikh.”—The translation of this phrase is not certain. See Comm. 7 Ed. Y. al-Ḥasan. 8 Ed. Y. om. 9 + Ibn. 10 Ed. A. الْسَلَیمَانُ, Y. ل scratched out, L. Br. here and later 11 + (Ba unpr.) المعروف بابن الفراقذ “known as Ibn al-Farâṣîd.” See Comm.
the days of ar-Râdi. *He ordered those of his followers who were of higher attainments to have criminal intercourse with him,* so as to make the Light penetrate into him.

All these sects advocate the communism of wives.*

Another group of them believed in the divinity of Shîbâsh,* who is still alive and resides† in Basra in our own time.

Another group of them believed in the divinity of Abû Muslim as-Siraj. *Then one group of these believed*‡ in the divinity of al-Mu‘affana§ al-'war (the Blind), the fuller, who arose‡ to revenge Abû Muslim. *The name of this fuller was Hâshim.§ He was killed—may Allah curse him!—in the days of al-Mansûr."

The Rawandiyya§ believed in the divinity of Abû Ja‘far‖ al-Mansûr. They professed it publicly. *But al-Mansûr came out and killed them and wiped them out."*}

---

1 "He used to order his followers that the more excellent one of them should have criminal intercourse with the inferior one." This is most probably correct.

2 وَمَمَّا قَتَلَ عَلَى الْقُولِ بِالْعَهْدِ هُذَا الْمَلَعْوِنُ ابنُ الشِّلَمَغَانِ + حَيْنَذُ الْوُزِيرُ الحُسَيْنِ بْنِ عَبْدِ الدَّالٍ بْنِ سَلِيمَانِ بْنِ وَهْبَ (Codd. Ibn Suyyid al-Musa‘i ‘Abd al-Dalâ‘ al-Mulqu Babir al-Jumal al-Hamal) وكانت ابنته بنت الوزير المحسن بن الجراح (خُلّ النَّارِ) قتلت معه عَلَى ذلِّك ابن ابنة حُوَّنُ (الكاتب + Br.) أمرَ بقتلهم على ذلك الرضائِ "Among those who were then killed because they believed in the divinity of this cursed Ibn ash-Shalma‘gan was the Vizier al-Husein b. 'Ubeidullah b. Suleiman b. Wahb b. Sa‘id, called ‘Amid ad-Daula (Pillar of the Dynasty), with the nickname Abû ‘l Jamal (Father of Elegance). His mother was the daughter of the Vizier al-Husein b. al-Jarah (Br. Mkhid).—Together with him was killed for the same reason Ibn Abi ‘Aun (Br. + the Kâtib). Ar-Raqqî ordered their execution on account of it."

3 Ed. Y. شباش; L. Br. unp. The pronunciation is uncertain.

4 Ed. misprint المغيم.ثُمِّ.

5 Only.

6 + Hâshim.ثُمِّ "in Merv."

7 Ed. Y. الرُّبَوَّة; L. Br., See Comm.

8 Ed. Y. "the Commander of the Faithful."

9 + "he himself came out and ordered to kill them. They were all killed, in addition to the curse of Allah."
Another group of them believed in the divinity of 'Abdallah b. al-Hārith1 of the Banū Kinda2 in Kufa, whom they worshipped. He believed in the Transmigration of Souls. He imposed upon them3 seventeen4 prayers (every) day and night,5 each prayer having fifteen6 "bows." Later, however, [188], one of the dogmatists of the Ṣufriyya having argued with him and having clearly put forth the arguments for the (true) religion,7 he became a Muslim8 and his Islam was sound. He renounced all the beliefs he had held previously. He informed his followers of it * and openly showed his repentance.9 Thereupon all his followers * who had worshipped him and had professed his divinity withdrew from him. They cursed him and deserted him,10 and they all returned to the belief in the Imāmate of 'Abdallah b. Mu‘awiya b. ‘Abdallah b. Ja‘far b. Abī Talib. 'Abdallah b. al-Hārith, however, persevered * in Islam and11 in the doctrine of the Ṣufriyya till he died. * His party is still known today as the Ḥarbiyya.12

To the Sabā‘iyya,13 who profess the divinity of 'Ali, belongs a party14 known as the Nuṣairiyya.15 They got hold in our own

---

1 L. and Ed. ii, 115 (with a soft under the line). Ed. Y. here and later. See Comm.
2صلبیة + "by descent."
3على أتباعهم "upon his followers."
5L. every day (Br. + and night).
6خمس عشرة; Ed. Y. عشرة + "the religion of Islam."
7باختيار "by his own free will."
8Om.
9Differently worded
10الذين كاذبوا يعبدوونه ويقرون بالاعتقاد فكلذدهم وتدوروا منه ولونوه.
11Om. probably owing to homoioiteuton.
12(sic) after "Ja‘far b. Abī Talib."
13Ed. Y. السبائة; L. Br. السبائیة. See Comm.
14Ed. misprint instead of طائفة.
15Ed. Y. البصرية; L. نصریة; Br. A. النصریة. See Comm.
على مدينة الطبرية بالشام وعلى جمهور جند الأردن
ولمن قولهم الخبيث مثبًّ "one of their disgraceful tenets is the
denouncing." Instead of والأردن ومن قوله L. blank.
وإنه نسهم نامر عَلَى النسب
(sic).
4 Instead of ل. المحسن Br. المحسن الأنسان.
L. 'Abdallah.
6 Om.

7 Ed. Y. + عن على "with 'Ali." It is a gloss to which crept into the text.
8 Only أدت "that he."
9 A. أكرههم "the most repugnant." Y. 3 scratched out and م substituted.
10 يعفّص (imperfect form).
11 Br. erroneously كدرة (فكذبوه) instead of كدرة.
12 كدرة (فكذبوه) (L. erroneously om. أن (آن) 전 "الإسلام هذه الكفرات الفاحشة التي ذكرنا من دعوات الزبورية" "Know ye that all those who reckon these abominable heterodoxies men-
tioned before, viz., the claim of Divinity, to the religion of Islam."
—that their (vivifying) element are only the Shi‘ites and Sufis. For there are people among the Sufis who maintain that he who has attained the knowledge of God is exempt from the (religious) precepts. Some of them add: “and becomes united with the Almighty.” We have been told that there is now in Nisabur in our own age a man, whose Kunya is Abū Sa‘īd Abū‘l-Kheīr—thus (two Kunyas) together—belonging to the Sufis. Sometime he dresses himself in wool, another time he dresses himself in silk which is forbidden to men. Now he prays thousand “bows” on one day, now he recites neither the obligatory nor the voluntary prayer. This is pure apostasy. Let us seek refuge in Allah from error!

C. The Imāmate of the ‘Alides.

[Printed Edition (=Ed.) IV, pp. 92-94; Codex Leyden (=L.) II, fol. 87a ff. Codex British Museum (=Br.) II, fol. 230 ff. The variants quoted anonymously are taken from L. and Br. and, if not otherwise stated, identical in both.]

Those who maintain that the Imāmate is only permissible in the descendants of ‘Ali are divided into two parties.

One party maintains that the Apostle of Allah put down a written statement concerning ‘Ali, viz. that he was to be the

1 “the detestable.” Read “Shi‘ism.”

2 ُلَوْنَ كِلُّمِتِي— “the doctrine of the Sufis.”

3 مذهب الصوفية الطائفتين: إجحاب التأويلات و خروج عن ظاهر القرآن بدعاهم الفاسدة “for both parties are advocates of (allegorical) interpretation and of giving up the open meaning of the Koran through their corrupt pretensions.”

4 ومن قول بعض الصوفية “one of the views of some Sufis is.”

5 الأعمال الشرعية “religious practices.”

6 وراء (instead of وراء).

7 هكذا كننتان جموعتان (جمع عوان) معا “thus two Kunyas joined together.”

8 حنيف المذهب “of the Hanafitic school.”

9 +L. “coarse.” Br. erroneously L. “beautiful.”

10 الصيرى “pure.”

11 +L. وبومًا = يوم “and one day.”
Caliph after him, but the Companions after him unanimously agreed upon doing wrong to 'Ali and upon keeping to themselves the statement of the Prophet. These are the so-called\textsuperscript{2} Rawa\textsuperscript{fi}ḍī.

The other party says: The Prophet never put down a written statement concerning 'Ali. Yet he was the most excellent of men after the Apostle of Allah and worthier of the command\textsuperscript{3} than any of them. These are the Zeidiyya, who trace their origin to Zeid b. 'Ali b. al-Ḥusein b. 'Ali b. Abi Ṭalib.

Then the Zeidiyya fell asunder into several sections. One group said that the Companions did him wrong, and they declared those of the Companions who opposed him apostates. *These are the Jārādiyya.

Another group maintained that the Companions\textsuperscript{4} did not do him any wrong, but he was pleased to concede his rights to Abū Bekr and 'Omar, who consequently were Imāms of right guidance, some of them stopping at 'Othmān, while others observing a friendly attitude towards him. *A number of people mention\textsuperscript{5} that this was the doctrine\textsuperscript{6} of the Fākhī al-Ḥasan b. Šallīḥ b. Ḥayy al-Hamdānī (of the Banū Hamdān)." Says Abū Muhammad: This is a mistake. *I have seen in the book of Hishām b. al-Ḥakam the Rāfiḍite of Kūfa\textsuperscript{7}, known under the title [93] "al-Mizān" (the Balance), that he mentions al-Ḥasan b. Ḥayy and also (states) that his doctrine was that the Imāmate was permissible in all the descendants of Fihā b. Mālik. Says Abū Muhammad: This is the only thing which suits al-Ḥasan\textsuperscript{8} b. Ḥayy. For he was one of the Imāms of the (true) religion and Hishām b. al-Ḥakam knew him better than those who attribute to him other views. Hishām was his neighbor in Kūfa and

---

\textsuperscript{1} "after his death."
\textsuperscript{2} "the caliphate."
\textsuperscript{3} "all."
\textsuperscript{4} Om., probably owing to homoioteleuton.
\textsuperscript{5} "Some of those who write on heterodox views." See Comm.
\textsuperscript{6} \textsuperscript{2} + "al-Kūfī."
\textsuperscript{7} \textsuperscript{3} + "for Hishām b. al-Ḥakam, the pillar of the Rawaḍīḍ, says in his book."
knew him better than all other people, having reached his generation and having seen him personally. (Besides), al-Hasan b. Ḥayy—may Allah have mercy on him!—quotes Muʿāwiyah and Ibn Zubair as authorities, as is well known from his books as well as from the traditions of those who received traditions from him.  

'All the Zeidiyya unanimously agree that the Imāmate is permissible in all the descendants of 'Ali, as far as they go forth appealing to the Book and the Sunna and carrying (?) a sword with them.

The Rawnūfīd maintain that the Imāmate is due to 'Ali himself on account of a written statement concerning him. Then it (passes over) to al-Iṣāṣan, then to al-Ḥusein—they claim another written statement of the Prophet concerning these two, after their father,—then to 'Ali b. al-Ḥusein by reason of the saying of Allah: "And those who are related by blood are the nearest of kin to each other, according to the Book of Allah." Therefore, they say, have the descendants of al-Ḥusein better claims than [the sons of] his brother. Then (the Imāmate passes over) to Muḥammed b. 'Ali b. al-Ḥusein, then to Ja'far b. Muḥammed b. 'Ali b. al-Ḥusein. This is the doctrine of all their dogmatists, viz. Hishām b. al-Ījākam, Hishām al-Juwālīkī, Dāwud al-Ḥawārī, Dāwud ar-Rakkī, 'Ali b. Maṣṭur, 'Ali b. Miṭam, Abū 'Ali ash-Shakkāk, the pupil of Hishām b. al-Ḥakam, Muḥammed, b. Ja'far b. an-Nu'mān Sheīṭān at-Tāḳ, Abū Mālik of Ḥāḍramaut and others.

1 Salaḥ.
2 "in many of his religious responsa."
3 Singular.
4 "through the traditions of reliable authorities."
5 + Says Abū Muḥammed.
7 Om. 8 Korān VIII, 76.—L. Br. om. la ilāha illā huwa. 9 Ed. br. gīrī. 10 Ed. br. gīrī. See Comm. 11 Ed. br. gīrī. See Comm. 12 Ed. br. gīrī. See Comm. 13 Ed. and Codd. written MukālAK. 14 Om.—+ "known as."
15 Ed. and Codd. written MukālAK.
The Rawāfiḍ then disagreed after the death of those (‘Alides) mentioned above, (especially) after the death of Ja‘far b. Muhammed. One party assigned the Imāmate to his son Ismā‘il b. Ja‘far. Another party assigned the Imāmate to his son Muhammed b. Ja‘far. *But these are few. *Still another party maintained that Ja‘far was alive and that he has not died.

The bulk of the Rawāfiḍ, however, assign the Imāmate to his son Mūsa b. Ja‘far, then ‘Ali b. Mūsa, then Muhammed b. ‘Ali b. Mūsa, *then ‘Ali b. Muhammed b. ‘Ali b. Mūsa, *then Al-Hasan b. ‘Ali. *This al-Hasan died without offspring and they were (consequently) divided into several sections. The bulk of them firmly assert that a male child was born to al-Hasan *b. ‘Ali, *but he hid him. Other people, however, maintain that he was born after al-Hasan’s death from a slave girl of his by the name of Ṣakīl, *and this is the view most commonly accepted. *Some of them however say: no, from a slave girl of his by the name of Narjis. Still others say: no, but from a slave girl of his by the name of Sāsan. But the most probable *is that her name was Ṣakīl. For this Ṣakīl pretended *to be with child after al-Hasan b. ‘Ali her master, *and his estate remained for this reason unsettled for seven years, being contested by his brother Ja‘far b. ‘Ali. *A number of leading statesmen took her part, while others took Ja‘far’s part. Then her pretension *of pregnancy *exploded and was annihilated, and Ja‘far his brother took possession of the estate. *The death of this al-Hasan took

1. "They claimed that he was alive, and that he never died. But there is no doubt that he died during the lifetime of his father. He was his eldest son."

2. Br. om.
3. L. om. owing to homoioteleuton.
4. Om.
5. Muhammed.
6. Om.

7. "and the most commonly accepted among them."

8. انها حامل إذ مات سيدها الحسن.

9. وكان موت الحسن هذا سنة ستيئين ومائتين بيسمر من رأي.


11. ما ادأعته من الحمل.
place in 260. But the contest of the Rawāfiḍ about this Ṣaḵīl and her claims still grew (worse), until al-Muʿtaṣid imprisoned her, two odd years after the death of her master. She had been accused of living in the house of al-Ḥasan b. Jaʿfar an-Nūbakhti[94], the Kātib, and she was (actually) found there and then transported to the castle of al-Muʿtaṣid, where she remained until she died in the days of al-Muṭṭadīr. But they (the Rawāfiḍ) are still waiting for a lost object since 1807 years.

There existed in olden times a party which is now extinct, whose head was al-Mukhtār b. Abī ʿUbeid, (also) Keisān Abū ʿOmra and others. They were of the opinion that after al-Husein19 the Imām was his brother Muḥammed, known as Ibn al-Ḥanafiyya. To this party belonged as-Sayyid al-Ḥimyari and Kuṭayyar Azza, the two poets. They maintained that Muḥammed b. al-Ḥanafiyya was alive in the mountains of Rāḍwā.

---

1 Om. here.
2 ʿakṣīmēhā: "acquired her."
3 Ed. عُمْر does not seem to convey a proper sense. L. Br. عُمْر. See Comm.
4 Unpointed.
5 "with the nickname Mizmala (?)"
6 Om. ضالة.
7 "since hundred and eighty odd years." See Introduction, p. 19. - + "They do not know in which privy he may have sunk." Ed. in all probability intentionally omitted.
8 + "of the Banū Taḵīfa."
9 Ed. incorrectly ابأ; L. Br. المكنى بابي عمرة المكنى بيان وغيرهم. المكنى بيان (المكنى بيان) "clearly") which crept into the text.— + "of the dual is probably due to the ignorance of the copyist, who took the gloss for a new name.
11 "lot."
12 + "b. Iṣmāʿīl."
They were addicted to eccentric ideas, for whose description volumes would not suffice.¹

Says Abū Muḥammad: The pillar of all these parties in their arguments are interpolated and forged traditions, the production of which is not beyond the reach of those who have neither religion nor shame.

D. Synopsis of the Tenets of the Shi’ites.

[Codex Leyden (=L.) II, fol. 162b; Codex British Museum (=Br.) II, 123b.]

"It has been mentioned that as-Sayyid al-Ḥimyār—Allah curse him!—was once asked: "who is thy associate in this doctrine?" and he answered: "a cobbler in Rai (Tehrran)." See Comm.
The Shi‘ites say: ‘Ali is the most excellent of the Companions of the Apostle of Allah and worthier of the Imámate than any of them. This having been settled and established, one of them said: If the matter be such, then the nation committed a sin by nominating Abû Bekr, then ‘Omar, then ‘Othmân. Al-‘Hasan b. Hayy1 and the bulk of the Zeidiyya shrank from this (consequence) and turned aside from this narrow pass, while the rest of the Shi‘ites rushed into it. The sinfulness of the whole nation having been established, one of them said: If so, then they (i. e. the Companions who submitted to those nominated) acted wrongly, and became irreligious and apostates,2 since they professed something that is forbidden, and it is therefore not allowed to receive the religion of Allah from irreligious men or apostates. Suleimân b. Jarîr3, at-Tammar4 and their followers flee from this narrow pass, while the rest of the Shi‘ites rush into it. This having been settled and established, one of them said: If this be so, then ‘Ali also *became an apostate,* having assisted the adherents of apostasy and having contributed towards the annihilation of religion, since he did not uncover

---

1 Codd. حمّي
2 Br. om. وَكُفِّرُوا (purposely).
3 Codd. وَكُفِّرُوا
4 Codd. “Ibn at-Tammar.”
5 Br. om. See p. 55.
his face; he and they are therefore alike. All the Shi'ites flee from this narrow pass, while Abû Kâmil and those that follow him rush into it. This having been established, one of them said: *If the matter be such, then Muhammed is the guilty one who set free all these (contentions) by not having explained the matter (so as) to cut down all pretexts regarding it. ¹ Another one of them said: Surely, Jibrîl alone is guilty, because he passed with the prophecy from Alî to Muhammed.

Says Abû Muhammed: They do nothing but show contempt and make fun (of Allah). Let us seek refuge in Allah from error!

[The Commentary will follow in the next number of this Journal.]

¹ L. om. owing to homoioteleuton.
Contributions from the Jāminīya Brāhmaṇa to the history of the Brāhmaṇa literature.—By Hanns Oertel, Professor in Yale University, New Haven, Conn.

Sixth Series 1: The story of Uśanas Kāvya, the three-headed Gandharvan, and Indra.

1. In the twelfth volume of the Abhandlungen für die Kunde des Morgenlandes, Caland translated, 2 among other stories from the Bāndhāyana Sūtra, the tale of Uśanas Kāvya, Indra, and the three-headed Gandharvan. To his kindness I also owe a transcript of the Sanskrit text (rather poorly preserved in the ms.). No parallel text, except that given below, seems to

---


Vol. xxviii.
occur in the Brähmanaśas. Our story substantially forms the frame-work of the seventy-sixth chapter of the first book of the Mahābhārata, but it is greatly changed by the addition of many romantic details. The Vedic allusions to the legend are discussed by Geldner (Ved. Stud. ii, 166 ff.) and Pischel (ibid. p. 195).

2. JB. i. 125. devāṣurās saṃyattā jyoṅi na vyajayanta. brhas-patir devānām purohita āśīd uṣanā kāvyo 'surām. tad ya eva 'vastād brahma 'kriyata tat parastād akrīyata tat samānām brahma na vyajayata. teṣāṁ ha triśirṣā gandharvo vijāyasyā v'vet. sa ṭheṣṭur āsā. 'tasya hā 'psv antarā nāumagaram pariplavam āsa. tad indro 'nvabuddhyata triśirṣā vāi nāu vijāyasya vede 'ti. 'tasya jāyām upāncyat. etasyā 'va vijāyasya kāmā tām abravīt pṛchetai 'ti patiṁ ya. ime devāṣurās saṃyattā jyog abhūvan katarā esaṁ 'jeṣyanti 'ti. tad dhāi 'va sāpadamānā 'va vājagāma. sa ha tad eva nāumāṇḍa 'upāsīśeṣa vājalyukā vā trīnakaṁ vā bhūtvā. se 'yam patiṁ papraccha ya ime devāṣurās saṃyattā jyog abhūvan katarā esaṁ 'jeṣyanti 'ti. 

126. mo 'cāiṁ 'iti ho 'vāca karṇiṁ 'vai bhūmir iti. tad idam apy 'etarhā 'ahur mo 'cāiṁ karṇiṁ 'vai bhumin iti. ne 'ti ho 'vāca brūhy eve 'ti. sa ho 'vāca brāhmanāv imāu samaṁ vida-

2 B.C. devāṣurā. 3 A. jyeṅ.
4 So also Caland's ms. of the Bāudhāyana Śūtra; cf. Whitney, Gr. § 855 a, 416; Lanman, Noun-Inflection, p. 559, II.
5 A. B. pīj.-
6 A. eṣā; B. heṣṭur; C. hoṣṭur. 7 A. sa. 8 A. -ā. 9 -ntaṁ.
10 A. di. 11 C. mā-. 12 A. pāucoaḥ; B. apāuoche; C. upāuochead, 13 C. evas- 14 A. prachāyatāt. 15 A.B.C. yaṁ
16 B. C. eṣā.
17 All three ms. jyeṣyanti; see below, n. 25 and p. 83, n. 10. There is a bare possibility that the form is the product of a contamination of the roots ji and jyā; but, on the whole, it seems better to emend it.
18 So all three ms.
19 B.C. maṇva.
20 A.B. upaśīśeṣa; C. upaviśāṃreṣṭha.
21 B. inserts trīnakaṁ.
22 B. omits.
23 A. devāṣurās. 24 A.C. karata.
25 A.B. jyeṣy; see above, note 17 and below, p. 83, note 10.
26 A. moccer; B.C. mocaṁ. 27 A. kaṁṭṛṇī.
28 A. avy. 29 A. etasy. 30 A. āhūtiṅ.
tur' bhāsapatīr ayaṁ deveṣāṁ 'śanā käyvo 'suresu. tāu yat kurut
	
tat samam eva yacchati.4 ya itara āhutīr juhoti5 tā6 itarāh.
tās sametya yathāyatham eva punar viparāyanti. tayor yatarā
	
yatāraṁ upasamesyati te jeyaṁi7 tad dhāi 8 've 'ndro 'nubu-
dhyā ya sūkho bhūtu 'tapāta. taṁ hā 'nvīksya patantam uvāca
yeśām9 āsāu haritavarrakaḥ patati10 te jeyaṁi11 12 ti. sa ho 'śana-
saṁ käyvaṁ 'suresu.12 tāu ho 'vāca rṣe kam imām
	
janaṁ vardhayasy asmākaṁ vāi tvam asi vayaṁ vāi tavā 'smān
abhuyapāvartasve ti. kathe13 'ti ho 'vāca kena mo 'pamantra-
saṁ14 iti. ya imā virocanasya prūhlādeḥ kāmadūghāṁ15 tābhir

iti. tābhir ha prātv [SV. ii. 27] ity eva pradūruvatuḥ.16
tāu17 hā18 'surā anvavajhrire.19 sa ho 'vāca rṣe nu20 vāi nāv ime 'surā agmanī iti. sa vāi tathā kurv iti21 ho
'vāca yathā nāv ete nā 'nvīgacchāṁ iti.22 tāu āhī tat pratipedāte.23

127. Svāyudhaṁ pavate deva indūr asastīhā vṛjanā24 raksam-

ānāḥ | pitā devānāṁ janitā sudakṣo viṣṭambho dīvo dharunāḥ

prthivyā [SV.ii. 28] ity ā dīvo25 viṣṭambham uchśiṛyatyah.26 taṁ
hūī27 'vā28 'surā nā29 'tīyuh. tāu30 hā 'bhīh kāmadūghābhīr devān
ājagmatuḥ.31 tāu hā32 'gatau mahayāṁ cakrire33 'ṛśir34 vipraḥ

purācāta janānāṁ rṛhub35 dhīra36 uśānā kāvyena | sa cid viveda

nihitaṁ yad āṣām apiyamaṁ guhyāṁ nāma37 gonāṁ38 [SV. ii. 29]
itī. tā etāḥ39 paśavya40 reo 'va paśuṁ rundhe bahupaśur bhavyat

etābhīr rṛgbhis tuṣṭuvānaḥ.41 tāsv42 āuśaman. uśānā vāi käyvo
devesv43 amartyaṁ gandharvalokam44 āicchata. sa etat45 sāmā

'paśyat tena 'stuta tato vāi sa devesv amartyaṁ gandharvalokam
āṣṇuta46 tad etal lokavit47 sāmā 'ṣnute48 devesv amartyaṁ gandh-

arvalokam etena49 tuṣṭuvānaḥ. yad uśānā50 käyvo 'paśyat
tasmād āuśaman ity ākhīyaye.51

1 C. vividatu; B. vidatū. 2 B.C. devesṭha. 3 yauchhati.
4 B. -ta; C. -tvā. 5 C. om. 6 All mss. jaśantī. 7 B.C. dhe.
8 B.C. esām. 9 A. patiti. 10 So all mss. 11 C. -eṣṭa. 12 C. tathē.
13 C. samajīyayasa. 14 All mss. -ghās. 15 A.B. pradūruvatus; C. pratrudravatus. 16 B. te; C. to.
17 B.C. bhā. 18 B. avajah-; see note to translation.
19 A. nvājaṁmu; B. nvājaṃmaḥ; C. nvājaṃgāmas. 20 B.C. na.
21 A.C. iti; B. atī. 22 All mss. iti. 23 B.C. prativedāte.
24 prajāṇa. 25 dīvo. 26 uciś. 27 B.C. bhāī. 28 A. vātu.
29 A. om. 30 C. āu. 31 A. āḥjag. 32 B.C. bhā. 33 All mss. cakre.
34 B.C. rūṣir. 35 A. ṛ. 36 A. iddhamāra. 37 B.C. -mo.
38 A. nonām. 39 A. etām. 40 A. apās. 41 B.C. tuṣṭubhavānas.
42 C. tās tu. 43 A. devasu. 44 All mss. gandharvo lokam.
45 B.C. etās. 46 All mss. āśruta. 47 C. lokamavīt. 48 A.B. śruṭe.
49 A. ete; B.C. etā. 50 B.C. aśana. 51 All mss. āyate.
3. Translation and Notes.

The gods and the Asuras, having joined in combat, for a long time could not gain a decisive victory. Bṛhaspati was the chaplain (purohita) of the gods, Uśanas Kāvyā of the Asuras. Now, what rite (brahman)¹ was performed forward [by the gods] that was performed backward² [by the Asuras]; the rite (brahman), being the same, did not gain a decisive victory.³ Of them a three-headed Gandharvan knew about the decisive victory. He was. ⁴ He had, in the midst of the waters, a ship-town floating about. Now Indra was cognizant of the fact: 'The three-headed one knows about the decisive victory of both of us.' He liked to consort with his⁵ (the Gandharvan's) wife. For the sake of this same complete victory he said to her⁶: 'Ask [your] husband: 'The gods and the Asuras who have for a long time been joined in combat—which of them will win?" Agreeing² to it she then undertook it.⁶ He then clung to the


² On such reversals in the sacrifice cf. Hillebrandt, Rituallitteratur, p. 170, 47 with note 12, and p. 175, 1; Caland, ZDMG. liii (1899), p. 700.

³ This sentence the Bāudh. SS. omits; but it seems necessary for a clear understanding of the situation, as is seen from the fact that Caland in his translation adds a parenthesis ' (durges dessen Zauberrituale die Kämpfenden einander jedesmal gewogen waren').

⁴ I cannot find a satisfactory emendation for heṣṭur. Hāi 'ṣṭur = ha+ eṣṭur for eṣṭā (MS. ii. 2. 13, p. 25, 14: eṣṭṛ Āp. x. 12. 5) does not yield a desirable meaning. Professor Hopkins suggested *heṣṭur for *heṣṭā, 'giant' from the root heṣ (Pischel, Ved. Stud. i, p. 45–49). Neither suggestion is at all convincing. For the forms in -ṭur Whitney, Gr. § 375, e, Wackernagel KZ. xxv (1882), 287, Altind. Gr., p. 23 § 21, b, might be quoted. Perhaps (ha-)iṣur.

⁵ I have taken *upa+uc (which is not quoted) in the sense of abhi+uc, TS. ii. 2. 2. 5, 'einen Zug haben zu, ' gern aufsuchen' (PW.). The Bāudh. SS. has here upahāṣyām āsa, which Caland emends to upahāṣyām āsa and takes as a euphemism (cf. Oldenberg, GGA. 1889, p. 6, Pischel, Ved. Stud. i. p. 196, 'das Lächeln des Mädchens ist die Zustimmung zu den Wünschen des Mannes'; also PW. upa+has 2).

⁶ On this motif see below, § 5.

⁷ I have given sampadamānā a meaning which the causative (PW. s. v. pad + sam, caus. 6.) has.

⁸ got + a+a ava is read by Grassmann (WB.) and by Boehtlingk (PW. ii. p. 158, 3d col. top) at RV. iii. 31. 14, māhi stotrām ava a gamma sūrēr, where, however, the pada-pātha reads évās (Ludwig follows this reading); ava-gam in the epic has the sense 'undertake.'
ship’s sides (?),¹ having turned into a leech or a blade of grass.² She asked [her] husband: “The gods and the Asuras who have for a long time been joined in combat—which of them will win?”

126. “Not [so] loud!” he said, “for the earth hath ears.” Therefore even now [people] say this:³ “Not [so] loud! For the earth hath ears.” “No,” she said, “do tell!” He said: “These two Brāhmans know the same, this Bṛhaspati among the gods and Uṣānas Kāvyā among the Asuras. What these two perform that accomplishes (?) the same; what offerings the one brings, those [same] the other one [brings also]; these [offerings] meeting together return back⁴ again in the same order. If either of these two (Brāhmans) will unite with the other [party], [then] they will win. Indra, having learned this, turning into a parrot,⁵ flew up. Noticing him as he was flying he (the Gandharvan) said: “They will be victorious whose greenish-coloured one flies yonder.” He (Indra) went to Uṣānas Kāvyā among the Asūras. He (Indra) said to him: “O sage, what crowd⁶ here art thou aiding? Ours, in sooth,

¹ The Bāudh. SS. reads here: nārmanādapa (var. lect. nārmanāthyē) upāśīśye (var. lect. upāśīśēṣa). Caland’s conjecture (Abh. f. d. Kunde d. Morgenl. xii, 1; p. 60) that the first word is to be read nāumaṇḍa seems to be supported by the JB. text. The exact meaning of the word, which, so far, is only quoted from SB. ii. 3. 3. 15 (where the dual occurs), is obscure. The Commentator there takes -manḍē in the sense of bhūtī, and Eggeling follows him in translating it ‘the two sides.’ PW. and Boehtlingk suggest ‘ears.’ A curious compound maṇḍacara occurs in the adverb maṇḍacaravat (Bāudh. SS. vi. 5 = vol. i. p. 161, 4: cf. Abh. f. d. K. d. M. xii, 1, p. 60); Caland there takes maṇḍacara in the sense of ‘Pfugstrick’ = laṅgalapāsā.

² upāśīśēṣa is undoubtedly the preferable reading for JB. and probably also for Bāudh. SS., although the transformation there (sāuvārṇaḥ paṭāro [var. lect. sāuvārṇum aparō] bhūtvā) does not fit it so well as in JB.

³ There is no evidence that the suffix -ka has here a diminutive meaning; Whitney, Gr. ² 1222, e. f.

⁴ On this proverb see below, § 4.

⁵ Possibly, on account of the vi-, ‘come to naught.’

⁶ The Bāudh. SS. reads here: tac chrute vṛndro hariḥ śukrārupaṁ kṛtvā ṭapāta. But hariḥ śukrārupaḥ perhaps should better be emended to hariśukrārupaḥ ‘the shape of a green parrot.’

⁷ On the contemptuous use of jana, see Geldner, Ved. Stud. iii, p. 88, with note 1.
art thou, or we are thine! Turn and join us." "How?"
he (U. K.) said, "with what dost thou summon me?" "What
these wish-granting [verses] of Virocana, the son of Prahlāda
are, with them!" With them, [namely] with "Forth now"
the two ran forth. These two the Asuras flung themselves down
after; these two they went after. He said: "O Sage, now
indeed these Asuras have gone after us two." "Do you then

---

1 Cf. TMB. vii. 5, 20, uṣāna vāi kāvyo 'surānam purohitā āśīt. tath
devā kāmadughūbhir upāmantrayanta. tasmā etāny āūsānāni prayac-
chane. kāmadughā vā āūsānāni.

2 In AV. viii. 10. 22, Virocana is the calf (vatsā) of virāj when Dvi-
mūrdhan milks illusion from her for the Asuras (as, in 26, Indra is the
calf of the virāj when Savīt milks refreshment from her for the gods).
In the Chānd. Up. viii. 7. ff., Indra and Virocana are rival pupils of Praj-
āpati, who, in the interest of the gods and Asuras respectively, try to
obtain from Prajāpati a definition of the ātman. The Commentator to
TMB. vii. 5. 20, introduces Virocana simply as one of the Asuras: pūr-
vam uṣāna nāma kaveḥ putra asuraṃ āṃ virocanāṁ purohitā āśīt.

3 Pra tu is the prātika of RV. ix. 87. 1–3 = SV. ii. 27–29 (cf. TMB. xi.
3. 1). The three stanzas form the text for the āūsānān sāna (which
is given in the Biblioth. Indica edition, vol. iii, p. 81–82), cf. below : tāsu
āūsānam.

4 The'reading here should probably be corrected to anvavajahire from
2 ν hā, cf. anājahire AV. xviii. 3. 46 [this is the manuscript reading,
emended in the edition, but restored in the translation] though 2 ν hā +
anv-ava is not quoted. But ν hṛ + anv-ava, which is quoted from Āpa-
stamba SS., does not make good sense. In view of the fact that certain
perfect forms in -rire occur (Whitney, Gr.2 § 799), a confusion between
the corresponding 3d persons plural of the perfect of hā and hṛ is easily
accounted for; in fact, the Commentator to AV. xviii. 3. 46 treats anā-
jahire as if it came from ν hṛ (cf. Whitney’s note, AV. Translation,

5 The simple agman resumes the compound anv-ājagmuḥ, as giran
resumes udgiru MBh. xii. 12872 = 339. 8 (Wackernagel, Nach. Gött. Ges.
Wiss. 1903, p. 751). This abbreviation is common everywhere. To the
examples collected in the Lectures on the Study of Language (1901), p.
314, may be added dīnakaṭē, kṛdē, Gortynian Law, iii. 41; ἐπελάντω, ἐλάντω
Coan inscription (Solmsen Insc. Gr. no. 33 A = Dittenberger Syll. 616,
vs. 11; in the third member of this sentence, the verb is omitted alto-
gether); ἐκατρυέλα, ματρυέλα Isaeus 3, 31; ἐκδιδελαῖος, ἐκδελεῖα Isaeus 3, 60.
For Plato cf. Wackernagel l. c. and Heidel’s note on Eutypho 14 A.
Similar cases are: the omission of per- in the second of two conjoined
adjectives (e. g. perfacilis et expedita for perfacilis et perexpedita) dis-
cussed by Madvig, on Cie. de finib. iii. 11, 36, p. 410; the omission of
the identical second member in the former of two conjoined compounds
(Wackernagel, Altind. Gramm. II, 1. § 11 c β, p. 20–21, with references);
arrange it so," he said, "that these may not go after us two." The two started upon this.

127. "God Indu with good armor, curse-defeating, aware of stratagems,² purifies himself, the father of the gods, the very doughty progenitor, the pillar of the heaven, the supporter of the earth." With this these two erected a pillar up to heaven. The Asuras [could] not go beyond this. These two came to the gods with these wish-granting [verses]. These two, having come, they (the gods) exalted (?): "The seer, inspired, the leader of people, cunning, constant, Ușanas, through wisdom, it was he who found what of these (fem.) was hidden, the secret, hidden name of the cows." These same verses are connected with cattle; he who has praised with these verses obtains cattle, he becomes possessed of much cattle. To them² the Āușana

and the omission of inflexional or derivative endings in the former of two copulatively connected words (Steglich, Über die Ersparung von Flexions- und Bildungssilben bei copulativen Verbindungen in Zt. f. deut. Wortforschung iii, 1903, p. 1–52; Wackernagel, Altind. Gramm. i, p. xvii with notes 3 and 4; Richter, Ind. Forsch. ix (1898), p. 29; Hopkins, JAOS. xxiii, p. 111).

Since semantic changes arise in connected discourse rather than in isolated words, there can be but little doubt that the majority of the cases in which the simplex carries the meaning of the compound (cf. the references collected by Brugmann, Berichte d. sächs. Ges. d. Wiss. li, 1899, p. 193, note 1, and Franke, ZDMG. xliiv, 481, Brugmann, Berichte d. sächs. Ges. d. Wiss., liii, 1900. p. 395–6; Grundrisse ii, p. 38 f.; Solmsen, Unters. z. gräisch. Laut- u. Verslehre, p. 215, note 1; also for proper names, Brugmann, Griech. Gramm.³ p. 175 § 165, and Lidzbarski, Ephem. f. semit. Epigraphie, ii. p. 1), owes its origin to this practice of abbreviating a repeated compound.

¹ Cf. Boehmink, p.w. sub iva pad + prati, no. 11.
² vrjana is the reading of SV. for vrjanam of RV. In the translation of the word in this passage I have followed Geldner (Ved. Stud. i, p. 148) and Foy (KZ. xxxiv (1897) p. 231), rather than Oldenberg (Gött. Gel. Anz. 1890, I, p. 415 with note 3). The parallel passage RV. x. 42. 10, vrjānena, and AV. vii. 50. 7, vrjanībhīs, seems to determine the meaning of vrjana in our passage quite irrespective of any etymology.

³ Burnell, ĀrṣeyaBrāhmaṇa (Mangalore 1876), Introd., p. xi–xii. 'by a sāman was intended a melody or chant, independent of the words [hence anṛc̥aḥ sāma cf. note on JUB. 1. 15. 3]: . . . the earliest records that we have make a distinction between the chant and the words, and treat the first as of more importance . . . A sāman is sung (gāi) on (or, as we should say, to) a rṣ (ṛc). This idiom is an old one, for it occurs in the Brāhmaṇas repeatedly; if the rṣ (or words) really formed part of the sāman, this idiom would be impossible.'
4. The Proverb: 'The earth hath ears.'

The words mo 'ecāiḥ karniṇī vai bhūmiḥ, 'not so loud, for the earth hath ears' are clearly marked as a proverb by the preceding tād idam apy evavhy āhuḥ 'and so even now people say.' In the parallel passage of the Bāṇdhāyana Sūtra (xxi. 15), the word corresponding to bhūmiḥ of our text is corrupt. The mss. read, Caland writes me, karniṇī vai nāturāpa or norūpa iti, and there is no express indication, as in our text, that the words are a proverb.

In exactly this form I have not been able to find the proverb elsewhere, although the idea that the earth is aware of one's evil actions is familiar, as in Manu, viii. 85–86: 'Evil-doers think 'no one sees us,' but ... the earth ... knows of the conduct (bhūmir ... vyātajñā) of all corporate beings.'

(1) 'The road hath ears,' (2) 'The walls have ears,' (3) 'The woods have ears,' and (4) 'Small pitchers have (big) ears' seem to be the four versions most clearly related to that of our text.

(1) 'The road hath ears' is a Jewish proverb and is quoted in Parasha 32 of the Midrash Wayyikra Rabba. The date of the Midrash is placed not later than the seventh (Zunz) nor earlier than the fifth century (Dalman).

---

1 Cf. Caland's translation in Abh. f. d. K. d. Morgenl. xii (1903), No. 1, p. 26: 'Nicht zu laut, Ohren hat ja das Schiff (?).'

2 In the following early occurrences only have been given. For later references cf. Wander's Deutsches Sprichwörter Lexicon, 1867 ff., I. v. Düringsfeld, Sprichwörter der german. u. roman. Sprachen, 1872 ff., and similar works. Cf. also G. Pitrè, Proverbi Siciliani I. p. civ–cv and iv, p. 165–6 (= vols. 8 and 11 of his Biblioteca delle Tradizione Popolari Siciliani) for modern parallels in many languages.


4 A German translation may be found in A. Wünsche's Bibliotheka Rabbinica, Lieferung 26 = Der Midrasch Wayikra Rabba, 1884, p. 228.
(2) 'The walls have ears.' In the form 'the wall hath ears' this is found in the same Midrash, where it is joined to the preceding. 1 It occurs again in the Midrash Kohelet Rabba 2 (on Ecclesiastes x. 20). St. Jerome (340–420 A.D.) in his Commentary to this same verse of Ecclesiastes, quotes it as a common proverb: 'Quod antem ait: "Avis coeli auert vocem, et habens pennas annuntiabit verbum," hyperbolice intelligendum, quomodo solemus dicere etiam ipsos parietes, quibus consciis logimur, quae audierint non celaturem' (Migne, PatroL Lat., vol. 23, col. 1100 = vol. iii, col. 479 of D. Vallarsi’s second edition, Venice, 1776).

(3) 'The woods have ears,' often with the addition 'and the fields have eyes.' The earliest occurrence seems to be in a ms. of the eleventh century 3 (No. 196 of the Cathedral Library at Cologne). This collection of moral maxims is dedicated to Adalbold, bishop at Utrecht (1010–1026). Its anonymous author according to Voigt (l. c. p. xix) was Egbert of Liège. The date of its composition is fixed by Voigt (l. c. p. xii) at about 1023. Verse 93 reads:

Rure valent oculi densis in saltibus aures.

This hexameter has obviously nothing to do with our proverb. It clearly means that a man in the open field should rely on his eyesight, while in the woods he should depend on the acuteness of his hearing. 4 Such was also the understanding of the glossa-

---

1 Cf. Wünsche l. c., ‘R. Levi sagte: “Der Weg hat Ohren und so auch die Wand.”’
2 Fischer (Mittheilungen des Seminare f. oriental. Sprachen . . . zu Berlin, Jahrgang 1, 1898, Zweite Abtheilung, p. 218, no. 31) cites a Maroccan proverb: ‘All walls have ears’ with the explanation: ‘sc. Fenster, durch die man alles sehen kann.’
3 Translated into German in A. Wünsche’s Bibliotheca Rabbinica, Lieferung 1 = der Midrasch Kohelet 1880, p. 148.
4 After that the earliest quotation I could find is in Spanish, in Cervantes’ Segunda Parte del ingenioso Cavallero Don Quixote de la Mancha, 1615, fol. 182 verso, line 21, 'las paredes tienen oídos,' translated by Shelton in his translation of the second part of Don Quixote, 1620, p. 320: 'but Mmm: they say walls have ears.' But there are undoubtedly earlier passages.
5 Edited by Ernst Voigt, with the title Egberts von Lüttich Fecunda Ratis, 1889. The part here referred to was first printed by Bartsch, Germania xviii (1873), p. 318.
6 This same idea is also stated in the form ‘Plana gerit numen, nemus audit vocis acumen’ quoted by Voigt (Fecunda Ratis, p. 28), from the
tor who notes: 'Quod suum est oculorum, longius vident in patulis campis, et vox ab auribus clarius auditur in silvis.' But in the lower margin of the same page the hand v has added this verse:

Silva suas aures et habent sua lumina campi

which is our proverb. ¹

In England it occurs for the first time in the early part of the thirteenth century. It is found in a manuscript² of Trinity College, Cambridge (O. 2. 45), written, according to Wright, 'at the beginning of the thirteenth century,' and containing 'translations into Latin leonines of some of the more popular English, and in one or two instances, Norman proverbs of that time.' Here it is given both in English:

"Veld haveð hege, and wude haveð heare,"

and in Latin:

'Campus habet lumen, et habet nemus auris acumen.'

In the fourteenth century we find it in Chaucer's Knightes Tale,² vs. 1521 f. 'feeld hath eyen, and the wode hath eres,'

Proverbia Rustici, a thirteenth century collection of proverbs at Paris, (published in Romanische Forschungen, iii, p. 633-41, where it is No. 41, p. 637). Still another form is 'Non caret aure nemus nec latus lumine campus,' which Roethe in his edition of Reinmar von Zweter (1887), p. 604, quotes from J. Wegeler's Philosoplia patrum 128. (Wegeler's book is not accessible to me.) None of these three proverbs should be given as a real parallel to 'The woods have ears.' ¹

¹ Heinrich Bebel, who was born in the last quarter of the fifteenth century and published his Proverbia Germanica in 1508, interprets the proverb 'Campus habet oculos, Silva aures' in this way: 'dicitur quod nihil faciamus in silvis et campo (ubi homines esse possunt) quod occultum esse volumus. Cf. W. H. D. Suringar, Heinrich Bebel's Proverbia Germanica (Leiden) 1879, p. 34, No. 101.

² Thomas Wright, Essays on Subjects connected with the Literature, popular Superstitions, and History of England in the Middle Ages, i (1846), p. 168. The passage is referred to in Skeats' note to Chaucer's Knight's Tale, 1521; W. Wackernagel, Kleine Schriften, iii (1874), p. 194; Roethe's note on Reinmar v. Zweter, 187, i (1887, p. 480).

³ W. Haeckel, Das Sprichwort bei Chaucer, 1890, p. 22, No. 71 (= Erlanger Beiträge zur Englischen Philologie, viii).
and a century later in the Ballad of King Edward and the Shepherd: "Wode has erys, felde has sigt."

In German also the first quotable instance of the proverb belongs to the first half of the thirteenth century. It occurs twice in the same poet, viz. Reinmar von Zweter (born not long after 1200). At 137, 1 he has

'Walt hát ören, velt gesiht
ir höhen rûner, rûnet von der richen keiser niht,'
and at 185, 7

'Er weiz wol: Velt hát ougen, walt hat ören,
sus macht er siner vinder speher tóren.

Nor was it possible to trace the French form of the proverb back of the thirteenth century. From a collection of French proverbs accompanied by a Latin version in cod. Voss. Lat. 31 F. of the University Library at Leyden, which upon linguistic evidence he judges to have been composed during the thirteenth century, Zacher quotes

Bois (ms. has Vois) a orelles, et plain a eus

with the Latin version,

Voces secretas audit nemus auriculatum
Rem minus occultum planum videt ens oculatum.

---

1 It is not clear on what ground Thomas Wright (Essays on Subjects connected with Literature, popular Superstitions and History of England in the Middle Ages, i, 1846, p. 168) ascribes this ballad to the thirteenth century. Harthorne, who printed it from a fifteenth century ms. (Ft. v. lxviii in the Public Library of the University of Cambridge) thinks (Ancient Metrical Tales, p. xii) 'the language as old as Edward IV,' i.e. the middle of the fifteenth century. Cf. Child's Ballads, v, 71.


6 Zacher, l. c., p. 144.
This seems to be the earliest French occurrence, The Proverbia Gallicana, which contain, according to Le Roux de Lincy, most of the maxims known in the thirteenth century collection of the Proverbes ruraux and vulgaux and were first printed in 1519, have 'Buisson a oreilles.' The two passages to which Zacher refers, viz., Le Roux de Lincy I, p. 40 = II, p. 60, 'Le bois a oreilles, et le champ des yeux' and Le Roux de Lincy II, p. 387 = II, p. 474 (Appendice III) 'Boisson ad oreilles, boys escout' (this latter from the Proverbes de France in a manuscript of the Corpus Christi Library at Cambridge) are given without date. Randle Cotgrave (1632) cites the proverb in this form: 'Bois ont oreilles; & champs oeillets,' and notes: 'Wherein the Jewes-eare-Mushrome is the woods eare.'

(4) 'Pitchers have ears.' In this form the proverb occurs twice in Shakespeare, in the Taming of the Shrew (iv. 4) and in Richard the Third (ii. 4), neither of which was published before 1594. 'Small pitchers have wide ears' is used by John Heywood in A dialogue conteynyng the number of the effectual proverbs in the Englishe tounge (Londini), 1562, part ii, chap. v, line 10. According to Malone, 'Small pitchers have great ears' occurs in William Bulleyne's A Dialogue both pleas-ant and pietifull, 1564.

The absence of anything closely resembling our proverb in classical literature is rather noteworthy. The only proverb at

2 Quoted by Le Roux de Lincy, l. c., p. 61, from a ms. of the fifteenth century.
A Dictionarie of French and English Tongues, London, 1632, s. v. Oreille and Oeillet. The passage is referred to by Skeats, note to Chaucer's Knight's Tale 1521.
all similar to the four discussed above is the \( \text{παλαιά παρομία} \)
introduced by Aristophanes, *Thesmophoriazusae*, 527.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{τὴν παρομίαν δ' ἐπανώ} \\
\text{τὴν παλαιὰν ἡπὸ λίθῳ γὰρ} \\
\text{παντί ποτ' χρῆ} \\
\text{μὴ δάκη — ῥήτωρ ἀδρέν}
\end{align*}
\]

which the Greek paremiographers cite as \( \text{Τῦτο παντὶ λίθῳ σκορπῖος} \),
Zenob. vi. 20; Diogenian. viii. 29, etc.; cf. Leutsch's note in the *Corpus Paraeimogr. Graec.* i. 160). Elsewhere in classical literature, as in Arabic\(^1\) and Hebrew,\(^2\) the injunction against talking is couched in very general and abstract terms, such as Simonides\(^3\) "Εστὶ καὶ σιγᾶς ἀκινδυνόν γέρας (cf. Apostol. vii. 97; Arsen. xxiv. 65, with Leutsch's note in the *Corpus Paraeimogr. Graec.* where a number of passages de silentii virtute are collected), or the Latin 'Nullum putaveris esse locum sine teste' in the Sententiae ascribed to Publius Syrus\(^4\) and in the Liber de Moribus\(^5\) ascribed to Seneca, whence Vincent de Beauvais quotes it three times\(^6\) in his Speculum Doctrinale, printed in Venice, 1494.

These proverbs rest on the ancient belief that not only divinities\(^7\) but also animals and inanimate objects may become wit-

---

1. Cf. the references s.v. silentium in G. W. Freytag's *Arabum Proverbia.*
7. Cf. the commentators on AV. iv. 16, and on καὶ κατόπιν συνήκαμ καὶ εἶ φωνετός ἀκοῦω of the Delphic oracle, Herod. i. 47. Here belongs probably also the 'Ἀπόκλιον μετάφως' (Zenob. i. 54, etc.; Pauly-Wissowa, *Realencyclo*- clop. ii, col. 70) for Wide's interpretation of this epithet (*Lakonische Kulte*, p. 95) which follows Welcker (*Griech. Götterlehre*, i, 473), seems to me far fetched and improbable.
nesses of anything done in secret, and, if they choose, betray it.

1 Thus in Theocritus, Id. xxvii. 57, the girl is frightened by a noise (ἵχον ἄκωλω), but her lover quiet her by saying it is only the trees talking about their love affair (ἀλλήλαις λαλώντει τεδώ γάμον αἰ κυνάρισσοι). Aristophanes, Aves, 601, preserves a proverb in ὀδελεξ ἀλεξ τὸν ἑρτευρὸν τὸν ἐμὸν πλῆν εἰ τις ἄρ' ἄριν; the scholia of the cod. Rav. (ed. Rutherford, London, 1896, vol. I, p. 478) expressly note: παραμιμα[κός] τοῦτο; ὀδελεξ ὄλετε τῷ ὁμίλησα πλῆν ὅ παρεπάμανος ἄριν and τὸν ἔλεγον ἐπί τῶν ἀγνώστων; in Latin literature luna, sidera, matutina pruna, corylus, and flumina (Juv. vi. 311; viii. 149; Propert. ii. 9. 41; Verg. Ecl. v. 21) are mentioned as witnesses. Professor Geldner called my attention to TS. iii. 5. 7, 2, devā vāi brahman avadanta, tat puræ upāśṛṇot.


Thus Habbakuk's threat (ii. 11): 'For the stone out of the wall will cry and the spar out of the wood will answer it' (which recurs, though with a different application, in Luke xix. 40); cf. also Voigt's note on Fecunda Ratis, p. 199, vs. 1628, 'Si taceant homines, factum iumenta locuntur') is not mere hyperbole (although the stone is proverbial for silence, cf. Ovid, Metam. ii. 696, 'tutus eas; lapis iste prius tua furtur loguetur,' and other instances collected in J. J. Westenii, Novum Testamentum Graecum, Amsterdam, 1751, note on Luke xix. 40). In the case of the Venerable Bede the stones actually responded: 'cum praes nimirum senectute eius occul caligassent . . . quadam vice, duc per quandam vallem magnis lapidibus plenam transire, eius disciplius derisionis causa eodem dixit quod ibi eset magnus populus congregatus qui eius
In love-poetry the fear that nature will betray secret love has become a locus communis.¹


The question whether plants were ἐρωτεύεται or not was a mooted point among Greek philosophers, cf. Aristot. De plantis i. p. 815 Bekk. = p. 6 Apelt; E. H. F. Meyer, Nicolai Damasceni de plantis libri II Aristotelis vulgo adscriptis, Lipsiae, 1841, p. 6 with notes; Plutarch De placitis philosophorum v. 26. 1–3.

¹ So in the final stanza of Walther's von der Vogelweide 'Unter der Linden': 'wes er mit mir pflege | niemer niemen | bevinde das wan er | unde ein kleinez vogellihn | tandaradei | daz mac wol getriuwe sn.' Arnold has collected a cycle of lyrical poems of Southeastern Europe with this motif (*Zeitsch. d. Vereins f. Volkskunde*, xii, 1902, pp. 155–167 and 291–295, with a few additions by H. Tardel, in *Herrig's Archiv*, vol. 114, 1905, p. 278, note 1; cf. also, on the same subject Karl Dietrich, *ibid.*, p. 285 f. and a few additional references in vol. xiii. 1908, p. 426–428.) In an Egyptian love poem edited by W. Max Müller from a Turin ms. of the twentieth dynasty, and probably of the same date (i.e. 1200–1150 B. C.) the offended pomegranate tree threatens to betray the lovers: 'Ich bin ein(er) erster (Klasse) [unter den Bäumen,] aber sie (?) betrachteten mich (?) als (einen) zweiten (Ranges). Wenn man wiederholt, das zu thun nochmals (!), nicht werde ich für sie (beide) stilschweigen. [Ich werde aufhören], sie [zu verbergen]?' In another poem from the same ms. the faithful sycamore promises silence; 'Ich bin verschwiegenen Sinnes, nicht zu sagen was ich sehe' (W. Max Müller, *Die Liebesgesänge der alten Aegypten*, Leipzig, 1899, p. 39 and 40).

5. **The motif of the betrayal of the husband’s secret by his wife.**

This motif, in the exact form as given in our story, is not so frequent as might at first be supposed. In Sanskrit an early reference to it is found in AB. iii. 23. 1: After Indra has refused to answer the question of the gods, ‘these gods said: “Here is this beloved favorite wife of Indra, Prasahā by name; come, let us ask her.”’—“Yes.”—They asked her. She said to them: ‘I shall answer you to morrow.’ Therefore women ask their husband, and therefore a woman asks her husband during the night.’ The story of Samson makes use of it twice; in the story of Delilah’s betrayal (Jud. 16) and in the story of the riddle (Jud. 14). The two have been mixed and confused by the anonymous author of a mediaeval Θυσιακάριων τῶν ἐγνωκῶν γυναικῶν καὶ τιμωτάτων ἄρχοντισσων, who says (vss. 227–9):

καὶ πρῶτα τριάντα ἔχασεν ἀπ’ τὰ ποκάμισά του
καὶ τριάντα ἀπ’ τὰ βούχα του διὰ τὴν Δαλιδᾶν του,
ὅτοι τὸν ἀδίκημεν πολλὰ καὶ ἔστε τῶν ἀλλοφύλων.

The former has become a locus communis. In a Homily on the death of John the Baptist, which appears in Latin as the fiftieth Homilia de Sanctis of Paulus Diaconus (Migne, Patr. Lat. vol. 95, col. 1508) and, in Greek, as a spurious homily of John Chrysostom (Migne, Patr. Graec. vol 59, col. 485) it is discussed at length and reference is made to the prophet Micah’s injunction (vii. 5): ‘A coniuge tua custodi te, ne manifestes ei cor tuum.’

---


2 Krumbacher fixes its date as the sixteenth century, *Sitzungsber. d. Bayer. Akad.* 1905, p. 371; the verses quoted are on page 383.

3 Cf. e. g. E. Voigt’s edition of Egbert’s von Lütich *Fecunda Ratis*, 1889, p. 234.

4 This is practically identical with one advice in the cycle of the stories of The Three Advices, Koehler’s *Klein. Schrift.* ii, p. 400.

5 In medieval literature the incapability of women to keep a secret has become an axiom, cf. e. g. Andreae Capellani Regii Francorum De Amore Libri tres (ed. E. Trojel, Havniae, 1892), p. 358: ‘Praeterea nulla novit mulier aliquod occultare secretum. Quanto enim aliquid secretius iniungitur mulieri servandum, tanto avidius illud cunctis indicare laboret. Nec potuit usque ad haec temporae femina inveneri quae aliquid
Somewhat the same motif\(^1\) is used in a folk-tale of Soqotta\(^2\) published in the original and in translation by D. H. Müller (Die Melri und Soqatri Sprache, ii, p. 82 f., No. 14 'Die Gattenmörderin')=vol. vi of Südarabische Expedition, pub-
sib in secreto positum reservaret occultum, quamvis illud sit magnum, vel inde videtur aliquis mortis interitus evenire. Quidquid enim secre-
tum allicius fidei mulieris inluniigitur, eius penitus videtur urere intrin-
seca nisi primitus inuicta sibi damnose secreta revelet... Secretum 
 ergo tuum ab omni studeas femina custodire,' and p. 347, 'Nunquam 
 ergo te reddas in mulieris promissione vel iuredirando securum, quia 
 nulla manet fides in muliere, sed tuae mentis propositum studeas muli-
eri semper servare occultum et tua sibi noli aperire secreta, ut sic artem 
 arte deludas et eius vales excludere fraudem. Samson enim cuius 
cunctis satis probitas est manifesta, quia mulieris sua non novit celare 
 secreta, ab ea in cordis duplicitate deceptus ab inimicorum legitur exerci-
tu superatus et ab eisdem captus corporis virtute et oculorum simul 
est visione privatus. De mutiebrisbus quoque aliiis infinitis pericippimus 
 quae suos viros et amatores, eo quod eis sua non noverunt occultare 
 secreta, turpiter in sermonis duplicitate prodidisse leguntur.' This 
general truth is not infrequently concretely illustrated. These tales [cf. the 
references collected by Oesterly in his notes to Nos. 125 and 126 of the 
Gesta Romanorum (1873, p. 782) repeated in F. Vetter's edition of Kun-
rats von Ammenhausen Schachzabelbuch, note 72 to vs. 3061 (published 
as Ergänzungen band in the Bibliothek älterer Schriftwerke der deutschen 
Schweiz, hrsg. v. J. Baechtold und F. Vetter, 1892, p. 159); by Bolte in his 
note to Montanus' Gartengesellschaft in Bibliothek des Literarischen 
Schriften. ii, p. 557; in J. Jacobs' edition of William Painter's Palace of 
Pleasure, i (1890), p. lxvii, note to No. 18; and in H. Regnier's intro-
tion to the sixth fable of book viii of La Fontaine 'Les femmes et le 
secret,' in his edition of La Fontaine (Les Grands Écrivains de la France) 
vol. ii, 1884, p. 288 f.,] fall, as far as I can determine, into a number of 
well defined cycles. The two most popular ones are: (1) The 'historia 
de Papiro Praetextato' which goes back to Gallius i. 23 (=Macrobius, 
Sat. i. 8. 19 ff.), who quotes it from Cato's oratio ad milites contra Gal-
bam. (2) The husband's test of his wife's secrecy by a wonderful tale; 
this appears in two main forms: (a) the version of the eggs, e. g. 
Abstemius fab. 129, 'De Viro qui Uxori se Ovum peperisse dixerat,' and 
(b) the version of the ravens, e. g. Gesta Romanorum, No. 125 (ed. Oster-
ley). A third story, which combines elements of (1) and (2), is Plutarch's 
story of the Roman senator, De Garrulit. 11, but this seems to have been 
little imitated; Regnier's only reference is to Noël du Fail's Contes et 

\(^1\) Not exactly the same, because the wife does not worm the secret out of her husband with intent to betray him.

\(^2\) An island to the East of Cape Guardafui, controlling the entrance to the Gulf of Aden.
lished by the Imperial Academy of Vienna, 1905). In this story the husband is visited by his brother-in-law. In the room the child wrapped up in a cloth is suspended from a rope made of dog’s hair. The husband bargains with his brother-in-law as follows: ‘If you guess before morning what this rope is made of, you shall kill me, otherwise I shall kill you.’ The wife overhears this agreement between her husband and her brother. For a long time the brother unsuccessfully tries to guess the riddle. When there is only one hour left until daybreak the wife makes the child cry and, while rocking it to sleep, she croons an old lullaby which, by the clever change of one word (ūl-kālī for ūl-bāg), conveys the desired information to her brother, who thus wins the wager and kills the betrayed husband.

Here belong also, in spite of some modifications, the two cycles discussed in Bolte’s edition of R. Koehler’s Klein. Schriften, ii, p. 400. The first of these deals with the betrayal of the husband’s secret by his wife, because she is angered at his introducing her as his greatest enemy. The second cycle contains the stories of the Three Advices, one of which is: ‘Do not confide a secret to your wife.’ In all the stories belonging to these two cycles it is the angry wife who betrays her husband in revenge, and the feature of the wife’s worming the secret out of her husband with treacherous intent is absent.

Xenophon’s Account of the Fall of Nineveh.—By Paul Haupt, Professor in the Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

Xenophon relates in his *Anabasis* (3, 4, 7) that when after the battle of Cunaxa (between the Euphrates and the Tigris, probably 75 miles NW. of Babylon) the Greeks moved along the Tigris, they came (about the end of the year 401 B.C.) to a large city in ruins, which was called Larissa. It had formerly been inhabited by the Medes. The wall was 25 feet wide, and 100 feet high; the circumference was two parasangs, i.e. about seven miles. It was built of bricks; κρητίς δ’ ὑπὲρ λαβάνη τὸ ψεῦδος ἔκσως τοῦδε, under it was a stone κρητίς (see below) 20 feet high. At the time when the Persians deprived the Medes of their dominions, the King of the Persians besieged the city, but was unable to capture it. Finally there appeared a cloud which veiled the sun so that the inhabitants left the city. Near this city was a stone pyramid, i.e. about 100 feet square, and two plethra high. Many barbarians had fled there from the neighboring villages.

From Larissa, they marched one day’s journey (of six parasangs, i.e. about 20 miles) to a large ruined castle near a city,

1 Xenophon no doubt means Calah, the present Nimrūd; but the name Larissa may be a corruption of Resen; see below.
2 Or. deep; cf. Latin altus.
3 That is, a temple-tower, Assyr. ziqqurratu; see the cut on p. 187 of the translation of Ezekiel, in the Polychrome Bible. I have pointed out there that the temple-tower is, as it were, a huge altar, and that the Egyptian pyramids appear to be a subsequent modification of the primitive Babylonian temple-tower. The interior of the Solomonic Temple resembled, to a certain extent, a Babylonian temple-tower of three stories; see Crit. Notes on Kings (SBOT.), p. 88, l. 23; cf. KAT., 617, 3. The temple-tower of Nimrūd seems to have had five stories; cf. Max Freiherr von Oppenheim, *Vom Mittelmeer zum Persischen Golf*, vol. 2 (Berlin, 1900), p. 201.
4 This is no doubt the Acropolis of Nineveh, now known as Kouyunjik (کوينجيك). The distance between Kouyunjik and Nimrūd is about 20 miles. See the large map in the second volume of Freiherr von Oppenheim’s work (cited above) and the smaller map facing p. 182; also the maps in Col. Billerbeck’s article, BA. 3.
called Mespila, which was formerly inhabited by Medes. The κρητικα was of polished shell-limestone, 50 feet wide and 50 feet high. Over it (τινι δε τάντρῳ) there was a brick wall 50 feet wide and 100 feet high. The circumference was about six parasangs, i.e. about 20 miles. The queen of the King of the Medes is said to have fled there when the Medes were deprived of their dominion by the Persians. The King of the Persians besieged the place, but could not capture it, either by time (Χρόνῳ) i.e. a long siege, or by force (assault). Finally Zeus terrified the inhabitants by a thunder storm, and thus the city was captured.

This account is somewhat inaccurate; but it is still possible to discern the historical nucleus. In the first place, we must substitute Assyrians for Medes, and Medes for Persians. The city was inhabited by the Assyrians, and it was captured by the Medes. The names Medes, Persians, Assyrians, Babyloniains, are often confounded. Herodotus (1, 178) calls Babylon the capital of Assyria; cf. also 3, 92 (1, 185; 4, 30) and Xenophon’s Cyropedia 2, 1, 5. At the beginning of the Book of Judith, we read that Nebuchadnezzar was King of Assyria in Nineveh. In the Ethiopic Version of the pseudepigraphic book known as The Rest of the Words of Baruch, Nebuchadnezzar is called nēgāsa Fārēs, the king of Persia; and at the beginning of the sixth chapter of the Book of Daniel we read

---

1 Of Mespila.
2 This may mean also behind it; cf. oi τινι πάσι = those who bring up the rear; oi τινι τάντρῳ = those who follow.
3 According to Bœdeker, Palästina und Syrien (Leipzig, 1904), p. 361, it takes about four or five hours to go around the wall of Nineveh.
4 Xenophon, it may be supposed, means the castle, i.e. the Acropolis (Kouyunjik).
5 Nineveh.
6 Cf. the Maccabean alphabetical psalm prefixed to the Book of Nahum in which an Israelitish poet (about 606 B.C.) describes the fall of Nineveh; see my paper Eine attestamentliche Festliturgie für den Nikanortag in ZDMG. 61, and my translation of the Book of Nahum in JBL. 26.
7 The Book of Judith is a Palestinian, Pharisaic festal legend for the Feast of Purim; see Haupt, Purim (Leipzig, 1906), p. 7, l. 33.
8 See Dillmann’s Chrestomathia Aethiopica, p. 6, l. 12; cf. JAOS. 22, 74, n. 2.
that when the last king of the Chaldeans, Belshazzar, 1 was slain he was succeeded by Darius the Mede. This statement is due to a confusion of the destruction of Nineveh in 606 and the overthrow of Babylon at the hands of Cyrus in 538, with the conquest of Babylon under Darius Hystaspes in 520. 2 In the Maccabean sections of the Prophets of the Old Testament Babel often stands for Nineveh representing Assyria=Syria, i. e. the Seleucidan Kingdom. 3

Diodorus of Sicily says that there was an old oracle stating that no one would be able to capture Nineveh, unless the river should turn against the city. 4 It is interesting that Xenophon ascribes the fall of Nineveh to a cataclysm, 5 and that he refers especially to the queen of the besieged King. The prophet Nahum says in his poetic description of the fall of Nineveh:

The gates of the river are open,  
the palace is tottering:  
A lake of water is Nineveh,  
the flood overwhelms her.  
Brought out, a captive, deported  
is the King's fair consort;  
Like doves her maidens moaning  
and beating their breasts.

See my translation of the Book of Nahum in ZDMG. 61, and JBL. 26. 6

---

1 Belshazzar was not the last king of Babylon, but the son of the last king, Nabonidus (555–538). According to the Book of Daniel, Belshazzar was the son and successor of Nebuchadnezzar (604–561). But Nebuchadnezzar was succeeded by Evil-merodach, 581/0, Neriglissar, 559–6, and Labasi-Marduk, 556/3.

2 See Crit. Notes on Daniel (SBOT.), p. 29, l. 15; cf. the confusion of Abimelech and Achish in the title of Ps. 34.

3 See note 17 to my paper in ZDMG. 61, cited above, p. 100, n. 6.

4 Diod. 21, 26, 9: ἄν δὲ αὐτὸς ἄλογου παραδεδωμένων ἐκ προγόνων ὅτε τὴν Νινών οὐδεὶς ἔλει κατὰ κράτος, ἔδω μὴ πρότερον ἄ ποταμός τῇ πάλαι γέννηται πολέμιος.

5 Cf. Diod. 2, 27: τῷ τριτῶ ὀ ἔτει συνεχῶς ὑμβρῶν μεγάλων καταρραγέντων συνέβη τὸν Εὐφράτην μέγαν γενόμενον κατακλύσασθαι τα μέρας τῆς πόλεως καὶ καταβαλεῖν τὸ τεῖχος ἐπὶ σταδίους ἐκοσμὴν. Euphrates is a mistake for Khosar.

6 Note the following abbreviations: AJSL = American Journal of Semitic Languages; BA = Delitzsch and Haupt, Beiträge zur Assyriologie; HW = Delitzsch, Assyrisches Handwörterbuch; JAO = Journal of the American Oriental Society; JBL = Journal of Biblical Literature; JHUC = Johns Hopkins University Circulars; KAT = E. Schrader, Die Keilinschriften und das Alte Testament; KB = E.
Xenophon does not mention the name Nineveh. He only names Larissa and Mespila. Λάρισσα has been explained by Nöldéke as a corruption of the Biblical Resen, which was situated between Calah and Nineveh. Larissa stands for Narissa, with l for n; and this is a transposition for Rassina, Assy., Resinā, afterwards pronounced Risin. The name Larissa may be a Greek adaptation of the Assyrian. Risin, the Biblical Resen, but Xenophon undoubtedly referred to Calah, not to Resen; so it is a confusion of names, just as he says Medes instead of Assyrians, and Persians instead of Medes, and as Diodorus confuses the Euphrates with the Tigris, and the Tigris with the Khesar.

As to Μώσπωλα, it is often said to be an Assyrian word, μυσλίτα, destroyed; but Assyrian μυστίμα is active, not passive; it means subdue not subdued or destroyed. The passive would be μυστετέλω. Besides, ἕσπερ (the causative of the intensive stem bā′dāl, from which the word black, lord, is derived) does not mean to destroy, but to subdue or suppress. The p in μυσπέλω represents a partial assimilation of the b to the preceding causative š, as in dišpu, honey, for diššu, in Hebrew transposed: dévāš. According to Schrader (KAT. 99, below), and Sayce (in Hastings' Dictionary of the Bible, vol. 3, p. 553, below), Μωσπωλα is the Assyrian μυσπαλον = depression de terrain, low ground; but this explanation is not satisfactory. I believe that Mespila represents an Assyrian noun μυσπίτα derived from the word pālu or ālū, which has passed into Greek as πυρός. Greek πυρός denotes a tufaceous limestone resembling marble. Medical writers use the term πυρός for the new growth of osseous tissue between and around the extremities of fractured bones, which we call callus. Assyrian pālu (or ālū) does not mean


Assyrian nešu, lion, appears in Hebrew as lajš; beside Heb. liškā, cell, we find also niškā; see AJSL. 21, 142, n. 24.


See n. 94 to my paper in ZDMG. 61, cited above, p. 100, n. 6.
mean granite, or marble, or alabaster, but shell-limestone.\(^1\) Assy. *mushpılıtu* may mean a place producing shell-limestone, or a place where shell-limestone is found,\(^2\) a designation like the modern Arabic name of Ur of the Chaldees, *Al-Muqājiṣar,* asphalted, i.e. built with asphalt mortar.

Xenophon says, the *κρητίς* of Mespila (i.e. Nineveh) consisted of shell-limestone (*λίθος κογχυλιάτης*). This passage has been universally misunderstood. *Κρητίς* is generally supposed to refer to the base (or plinth) of the wall, but it means also (like Lat. *crepida* in the proverb *ne sutor supra crepidam*) sole, shoe, and (like Lat. *crepido*) embankment, quay, revetment, retaining wall (Assyr. *kāru,* HW. 349\(^3\)), especially the facing or lining of a foss or canal or reservoir with masonry. The meaning quay, embankment, is evident in Polyb. 5, 37, 8.

In Polyb. 8, 5, 2 *κρητίς* denotes the revetment (facing of stone) of the sea-wall\(^4\) on the eastern side of Syracuse. Polybius says that when the Romans besieged Syracuse (213 B.C.) the commander of the fleet, Appius Claudius (Pulcher) decided to attack the (eastern) part of the city known as *Achradina,* at the so-called Scythian stoa where the wall along the sea-shore was built directly on the embankment, i.e. the revetment of the sea-wall, so that there was no foreshore affording a landing-place, in front of the wall. The Roman ships were therefore obliged to approach close to the wall, and the scaling-ladders (*sambukes*) were placed on two ships lashed together, not on the berm in front of the wall. The Roman commander supposed the people of Syracuse, considering this place impregna-

\(^1\) Cf. my paper on the cuneiform name of the cachalot, AJSL. 23, 259, below, and MDG., No. 26, pp. 85, 88.

\(^2\) Assyr. *mushpılıtu* or *mushpılıtu* is a form like *muškēnu,* humble, which appears in Hebrew as *miskēn,* and in French as *mesquin,* mean; see AJSL. 23, 293, n. 13.

\(^3\) Cf. the so-called nomina *abundantia vel multitudinis* in Arabic, e.g. *mārmana,* a place where pomegranates (Arab. *rummān*) grow abundantly.


\(^5\) See the cuts of sea-walls in the Century Dictionary, p. 5450, especially cut B. The facing of stone (c) is the *κρητίς,* and the upper perpendicular continuation of the curved *κρητίς* is the *τεῖχος.*
ble, would perhaps not station a strong force there, so that they
might be overpowered by a coup de main.

In Herod. 1, 185, 20 κρηπίδα denotes the embankment of the
artificial lake which Queen Nitoeris (i. e. King Nebuchadnezzar)¹
built below Babylon; κρηπίδα means here especially the revetment
of the walls of the basin with asphalt and burned bricks (Assyr. 
imu kipiri u agurrî). The Babylonian term for embankment is
kipriu, a retaining wall is called kâru; see HW. 315ᵇ, 349ᵇ.
Kâru is connected with ġîr (KÂT.ᵃ 516), pitch (originally bitumen),ᵇ which appears in Greek as κηρός, and kibru is the
Babylonianᵃ form of kipriu, which is a byform of kipru, asphalt.
Kρηπίδα may be a Greek adaptation of Assyr. kipru, kipir or kiper,ᵃ
with transposition of r and ï: kiper, kirep, krepî; cf. Arab.
ți=ψήφος; see Haupt, Purim (Leipzig, 1906), p. 45, l. 11
(ți=ți, ã=tî, ã=tî, ã=tî).

In Herod. 2, 170 κρηπίδα is used for the embankment of the
sacred lake at the temple of the goddess Neith, the chief deity
of Sais.

The best translation of the cuneiform prototype of κρηπίδα,
kipru (kipru) is embankment, while kâru denotes a retaining
wall.ᵇ

In German, the bottom of a ditch is called die Sohle des
Grabens. In French, escarpe means slope in the sense of an
inclined bank of earth on the side of a cutting or embankment,
especially (like our scarp) the interior talus or slope of the
ditch of a fortress. Escarpment, French escarpement, denotes
a sharp, steep slope or the precipitous side of a hill or rock,

¹ Nebuchadnezzar says that he surrounded the district of Babylon
with great waters like unto the sea, me rabû'dîm kîima gibîš tîlaîmâti
mâta ušaimt-mâ; see Neb. 6, 41–52; Neb. Grot. 2, 10–14; cf. KB. 3, 2,
pp. 22 and 54; PSBA. 10, 115, 222; BA. 3, 532, 546; also R. W. Rog-
ers, History of Babylonia and Assyria, vol. 2 (New York, 1900), p. 395,
and HW. 10ᵇ, below.
² Heb. ġîr, wall means originally built with bitumen; cf. Al-Mudajjar
and āgarû=agurru (HW. 18, 19). Assyr. kâru, kâru=Sumur. ġîr.
³ See Haupt, Beiträge zur assyr. Lautlehre (Göttingen, 1889), p. 102,
n. 3; Delitzsch, Assyr. Gr.ᵃ, § 25, c.
⁴ See Haupt, The Assyr. E-vowel (Baltimore, 1887), p. 23; De-
litzsch, Assyr. Gr.ᵃ, § 44.
⁵ See MDG., No. 22, pp. 35, 55; No. 25, p. 59; especially the pictures
in No. 26, pp. 24, 38, 48; cf. also ibid. p. 36.
while French escarpin means shoe,\(^1\) especially pumps,\(^2\) just as Greek κρηπίς and Lat. crepida mean shoe. In Latin we have also carpisculum, which denotes a kind of shoe, and the architectural term carpisculum, foundation, base. Talus, slope, means originally heel, ankle. Ital. scarpa (French escarpe) may be an adaptation of crepido=κρηπίς, connecting it with scarpellare, to cut, hew, dig. French escarpe is generally supposed to be a Germanic word. Beside MHG. scharf, scharpf and OHG. scarf, scarpf we find also sarf.

It is not impossible that pump, low shoe or slipper, is connected with pump (for pumping water). In certain parts of Germany the term Plumpe is used instead of Pumpe, and plumpen or plumpsen means, like our pump, to fall like a stone in the water, i. e. to the bottom. A Pumpstiefel means in German a large, clumsy boat. The derivation of pump=slipper, from pomp is unsatisfactory. Plump and pump are onomatopoetic, just as plap, plop, plash, splash, German platschen, platen, patschen. The original meaning of pump may be to plump to the bottom, and pump=slipper, may mean originally (like κρηπίς=crepida) bottom, sole; while to pump water meant originally to raise from the bottom.\(^3\) There is evidently some connection between to plump and Lat. plumbum, lead. To plump (just as to plunge) may mean originally to fall heavily to the bottom of a well like a piece of lead. A common expression in German for to sink under the water, to go to the bottom is to swim like a leaden duck (German wie eine bleiere Enfe).\(^4\) Cf. also es liegt mir wie Blei in den Gliedern, bleiere Müdigkeit, etc., and our leaden-winged, leaden-paced, etc. It is possible that Lat. plumbum is onomatopoetic; Greek μελαρέας seems to be a loan word.

---

\(^1\) In English we have scarpines as the name of the instrument of torture (resembling the Scotch iron boot) used by the Inquisition (in German: Spanische Stiefel).

\(^2\) French escarpin is the Ital. scarpino; cf. also Ital. scarpetta and scarpettina. A large shoe is called scarpone or scarpettone. Ital. scarpa means both shoe and slope=French escarp.

\(^3\) Cf. the privative denomiative verbs cited in my paper The Etymology of Mohel, Circumciser, AJSL. 22, 251.

\(^4\) Cf. Ex. 15, 10; see my translation of Moses’ Song of Triumph, AJSL. 20, 157.
In Xenophon's description of Mespila, κρητική refers, not to the base of the city wall, but to the moat. The moat of Nineveh is still extant. It is cut in the shell-limestone rock with vertical walls; the width is 150 feet, the depth about 13 feet. It has, of course, been gradually filled up; at the time of Xenophon (401 B.C.) the depth may well have been 50 feet. I believe therefore that Xenophon's statement (Anabasis 3, 4) ἦν δὲ ἡ μὲν κρητική λίθου ἔκατον κογχιλιατόν τὸ εἰρός πεντήκοντα ποδῶν καὶ τὸ ἕφος πεντήκοντα should be translated: The bed of the ditch was of polished shell-limestone, [1]50 feet wide, and 50 feet deep. Instead of 50 feet wide we must read 150 feet wide. The 50 instead of 150 is due to the statement in the following paragraph where the width of the wall is given as 50 feet. The term κρητική was misunderstood to refer to the base of the wall; therefore 150 was changed to 50.

The term κρητική, Lat. crepida, sole, bottom, is also at the bottom of the adjective decrepit, broken down, especially by age. The original meaning is generally supposed to be noiseless, from de and crepitus, noise, because old people creep about quietly. I believe, however, that decrepitus is connected with crepido, slope, decline; it means declined, i.e. fallen off, sunk to a lower level, fallen into an inferior position; in German: heruntergekommen. We say of a patient suffering from a wasting disease: he is in a decline. Cf. also our figurative use of the phrase to go down the hill and to be taken down with a fever, etc. The same idea underlies crepusculum, twilight, which is said to be a Sabine word. It means originally declination, decline of the sun, sundown. The use of crepusculum for the light of the morning from the first dawn to sunrise is secondary. The proper term for the light from the sky when the sun is below the horizon at morning is diluculum. Some philologists connect the adjective creper, dark, with διοφέρως,

---

1 See BA. 3, 122.
2 Cf. above, p. 108.
3 Or high; the vertical walls of the moat (scarp and countercarp) were 50 feet high.
4 In Germany a great many people say decrepide, with d, instead of decrepit; also in English, decrepit is often spelled with d.
5 Our phrase run down affords no parallel; this means originally having its motive power exhausted like a clock that has run down.
6 See Haupt, Ecclesiastes (Baltimore, 1905), p. 45, l. 3.
dark, and κρέφας (for *κρέφας, Sanskrit kṣāp, night), darkness; but this is impossible. Crepusculem, twilight, and decrepitus, in a decline, must be connected with crepida, sole, bottom, slope, decline, and in Xenophon’s account of the fall of Nineveh κρηψίς means, not the base of the city wall, but the bed of the moat. Greek κρηψίς, Lat. crepido, crepida, decrepus, crepusculum, carpisciulum, carpisciulwm; French escarpe, escarpin, etc., are ultimately derived from the Assyrian kîprü (Babylonian kîbru), embankment, which is connected with the word for asphalt, kûprü. The root of this stem is kâp, to rub, to smear, German streichen, schmieren, originally to pass the hand (Heb. kâf), over something; cf. my paper on the Semitic roots qr, kâr, xâr in AJSL. 23, 241–252 and my book Biblische Liebestieder (Leipzig, 1907) pp. 127–132.

1 Cf. also French crêpi, crêpir.
2 Cf. MDOG., No. 13, p. 2; No. 22, p. 47; No. 27, p. 25.
The Etymology of Cabinet.—By Paul Haupt, Professor in the Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

The term cabinet denotes a small room, a collection of objects of art, etc., a piece of furniture with shelves and drawers; also the private apartment of a chief executive (or sovereign) and his advisory council; but the original meaning is: a small temporary habitation. Cabinet is a diminutive form of cabin, a hut or cottage, which appears in French as well as in early English as cabane, with a in the second syllable. In later Latin we find cabanna, 'hut of the watchmen in a vineyard'; also capanna, with p. This is evidently a transposition of canaba, which means a booth, especially the shop of a sutler following the Roman legions. The canabae legionum have been discussed by Theo. Mommsen in Hermes 7 (1873) 303, and by J. J. P. Joerensen in his paper De municipiis et coloniis aetate imperatorum Romanorum ex canabis legionum ortis (Berolini, 1871). Both papers are cited in Georges' Latein. Handwörterbuch, s.v. canaba and in Lagarde's Mittheilungen, vol. 2 (Göttingen, 1887), p. 365.

Canaba means also a place where wine and oil are stored. In England, shop is used instead of store, and shop is the etymological equivalent of German Schuppen, shed. Shop denoted originally a booth or stall, as did canaba, or, transposed, cabana. The word cabana appears in various forms: cannaba, canapa, canava, kanaba, canipa, caneva. I am inclined to think that caupona, tavern, public-house, is merely another variation of cabana. In Greek this word appears as καπναῖον, and in German as Kneipe.

Kneipe means not only a place where university students drink, but also the room in which a student lives; Bude, the etymological equivalent of booth, is used in the same way. Kluge, in his Etymolog. Wörterbuch (Strassburg, 1905), thinks that Kneipe in the sense of den is not the same word as

1 Cf. Is. 1, 8 and the illustration on p. 162 in the translation of Isaiah in the Polychrome Bible.
Kneipe in the sense of tavern; but this view is untenable. Lat. canaba, German Kneipe, Ital. canova, mean originally simply booth, just as tavern, Lat. taberna, meant originally booth, shop; Lat. taberna is connected with tabula, board. Kluge, following Grimm's Wörterbuch, derives Kneipe from the Low German knip, which means a trap or snare for birds, also a house of ill fame; but this uncomplimentary etymology is erroneous: Kneipe must be derived from canipa=canaba, Greek καπνάεων (for καπανέων, καπανείων), although Grimm's Wörterbuch, vol. 5 (Leipzig, 1873), col. 1406, states: Ausser Frage bleibt mittellat. canipa.

The German verb kaufen and the noun Kaufmann seem to be connected with Lat. caupo. The Gothic form of kaufen is kaupon, to trade. The English etymological equivalent of kaufen, i. e. cheap, appears in several place-names in the sense of market-place, e. g. Cheapside. Originally cheap meant simply trade; cf. French bon-marché. To chaffer means to trade; chapman=trader, peddler.

In the early Arabic poems تاجر tâjîr, merchant, means especially wine-merchant,1 taverner. Arab. کربج kurbaj= Pers. کلب kubā2 means both shop and tavern. In Arabic the common term for shop is حانة hânâ, and this word has also the special meaning wine-room, wine-vaults. Arab. hânât is an Aramaic (or Hebrew)3 loanword; it is connected with the Heb. verb הנות hând, to camp, from which the word מַעֲנֵי maḥné, camp, is derived. For the connection of המַעֲנֵי, to camp, with מַעֲנָה, tents, see below, p. 114. Heb. מַעֲנָה maḥnâh means vaults of a prison in Jer. 37, 16. The Authorized Version translates here: When Jeremiah was entered into the dungeons4

---

2 For the final g (j) in Arabic cf. Haupt, Purim (Leipzig, 1906), p. 16, l. 32.
3 The cauponc were often Jews; cf. Jacob, L. c. and Victor Hehn, Kulturpfansen und Haustiere, sixth ed. (Berlin, 1894), p. 71.
4 Heb. בֶּית habbôr means prison, not Brunnenstube; cf. German Jemand in's Loch stecken.
and into the cabins (margin and Revised Version: cells). This word דנוה הָנַּצֹּת hānāṭ should probably be restored in the passage 2 Sam. 23, 13, where the Received Text reads בִּלְוֵית הָנַּצֹּת lāw ħānāṭ, generally translated the troop of the Philistines pitched (Revised Version: were encamped) in the valley of Rephaim. But the Vaticanus has τάγμα τῶν ἀλλοφύλων, and the parallel passage in 1 Chr. 11, 15 reads נַחֲנָה mahné, camp. A Heb. word נַחַּה hāittā, tribe, does not exist; see n. 13 to my paper on Ps. 68, AJSL. 23, 237. In German, Gewölbé often means simply store, and in English a place where beer and wine are sold is often called vaults, no matter whether or not the place is vaulted and subterranean. French caves and German Keller are used in the same way.

Lagarde showed twenty years ago in the second volume of his Mittheilungen, p. 366, that חָנָאִית hānā‘āt=Heb. דַּנְּהַל (or חָנָאָא hānā‘āt=hanayā‘āt, hanayā‘āl) was the Semitic prototype of Lat. canava, canaba, canapa, canipa. A κατηπλος or caupo is called in Arabic حَانَیَّة hānayyī‘Aram. Syr. سَقَمْطَمْ. Heb. סְקָמְטָמִין, pl. סְקָמְטָמִים means booth, stall, cell, arched chamber; also gang or crew. The derivation of Kneipe from canipa (which Lagarde proposed in 1875), has been known for more than sixty years. But no one has called attention to the fact that French cabane and English cabin are merely transpositions of canaba, caniba, and that the common expression for Kneipe in French, cabaret, stands for cabanet, just as Greek κατηπλέων stands for κατηπλέων, καβανέων. Cabaret for cabanet is derived from cabane, just as cabinet is derived from cabin. Lat. cabana is a transposition of canaba, and canaba is derived from a Semitic hānaya‘ā which we find in Hebrew as hānā‘ā. The n in hānaya‘ā is a secondary infix; the original root is ħa‘ or ħn; cf. Assyr. emu (HW. 794)=Heb. יָכָּד; see AJSL. 23, 228. Eμu=šemu (SEG. 26, 3) and hāmu=ḥayu (BA. 3, 580,34).

So far as I know, no one has suggested a satisfactory etymology of cabinet and cabaret; but it is evident that French cabaret and cabane, English cabin, cabinet, also chapman and cheap; German Kneipe, kaufen; Latin caupona, cabbana, can-

\[1\] We find a similar transposition in גְּיוֹנ, bison=βόνασος, bonasus.
naba; Greek καταγαστικός, are ultimately all derived from the Semitic stem לֹאָבָא (Heb. לֹאָב), to camp. French cabanage still means camp. In Becherelle’s Nouveau Dictionnaire National the term cabanage is explained as follows: Lieu où campent certains sauvages de l’Amérique allant à la guerre ou à la chasse. For the connection between Kneipe and Kaufmann we must remember that the German term Markstender, sutler (French viandier), is etymologically identical with merchant: it is derived from Ital. mercatante, which Shakespeare uses in the sense of foreign trader.
The name Istar.—By Paul Haupt, Professor in the Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

The name of the Babylonian godless Istar appears in Hebrew as אֱשֶר תְּהַרְתָּה, and in the Aramaic אֶשֶר תְּהַרְתָּה. For the אֱ in אֱשֶר instead of the cuneiform see Crit. Notes on Kings (SBOT.) p. 270, l. 26. For the initial א in אֱשֶר cf. our enclose, enquire, etc. = inclose, inquirre, and Heb. אֱָשֶר Assyr. ʾiskaru, אֱָשֶר (Ps. 128, 3) for אֱָלֲכָה אֱָשֶר (contrast אֱָלֲכָה אֱָשֶר) etc.; also אֱָלֲךָו אֱָרֹת אֱָשֶר אֱָלֲכָה אֱָרֹת. אֱָלֲכָה אֱָרֹת = Assyr. itimālī (for ittimālī, intimālī = ina timālī; see my paper The etymology of model, circumsicer, AJSL. 22, 251. Timālu is derived from mālu (= maʾalu) just as Tiʿāmu (Heb. תִּאָם) must be derived from דָּוֵא; see my crit. notes on דָּוֵא; its waters (viz. of the river Khōsar) overwhelm her (Nineveh) Nah. 2, 9 in JBL. 26; cf. also note 96 to my paper Eine attestamentliche Festliturgie für den Nikanortag in ZDMG. 61.

The second א in אֱָשֶר, Esther instead of Istar is due to vocalic assimilation, as in Assyr. īmmaru, lamb=immaru (AG.², §43, b) = Aram. לָבָן: — ṣtešu, wise (HW. 119b; AG.², §91, No. 40) = ṣtešu; — ṣtšen, Heb. בְּהַיָּה for בְּהַיָּה one=štšan; see my Assyr. E-vowel (Baltimore, 1887) p. 16. It might be well to

add that according to Glaser, OLZ. 9, 318 = isten occurs in a South Arab. inscription, and that the stem of itpesu, wise, is isten; cf. Arab. For the partial assimilation cf. AJSL. 22, 202, n. 9; for the transposition, AJSL. 22, 260, n. 10; also 23, 247, below, and Haunt, Purim, p. 27, l. 14.

On the same page of my paper The Assyr. E-vowel, cited above, I pointed out that Istar was a form with prefixed t, like giltalu, sitruxu, mitguru, etc. We have no right to assume with Delitzsch (AG.², § 91, No. 40) that the a in these forms is always long; cf. HW. 154. This a is just as unwarranted as the a in sikaru = יִסָּכּר, zikaru = יִצְּכּר, im = יִמ, nikasu = נִקֶּסֶע (AJSL. 3, 108) or the a before the suffixes of the permansive, kassalanta, etc. (AG.³, § 128). The 1 pers. pl. kassalannī for kassalani is influenced by the 3 pers. pl. fem. kassalaini. Nor can this alleged a be identical with the § in נָתָּה (AG.³, § 120, a). The û in יֵגְזַעְתָה is based on the analogy of the verbs יָלִין; cf. Arab. גֶּזָּעֲתָה. The Qal of the verb יָלֵין in Hebrew exhibits the intransitive form; see Crit. Notes on Ezra-Nehemiah (SBOT.) p. 68, l. 22 and the remarks on יָלֵין in the Verhandlungen des xiii. Orientalisten-Congresses (Leyden, 1904) p. 261. The transitive form of יָלֵין would be יָלָּה, and the transitive form of יָלֵין: יָלָּה. Heb. יָלָּה = galiṣṭa, galiṣṭa.

Similarly all the Syriac verbs יָל (except those whose final stem-consonant is a guttural or נ) have in the perf. Qal the intransitive t; see Nöldeke, Syr. Gr.², § 175, A.

The prefixed t in Istar is transposed as in Heb. יָלֵיהּ, יָלֵיהּ, יָלֵיהּ, etc. An prefixed t (apart from the cases in which it is due to analogy) must have been originally either prefixed or affixed. In Assyrian we find tipmrur for gitmur; tizkar for zitkar; tizgar for zitgar; see Flemming’s dissertation Nebukadnezar II (Göttingen, 1883) p. 26; cf. AG.², § 57, d. Zitkar would have been pronounced zithkar with th=ט, and Istar: Ithshar; see ZA. 19, 235; AJSL. 22, 220, n. 42.

The reflexive t (which may be connected with יָלֵיהּ; see Crit. Notes on Proverbs, SBOT., p. 51; contrast ZDMG. 59, 61) may have been prefixed first in cases like יָלֵיהּ and in the conjugation יָלֵיהּ for יָלֵיהּ; afterwards the infixing...
was adopted in other cases where there was no phonetic reason
for the transposition. While the reflexive  may be connected
with יִמְּ אָ-שׁ, the causative prefix יֹ may be the remnant of a
root meaning to cause; cf. Arab. سِبِب sībah, which appears in
the Rabbinical philosophical literature as סִיָּ בּ; the Arabic سِبِب in
however, represents a שֹ יָ-שׁ, cause (= sībahāl). is an Arabic loanword.
Similarly the prefix of the future in
Arabic, as is shortened from سُرَفُ sāfā (= in the end) and
the prefixed by God is shortened from
אָ יִדָּ סִיָּ בּ. Also
תָּלָלָ שָ-רָ קַ, and and are remnants of some
nouns; see Wright-de Goeje, i, 279, n. *. The שֹ יָ-שׁ may
represent שֹ יָ-שׂ, and may be the remnant of an older form
of שֹ יָ-שׁ; cf. Crit. Notes on Daniel (SBOT.) p. 28, l. 17; see also
my remarks on the stems of حي living ("living") and حي, σωφρια ("living") in note 13 to my paper on Ps. 68, AJSL. 23, 228. Cf.
also sounds = swounds = God's wounds, etc.

In Ethiopic the reflexive t is prefixed; so, too, in Hebrew
and Aramaic, except in stems beginning with a sibilant; in Arabic
the t is infixed in the reflexive of the Qal, but prefixed in the
reflexive of the Piel; in Assyrian the t is infixed in both forms.
All infixes are due either to analogy or to transposition;
cf. my remarks on infixed יָ-שׁ, יָ-שׁ, יָ-שׁ, etc. in my paper on the
Semitic roots gr, kr, xr (AJSL. 23) and in the crit. notes on
Nah. 3, 10 (JBL. 26). Just as Assyr. sunqu is connected with
סֻּקָע, and just as יָ-שׁ appears in Aramaic as בְּ-שׁ, to encamp
may be connected with מֹלָתַּ ה, tents; the stem of
מֹלָ ה, camp, is חָנַּ ה; the stem of חָנַּ ה; the root of both stems,
however, is חָנַּ ה; the in is affixed, the in is infixed,
but originally it was prefixed; so, too, the n in and
םִפָּ לָךְ.

Arab. חָ נֶロー is said to mean in the Hudheilian poems to bend
the head to the water, to drink; but חָ נֶลอ to bend, twist, incline
has no connection with חָ נֶלוּ, to encamp: חָ נֶロー, to bend is derived
from the root חָ נֶלֶק, while חָ נֶלוּ to drink (with infixed יָ-לֶּל), must be explained in the same way as יָ-לֶּל, to
drink, which means originally to halt; see § 8 of my paper on
the Heb. stem מֹלָ ה, to rest, AJSL. 22, 197; cf. also 23, 243.
Twenty years ago (Assyr. E-vowel, p. 16) I suggested that the infixed t in Istar might be, not the reflexive t, but the feminine t. For this fem. ת cf. Max L. Margolis, The feminine ending t in Hebrew (AJSL 12, 196–229) and C. Brockelmann, Die Femininendung t im Semitischen (Breslau, 1903). See also ZDMG. 57, 628, 795, and my SFG. 6, 1. For the prefixed fem. ב cf. Lagarde, Bildung der Nomina (Göttingen, 1889) p. 125, and Barth, Nominalbildung (Leipzig, 1889) p. 274.

While the reflexive t may be derived from ב = י (see above, p. 114) the feminine t may be connected with Syr. 얶 ת, woman (Nöldeke, Syr. Gr. 4, §§ 26, 146) = untata, Assyr. assatu, Arab. אינ tannah (SFG. 25, 6). The original form may have been anta (ZDMG. 34, 761). The feminine t in Assyr. assatu is secondary, as in Assyr. sinnistu, woman, originally sin-nis, i.e., month + sick; see AJSL. 22, 256, l. 5; cf. Olz. 10, 70. In an Assyrian vocabulary the masculine form ʾissu is given as a synonym of assatu (HW. 106a).

Assyr. ṣissu, woman, may be connected with enšu, feeble, weak (HW. 105) = שנץ שז 2 S. 12, 15. The stem מ nak, to be feeble, מ nišē, women, niš in Assyr. sinnistu, Heb. ויש, may be allied to the stem of assatu, but מ and מ are not identical: מ has a צ = ת, and the plural מ has a צ = ת. This is the notation which I introduced in SFG. 20, 3; ZDMG. 34, 761; Bal. 100. Delitzsch (AG. 4, § 63 = AG. 1, § 48) uses צ for what I termed צ, צ for צ, צ for צ, צ for צ, צ for צ, צ for צ. This is very bewildering for the student. Fortunately Delitzsch has not altered my notation for the five Assyrian ע—ע, ע, ע, ע, ע; see SFG. 49; KAT. 3, 492; HW. 1; AL. 4, 151.

Heb. לֶב, thou killest, was originally anta + qatal, and לֹב, she kills, which is a much later form, may have been originally anta + qatal. The form לֹב was originally used for both genders; see ZDMG. 34, 757. The ל is identical with the † in עי and Aram. 'vrir, or cf. נר =birāhi, and Arab. علی 'adāṣi, where the ह does not represent a vocalic assimilation of ह, but the preservation of an old byform of ह. The ל of עי appears in the preformatives of the Piel and Shaphel in Assyrian. Arab. ʿugattil, for Assyr. ugattil, is due to the analogy of ʿaqṭul for ʿiqṭul. The differentiation of עי and עי
is secondary; cf. my remarks on šā, šē, šā, JHUC. No. 114, p. 111[1] and JAOS. 22, 48, n. 2; also Crit. Notes on Judges (SBO'T) p. 66, l. 24.

If the prefixed t in Ištar be the feminine מ, Ištar would be equivalent to Aššur, aššur, the Biblical ע'ר, and it might be explained as an old feminine form of the name of the national god of Assyria, Aššur or Ašur; see Haupt, Parim, p. 40, l. 21. The form Aššar is later than Ašur, just as Aram. כָּזַדַּהְס (Arab. قدوس qaddās) is later than Heb. קֵרִים, and כָּזַדַּהְס later than כַּזַּדַּהְס. In the same way קדזל is later than קדצל, and קדצל, from which the name Sadducees (Ṣaddūḵaṣ, Syr. ܣܕܘܟܐ), is derived, is later than קדצל, but older than קדจำเป็น, as I pointed out in a paper read at the Oriental Congress held at Algiers, the name Sadducee ‘righteous’ is a euphemistic term for ‘unrighteous’; the archaic form קדצל instead of קדצל it may be supposed, is somewhat sarcastic, just as gelehrt instead of gelehrte, and gelehrte in German. The Sadducees were called righteous, just as a blind man is called in the Talmud קדצל, or as the left-hand side is called in Arabic يسرى, يسرى, propitiousness; cf. Greek εὐνώμος, and my remarks on the term clean place (Assyr. aššu ellu, Heb. קדצל) for unclean place (Heb. טמא קדצל), i.e., dumping ground, in JAOS 16, ciii; JBL. 19, 35; also Karl J. Grimm, Euphemistic Literary Appendices (Baltimore, 1901) p. 4, and Levy’s Talmudic dictionary, vol. 3, p. 351[1]. The Arabic term קדצל, and קדצל, heretic, agnostic, infidel, Sadducee, Manichean, etc., is the Aramaic equivalent of קדצל (Ezra) with partial assimilation of the initial ק to the following ר, (cf. the remarks on קדצל, above, p. 113) and compensation of the doubling of the ק by the insertion of an נ (as in Bibl. Aram. קדצל for קדצל). Arab. קדצל = קדצל = קדצל = קדצל = קדצל. The form קדצל is found in the Amarna dispatches (about 1400 B.C.) from Jerusalem (KB. 5, 306, 31). The theory advanced by A. E. Cowley (EB. 4236) that קדצל

1 Contrast G. Hölscher, Der Sadaddaismus (Leipzig, 1906).
The name Istar.

(misprinted زنداي) is a Persian word meaning Zoroastrian is untenable. In the Talmud the name Sadducee=freethinker has been superseded by the term אֶפֶּרָה הָאָשֶׁר, אֲדֹנָי נְאַר אֲבִינָא, Epicurean; see Haupt, Ecclesiastes (Baltimore, 1905), p. 6, n. 7.

The name Asšur cannot be derived from the Sumerian Anšar =Assyr. kiššat šamé, Heb. כִּישָׂע שָׁמָי (KAT.², 351; cf. my remarks in KAT.¹, 10, 21 and ibid. 12, **). Asšušur is originally not a proper name, but (like Bual) a Semitic common noun, meaning εὐερή, ἡ εὐερή; propitius, benignus; beneficent, benevolent, benignant; cf. מְדוּרִי בְּרוֹחֵי ה' הַרְתָּמִי הָאָטָא הָרָחָם, the first name of a Persian prophet. And AG.², § 91, No. 8. The cuneiform ideogram for Aššur means the good or propitious god, Sumer. di-u-du(g)=Assyr. ili šābu or ili dširu. Beside Aššur we find also the form Aššir (AL.⁴, 28, No. 228). This Assyrian stem יִשָּׁר, יָשָׁר (cf. Heb. יִשָּׁר) may be identical with Arab. يسير, to thrive, to prosper (HW. 310⁶). The cuneiform Ašratu, Aširtu (רֶשֶׁר) is used, not only as the name of the goddess (KAT.¹, 432) but also as a common noun with the meaning sanctuary, shrine, cella. I pointed out in the Crit. Notes on Ezra-Nehemiah (SBOT.) p. 34, l. 27, that we must read נָאָשָׁר, sanctuary instead of נָאָשָׁר נָאָשָׁר, Ezr. 5, 3, 9.

Istar is used as a common noun for goddess in Assyrian, while נַעַר הַעֲשֵׂר, Deut. 7, 13; 28, 4, 18, 51 means dams; cf. French Notre-Dame=Our Lady, i. e., the Virgin Mary,¹ and נַעַרּ שֵׁר, queen (Crit. Notes on Ezra-Nehemiah, SBOT. p. 67, l. 12) also sīre (male parent of a beast)= Sīre; see my notes on Nah. 2, 8 in JBL. 26. I believe therefore that Asšur, אֶשֶׁר, Istar, אֶשֶּר, עַשֵּׂר, עַשֵּׁר, are all derived from the Semitic stem יִשֶּׁר, יִשָּׁר (ይיסר) to be propitious, benignant, and that these names are originally not nomina propria, but appellativa; cf. Haupt, Purim (Leipzig, 1906) p. 13, l. 10; p. 40, l. 22.

The ב in Aram. בַּרְתָּא and the ד in Arab. פַּדְרָא do not prove the וב of Assyr. Aššur to be a וב, (ZA. 1, 273). We find an Aramaic ב and Arab. د for Assyr. ד in Assyr. paššaru, dish, table, Aram. פָּשָׂר, Arab. رَاذِر, but Assyr. paššaru is a

¹ Istar is the prototype of the Madonna; we have several terra-cotta figures of Istar with a baby on her left arm; see KAT.³, 429, 5.
Sumerian loanword = Sum. banšur; see BA. i, 162, below, and 181, n. **; Crit. Notes on Proverbs (SBOT.) p. 51, l. 14; cf. also KAT., 420, 6; 421, 6. For עפר see Lagarde, Mittheilungen, vol. 1 (Göttingen, 1884), p. 76; cf. my remarks on Assyr. erēšu, to be fragrant = 여 in AJSL. 23, 250, below. For 'Αφροδίτη = אשת אשת, see Hommel, Aufsätze und Abhandlungen (Munich, 1892), p. 34.

According to KAT., 421, 7; 425, 1; 431 the stem of Ištar may be حش, to assemble (אָجمال), so that Ištar would mean אֶתְפָּן על (Is. 13, 4) who muster the host of heaven, who reviews the stars, just as we find in Is. 40, 26 that Īrûn is חיותת בֶּסֶף צבאות. This verse should be preceded by vv. 18, 22; see my translation of Is. 40 in Drugulin's Markstein (Leipzig, 1902). Ištar-Venus as morning-star and evening-star is the leader of the stars. In Mandaic, אשת אשת is used for the planet Venus (Syr. אשת אשת). This etymology of Ištar, however, seems rather artificial; besides, it would be difficult to account for the infixed t, unless we explain it as the feminine t; the forms with infixed reflexive t (see above, p. 113) are all intransitive. Zimmern (KAT., 425) raises the question whether the Indo-European word for star, Greek āστήρ, may be derived from Ištar. The similarity of the Indo-European words, however, may be merely accidental.¹

The י in אשת אשת does not prove that the first stem-consonant was a י, just as the ב in עפר (see above, p. 117) and South Arab. עפר does not show that the ש was a ש'. In certain Assyrian loanwords we find in Hebrew an י instead of נ, e.g., in the numeral ישת = Assyr. īšēn (see above, p. 112), = Sumer. āštàn.¹

The Masoretic punctuation אשת אשת is a Qere perpetuum, suggesting the substitution of נ for אשת אשת; see KAT., 435, 5; Crit. Notes on Kings (SBOT.) p. 294, l. 28; Ges. - Kautzsch, § 95, q. n. 1. The correct vocalization would be אשת אשת = Aštart, Greek 'Αστάρτη. In a cuneiform treaty between Esarhaddon (681-668 B.C.) and Baal of Tyre the Phenician אשת אשת appears as Astartu (KAT., 434, 4) with

Assyr. $s=$ (see Crit. Notes on Kings, SBOT., p. 270, l. 26) just as Phenician נֶשֶׁר נֶרֶך', Nīvo City, appears in an inscription of Esarhaddon (KB. 2, 148, 23) as Qurtī xadasti (genitive) with $s=$; cf. BAL. 109. Qart ḫadašat became Qart Ḫaddā; with the Phenician obscuration of the $ā$: Qart-$ẖaddō, Carthaño (with ǧ, English j). In Greek Καρχεῦδων both the $t$ and the $ś$ were elided; cf. my remarks on יבש in my paper on the scriptio plena of emphatic י in Hebrew, OLZ. 10, 308. The $η$ in Καρχεῦδων stands for $α$; cf. Ἠρῴης = Ἠρὁς = Ἑρῴς = Khšayarušā; Πήρον = Πῆρον = Pēron = Pārau; see Haupt, Purim (Leipzig, 1906) p. 23, l. 10.

The final נ in מַרְחַשְׁע is secondary just as in Assyr. Ištaritu; cf. Crit. Notes on Kings (SBOT.) p. 270, l. 32 and above, p. 115. But the י in מַרְחַשְׁע is more primitive than the ו in מַרְחֵשָׁא; the name מַרְחַשְׁע was borrowed at a much earlier period; מַרְחֵשָׁא represents a late form.

Another name of Ištar is Nanda; see Crit. Notes on Kings (SBOT.) p. 283, l. 27. According to 2 Macc. 1, 16 Antiochus Epiphanes (175–164 B.C.) and his attendants were struck down with stones in the temple of Navaa in Persia, hewed in pieces, and their heads cast to those who were without; cf. Judith 14, 1; 2 Macc. 15, 35. Judith is a Palestinian, Pharisic festal legend for the Feast of Purim, while Esther is a Persian, Sadducean legend for this purpose. Also Ecclesiastes and Jonah are Sadducean books, but the corrective glosses in Ecclesiastes are Pharisic; see Haupt, Ecclesiastes (Baltimore, 1905), p. 2, and my paper on Jonah’s Whale in the Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, 1907.

We may say therefore that the name Esther has no connection with the Indo-European words for star (cf. Stella, Estelle, etc.) but represents a later form of Assyr. Ištar which seems to be an old feminine form of Ašur, from נֶשֶׁר (=$药业) to be benignant, so that Esther=Ištar would mean benigna; cf. Lat. Bona Dea and the names Bona, Agatha, Clementine, Beatrix, etc.
The Sniff-kiss in Ancient India.—By E. Washburn Hopkins, Professor in Yale University, New Haven, Conn.

The fact that kissing is unknown to various races has long been recognized. The Mongols, for example, and many Polynesian and Negroes do not kiss, while the Eskimos are said to kiss not as a mark of affection but only as a prophylactic against disease; but the Eskimo kiss is really only an inhalation of breath or a sniff, and the practice of sniffing to insure health is one not confined to savages. Instead of kissing, rubbing noses (called hongi) is the Malay and Polynesian substitute, but among the African Negroes it is customary to show affection by means of a vigorous sniff. Thus Miss Kingsley, in her, *Travels in West Africa*, p. 478, records that her especial Negroes even “sniff frequently and powerfully at the body” of a dead relative, and “the young children are brought and held over it, so that they can sniff too.”

Other examples of savage custom in this regard have been given by Nyrop in his little book, *The Kiss and its History*, in the last chapter of which he discusses the “Malay kiss,” that is the nasal salutation, as described by Darwin, Spencer, and other observers, including the observations of Timkowski, who “writes of a Mongol father that the latter time after time smelt his youngest son’s head.” On the North-east frontier of India, as noticed in the work of Nyrop and also in the *Things Indian* of William Crooke, people do not kiss but sniff at or smell each other. For example, the Kyoungtha of the Assam frontier employ the nose for kissing; they do not say “give me a kiss” but “smell me.” Nyrop, however, has nothing to say of India proper, and Balfour’s *Cyclopedia of India*, ii, p. 579, except for a reference to Wilson’s *Hindu Theatre*, states only that kissing is unknown to several races on the North-western frontier, notably the Karen and Shan races, and to the wild tribes of Arakan in Burma. But Wilson himself brings us a little nearer to the Hindu point of view in stating that smelling for kissing is “still common” in India.

1 Crooke, op. cit., p. 188.
We may start with the assumption that there was a primeval barbarism to which kissing was unknown, for the reason given by Tylor's friend (Primitive Culture, i, p. 63), namely, that if people had ever known so agreeable a practice they could never have forgotten it; or, if this is not sufficient, the absence of the practice among savages and the cult of kissing among civilized people of the highest class may serve as an indication of the course of development. At any rate, it is this state which is actually represented in the older literature of India. The Vedic poets have no real word for kiss but employ instead a word meaning "sniff" or "smell." Even the complete parallel with the action of animals is recognized in the literature, and we are told that after God made his creatures they suffered and he comforted them, "sniffing at them" as cows or horses sniff at their young.  

The cow's recognition of its calf by means of smelling is even brought into direct relation with the sniff given to the new-born child by its father. The Domestic Regulations—manuals of family law—prescribe that the father shall "thrice sniff at the head" of the infant, as a cow sniffs at the calf, and this is coupled with the mystic "doctrine of breaths," the idea that sniffing at the child "insures long life," a doctrine that may be found as far back as the age of the Upanishads.  

Also when returning from a journey a father does not kiss but "sniffs at the head of" his children, and in doing so he shall "low like a cow"; otherwise he shall ignore them altogether; but whenever he greets them it is with a sniff.

---

1 Compare the passages: Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa, 4. 5. 5. 11; 5. 1. 4. 15; 13. 5. 1. 16; and also 7. 3. 2. 12. Further, Aitareya Brāhmaṇa, 1. 7 and Tāndya, 7. 10. 15. Cattle, it is said, are made to see and recognize by sniffing, Śat. Brāh. 4. 5. 8. 5; 11. 8. 3. 10. "Smell" and "breathe in" (sniff) are exchangeable terms, the idea being that "one smells by breathing in," BAU. 1. 3. 3; 3. 2. 2.

2 Compare on this point the Śāṅkh. House-Rules, 1. 24. 2; those of Āpastamba, 1. 15. 12; Pāraskara, 1. 16. 10-16; Āśvalāyana, 1. 15. 9; Khādīra, 3. 3. 13.

3 Pārask. 1. 8. 3; Gobh. 2. 8. 21-22; and Kāuṣ. Upanishad, 2. 11 ("touch" and "sniff at" are here alternate readings).

4 The earlier rule is given in the Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa, 2. 4. 1. 14; Kāty. 4. 12. 28 (VS. 3. 41-43). Here no greeting at all is recognized; but it does not necessarily follow that none is to be given, only that the earlier author did not think it worth while to prescribe a rule.
Even after a real kiss-word appears, which is not till quite late, the word for sniff and presumably the action corresponding to the word is still used, and what is quite strange, both the word for sniff and the word for kiss appear at bottom to mean "touch." In a certain early passage the corpse is said to be carried past the fire so as to be "smelt" by the flame, but an alternative version substitutes "touched" (ŚB. 12. 5. 1. 13; Jāb. Up. 4; ĀB. 7. 2). And just as the origin of sniff is thus illustrated by its synonym, so the meaning of the later word for kiss, cumb, is shown by its affinity with cup, "move," "touch." Moreover, although the "deadly kiss" of a fair maiden is not unknown to Hindu folklore, it cannot be supposed that kissing was ever regarded as so deadly an operation that the same word was also used in the meaning "kill." Yet this is another meaning assigned to cumb. The explanation is easy enough, however, if it is regarded as a divergent growth from the same radical idea "touch," for words of this significance often take on a grim sense. Thus in Latin, tango is also a synonym of kill and our English Bible has "touch" in Genesis xxvi. 29, "we have not touched thee," in the sense of injure; while "fasten upon," "attack" (attach), and Greek ἀποματαίος all serve as illustrations of the same growth.

It is seldom that the word "smell," "sniff," is found in its original meaning of "touch," so it is important to observe that this meaning may be that of Atharva Veda, 12. 4. 5, where it is associated with the word mouth. As no one smells with the mouth the word may here mean touch, as it probably does also in the Rig Veda 1. 185. 5, "touching the navel of the world." In the former passage, however, "snuff at with the muzzle" may be the sense, if, as is doubtful, the words refer to a cow. But the original meaning is sufficiently established by the connection of this root, ghrā, with the Greek χρᾶω, "scrape," and with Sk. gharṣ, "rub."

---

1 An early illustration of the deadly kiss may be found in Jātaka 98, p. 389: Here a lion who loves a doe dies of licking her poisoned body, balavasinehena tassā sarindūḥa lehitvā, and thus points a moral:

na vissase avissatthe, vissatthe pi na vissase,
vissāsā bhayam anveti siham va migamātukā,
"One should not trust the one unworthy of trust nor even the one who is trustworthy, etc."
The sniff-kiss is constantly represented as not only a means of recognition but also of delight. We have seen cows and horses compared with men in this regard, but India adds another example, not so familiar to our experience, in the epic description of an elephant exhibiting joy at its master's return by sniffing at his feet (Mbh. 13. 102. 58). That even in this generation people as well as animals are capable of identifying others by their individual odor is well known and it is very likely to this that reference is made by Kālidāsa when he says:

Savvo sagandheau vissasadi,

"Every man has confidence in those of the same smell."

It is not till the close of the Vedic period, some centuries before our era, that we find any mention of kissing, and even then there is no word to describe the act, only an awkward circumlocution. In a supplement to the Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa (= BAU. 6. 4. 9 and 21), kissing forms part of a love-passage between man and wife, where the situation is quite intimate, and is described as "setting mouth to mouth." It is important as explaining the circumstances in which a kiss is recognized as en règle. The husband at the same time strokes his wife, a point to which we shall return later.

The next situation in which kissing is described presents the picture of a man "drinking the moisture of the lips" of a slave-woman, which certainly implies something more than sniffing at her. It is found in the oldest metrical Dharmasāstra, and the action of a man who thus drinks the moisture (foam) of a slave's lips is severely reprehended (Manu, 3. 19).

In the great epic of India, however, we have by far the best description of kissing, when a young man thus tells what happened to him the first time a girl embraced him. He was the son of an anchorite and had not enjoyed a young man's usual privileges, so it was a novelty to him to be embraced, and

1 Śak. p. 68. This is usually translated "has confidence in his own relatives," which gives the sense but not exactly, because gandha means smell and never means a relative. Smell is frequently used, as in English "smell of the lamp," to indicate likeness of a sort, in Śanskrit rather a remote similarity or even so remote as to be only an imitation. Thus one whom we should term a "brother only in name" (not a true brother), the Hindu calls "a brother only in smell," not as in our ballad poetry "Thou smell of a coward, said Robin Hood," but implying a negation, a false brother.
he told his father about it, without consciousness of committing an indiscretion, in these words: "(She) set her mouth to my mouth and made a noise and that produced pleasure in me" (Mahābhārata, 3. 113. 12). The expression is quaint but the description "set mouth to mouth" is identical with that of the formal description used above and was evidently the best way known at this time of saying "kiss." This is an argument against the very great antiquity of the Buddhist Birth-stories (Jātakas), for in these tales the later word for kiss, cumb, is well known. But there is another bit of historical illumination in the usage of the Jātakas. It will have been noticed that the sniff-kiss in all the examples hitherto given is an expression of affection between members of the same family, more particularly between parents and children, and that on the other hand mouth-kissing occurs between man and woman only. Men do not kiss each other on the mouth but on the cheek, neck, or forehead, even after the discovery of the mouth-kiss. Even in our day in Southern India kissing is a family ceremony confined to persons of the same sex, as was observed long ago by the Abbé Dubois (chapter xiv). On the other hand, in Vātsyāyana's Love-aphorisms (ii, 3,) where only kissing between the sexes is under consideration, the sniff-kiss is ignored, though every variety of real kisses is treated, even including the double-tongue kiss mentioned by Plautus, Asin., 3. 3, duplicemī ut habeam linguam.

Now in the Buddhist Jātakas not only is the real kiss known but it is exchanged between mother and son. Here however a distinction must be made. The real kiss is given with the mouth, but it may be implanted upon the mouth, head, hand, etc. The Buddhist mother kisses her son, but she kisses him upon the head, and in addition, as the head is the place devoted to the earlier greeting, also "smells his head."

The word cumb in its more modern forms, cum, tsum, and sum, has become the regular word for a lip-kiss in Northern

---

1 Jāataka, No. 533 (p. 828): sīsamā āyītvā cumbītvā, "smelling and kissing the head," as the mother embraced, ālingītvā, her son. In No. 6 (p. 123), cumb alone is used (rodītvā āse cumbītvā) of a king embracing his son, and "kissing his head." Here also, No. 266 (p. 339), sniffing alone is used of a horse sniffing affectionately at an ass's body (upasaṃ-ghamāno).
India but is today still united with "licking" as well as with "smelling." In the Lucknow dialect, one says "kissed and licked"; in Bengali, "eat a kiss." The usual North Indian term for kissing is "tasting a kiss," though, as with us, a kiss is also "given," but is quite as often "made" or "tasted."

If we drew the general conclusion that the real (cumb) kiss was unknown in early India and that the sniff (grha) kiss gradually gave way to the kiss-as-we-understand-it, we should but put into historical terms the data of Hindu literature. There might however be made one objection to such a conclusion which may be thus formulated. Is it not possible that both methods of salutation were known in antiquity but that only one happened to be registered in the earliest literature? The one thus registered would naturally be that exchanged between relatives, the less emotional sniff rather than the amorous lip-kiss. In reply it may be said that amorous situations are plentiful enough in the early literature, but for all that there is no mention of a real kiss. To be sure, there is a word which some translators, ignorant alike of the history of kissing and the true meaning of the word, render "kiss," but that is only because they see that the situation demands something of the sort and they do not know how else to render it. It never occurs to them that the literal meaning "touch," "lick" "sniff" can apply to an amorous situation, and yet these are the meanings of the words. Sometimes one sniffs at the beloved object and sometimes one licks the object of affection, but neither of these words should be translated "kiss." Nor does "approach" justify the rendering "kiss." A few examples will make these points clear.

In the Rig Veda there is a verse cited in a later Brähmana. The first is translated by Grassmann and the second by Eggeling, and both render the Vedic text as "the bards kiss him like a child," whereas the word employed in the original not only means "lick" but is the very root of our English "lick," namely rih or līh. In this, as in all similar cases, there is only the licking which shows a cow's affection for her calf or marks the action of the Fire-god as he licks the fuel. That this word is generalised into a word for care, merely shows the lack of a better word for an idea also lacking.
The metaphorical language of the Vedas sometimes obscures this point. For example, in one passage we read that the "young lord of the house repeatedly licks the young woman" and it is not surprising that the shocked translators render this as "kisses his bride." Now bride is quite correct; the "young woman" is a bride, but lick is the proper word for rih as here used, since the young lord is no other than the Fire-god and the bride is the oblation poured in sacrifice upon the fire, a perfectly natural word to use in connection with fire licking the oblation. So, not to give more examples of the same sort, in every case where this word is rendered kiss either by the translators or by the lexicons it really means lick and is applied to the tongues of fire, cows, or horses, or to licking the inside of a vessel.¹

The fact that the Vedic bards "caress (lick) with song" must be kept in mind in interpreting such a passage as Rig Veda 1. 186. 7, a very important verse because the word lick is here united with a word which has also suffered the same fate of having a more modern thought read into it. This is the word nas, "go to, approach, caress," and because of this last vague meaning often but erroneously rendered as indicating specifically a kiss. On the contrary, the word is used particularly of women going to their husbands, as it is in the present instance, where the obvious meaning is "the songs go to him as wives to their husbands," after it has been stated that "the songs; like cows, lick (caress) the youthful god." But more important is the fact that still another word derived from this nas is also to be interpreted in the same way. This is the word niñas, which, like others of its ilk, has passed from the meaning "go to" to that of "approach, touch, embrace," and is often given

¹ The passages here referred to are Rig Veda 10. 123. 1; Śat. Brāh. 4 2. 1. 10; RV. 1. 140. 9; 1. 146. 2; 10. 45. 4; 10. 79. 3; and especially RV. 10. 4. 4; AV. 11. 9. 15. Compare also Śat. Brāh. 6. 7. 3. 2, where the words of the Rig Veda in regard to the fire "licking the earth and sky" are transferred to the rain-god; Rig Veda 10. 162. 4, where licking indicates the caress of an evil spirit; and ib. 1. 22. 14, where lick is used as a general word for caress, "caress with song." So in VS. 2. 16; ŚB. 1. 8. 3. 14. With the transfer of this word (appropriate to cows) to human affections may be compared the use of the word vatsalayati, a causative from the notion of acting like a cow toward the calf (vatsa), in the sense of "make yearn after."
the false meaning "kiss," though "greet" is the nearest approximation to such a sense to be found in the earliest literature. Thus in the Rig Veda 9. 85. 3, the poets are said to "sing to Soma (the god) and greet (surely not "kiss") the king of the world." Again, ib. 10. 94. 9, the musical notes of the grind-stones "greet the steeds" of the god who comes to drink the beverage they are preparing. In 10. 76. 2, "the call reaches the sky and touches the earth" is the meaning of a verse absurdly translated "kisses the earth," as in 10. 92. 2 "greet the fire" and not "kiss the fire" is the true meaning. Of course there are passages where "kiss" is not so absurd a rendering, as in 8. 43. 10, where the ray of light is said to "touch the spoon's mouth" and may conceivably be thought to kiss it; as conversely, in 1. 144. 1, the spoons themselves "touch the seat of fire," where also "kiss" is not incongruous. Yet a principle of interpretation which allows in passages of no value a meaning inconsistent with that necessary in passages of great significance, is not one to be relied upon and is in fact a source of error. "Touch" leads to "taste" (as English "taste" means originally "touch"), and "taste" is a later meaning of niṣa, yet even the native commentator renders the word by "approach" rather than "kiss" in some of the Vedic passages; but, as he is of a later age, he tends to make the same mistake as is made by scholars of today and sometimes reads into the word the later idea. In form, niṣa is simply a reduplicated nas and so etymologically, as was shown above, means no more than "approach," as has long been recognized by Sanskritists.¹

It is an interesting fact that some English words for "kiss" have parallels, etymological and other, in the modern languages of India. One of these is the good old English "buss" and its learned cousin-word "bass," which as late as Chaucer appears as "ba," "Let me ba thy cheke." Those are the Western representatives of the Persian and Hindustâni words bûsa and

¹Compare Bartholomae, in Kuhn's Zeitschrift, 29, p. 488. In addition to the examples already given, compare Rig Veda 4: 58. 8, "streams of ghee approach the kindling-wood," where nas is translated "kiss" by Grassmann. That the same word should mean caress, fondle, flatter, and kiss is not strange. Greek ποτιζω means "applaud" as well as "kiss."
bùa, which in the dialects of Northwestern India have gone through similar changes and appear today as bus, bas, bes, bùi, bai, and ba. 

Another coincidence is that on the Northwestern frontier of India the word kuś appears in the sense of the German kuss, our kiss. This I am inclined to refer etymologically to the Sanskrit kuś, which has a variant form kus, and to connect it with our English "hug."  

It should cause neither doubt nor surprise that a word meaning hug or embrace eventually becomes equivalent to "kiss." The Greek language offers analogies. Notably is this the case with προσπάσσωμαι (στόμα). In Homer this word means "welcome" and "address," and "greet" (with a word); then in the

---

1 In the form bui this word must be distinguished from bu, "smell," not another case of the sniff-kiss, however, since the latter is a corruption of budh (baioide) "perceive." The Latin basium, from which English bass, ba, are derived, is not early Latin, and is probably a soldier's or trader's word brought from the East, rather than, as some have supposed, a word imitative of the sound of kissing. English buss is old German bus (used by Luther) and has been derived tentatively, but too hastily, I think, from a Celtic word for mouth (Johansson in KZ. 36. 355). It is curious that maccha, a Hindu word for kiss, is almost identical with the word for fish, and that the symbol of Love in India has been for a long time a fish, as if there were a play upon a word not easily symbolized in any other way. But it is perhaps more probable that maccha, like English "smack" (a blow or a kiss), is an imitation of sound. Dr. Grierson, the learned editor of the Linguistic Survey of India, in which will be found the forms cited here and below (Survey of the N. W. Frontier), has been kind enough to furnish me with two Hindustâni baby-words of the same sort. These are "babbi" and "bukkâti" meaning kiss, and apparently used as imitative words.

2 In the same way, perhaps, "gaft goft," translated "embraced and kissed," may revert to gava, "hand, hold." It is interesting to see that cumb appears in the border-land vernacular not only as cum but also as cup (transcribed tsum and tsup), as if still preserving its connection with Sk. cup, "touch." As for kuś, it would correspond to Sanskrit kukshi and kośa, the root appearing in double form, as kuś and as kus (cf. MS. 1. 4. 13 and Nir. 1. 15, cukośa). The Pushto kush-al (cf. kar-al, "doing") has shorter forms, but the word is always differentiated from khashôlf, "merriment," which comes from a different root (compare Horn, Neu-Pers. Etynom., No. 508). The short forms of kush-al will be found scattered through the pages of Ling. Surv. N.W. Frontier, pp. 28, 46, 178, 184, 267, 288, 298, 309, 390. Kuś : hug : kalya : hail, and kuś : hug : paś : fügen.
drama it is associated with "mouth," and becomes "kiss." We may compare also the use of other Greek words, such as ἄσταξομα, προσβολή, ἅμφερισσα, etc., which are associated with and eventually express kissing. The close approach of the meanings of Greek φιλάν and Sanskrit jùs is also to be noticed. The latter (German kiusan, Latin gusto) means, as a middle and causative verb, "take delight in," liebkosen, and the Vedie poet says "Delight in our song as a lover delights in his girl," Rig Veda 3. 62. 8 (cf. 52. 3). This brings us close to φιλάν "love," and φιλημα "kiss," but not quite so close as the Rājasthānī equivalent of this very Greek word φιλημα brings us, when piār, Hind. piyār, containing the root of φιλημα, is also "love" and "kiss."

Before examining the substitutes for kissing recognized in ancient India, it would be worth while to inquire whether the results thus far gained from our study accord with the evidence found not among savages but among other Aryan peoples. The Romans, of course, had the mouth-kiss, as is shown by the word osculum, "little mouth"; but it must be remembered that Roman civilization is comparatively recent as contrasted with that of Greece and India. Kissing on the mouth seemed to the Greeks rather an Oriental custom, and Herodotus says that the Persians thus saluted social equals, while inferiors received a cheek-kiss (Hd. 1, 134). Now among the ancient Greeks of Homer's day there was real kissing; but no case of kissing on the mouth is recorded either in the Iliad or the Odyssey, although people are spoken of as kissing the hands, knees, shoulders, and eyes.²

As to the method of salutation among the ancient Celts and Germans we know nothing at all,¹ so that there is no strong evidence against and some evidence in favor of the theory that the Indo-Europeans were originally without the benefit of kissing, and like so many other savages smelt or sniffed as a sign of

---

² It is possible that kissing on the mouth was reserved for amorous passages. No women are kissed at all in Homer's poems; but this latter fact would seem to make the assumption improbable, since amorous passages are not lacking. Prof. Seymour's forthcoming Homeric Age gives all the necessary data on this subject.
³ Compare Schröder, Real-Lexicon, p. 312.
affection, perhaps with the idea of inhaling the spirit or soul of the beloved, or possibly because, with keener nerves and beastlier joys, it really was a pleasure to smell the object of recognition and affection. That phase of the question must be left to others more familiar with the interpretation of such problems, and they perhaps will also be able to say what is the origin of the true mouth-kiss, whether tasting or biting or licking. Love-bites are frequently referred to in Sanskrit literature. At a late date the Hindu poets refer to kissing of the lips as the drinking of honey. Thus the king in the sixth act of the drama of Śakuntalā, at a time when real kisses were given, says to a bee: “O bee, if thou touchest (kissest) the dear one’s lip once drunk in feasts of love by me,” and at a still later date “lip-drinking” is a poetical paraphrase for kissing. It is important for the estimation in which kissing was held to remember that on the Hindu stage everything of an unaesthetic sort was strictly forbidden. So no murder may occur in sight of the spectators, and there may not be exhibited any scenes of “scratching or kissing.” But, although kisses are not given on the stage, they may yet be referred to, and so the king in the drama just cited speaks of the fact that he did not “kiss her (the heroine’s) mouth,” using the now familiar word cumb.

In the literature of the middle period, between that of the Vedic age and that of the dramatic period, say about the second or third century B.C., the sniff-kiss is still closely connected with the embrace of affection. “The king, delighted and full of affection, sniffed at his son’s head and embraced him,” is a passage of the great epic which illustrates this point as well as the following words: “Filled with the greatest affection, Kuntī sniffed at the head of her daughter-in-law, while Krishnā (another female relative) embraced her.” Also when two men part they embrace and may sniff at each other, if closely connected; but the more respectful salutation is to bow, circumambulate (to the left), and kiss the feet. Sniffing at the head and embracing is part of a fond mother’s farewell. Incidentally it may be observed that besides bowing with the head (either with or without the hands “in lotus-formation” pressed to the brow), the early salutation consists in “bending the knee,” a greeting as old as the Vedic age. The right knee is bent by an inferior but important person, the left by a
lowlier one; both knees by the lowliest; and to this was added prostration as a sign of greatest humility; but to the glory of the Aryan be it added that he never prostrated himself, even to his gods, till long after he became a victim to the enervating climate of India. By the time of the epic poetry there was even "the prostration with eight members" in distinction from the less humble "five-membered prostration."

As the examples have shown, the sniff-kiss is preeminently the token of family love and chaste affection given by a friend to a friend of the same sex or by older people to children. Unfamiliar, and even to our minds somewhat disgusting, the pleasure derived therefrom is no matter of theory, as witness such an incidental (and hence the more valuable) statement as this from the great epic: "Men who have gone to another town rejoice when children (sons) climb to their lap (hip); and they sniff lovingly at their heads." When the great hero Arjuna greets his beloved son, who has died and been resurrected, he thus embraces and "sniffs at his head." A typical case may be found in another place, where a king gives permission to his nephews to depart and embraces them. They then get leave of the queen and embrace her feet. Finally their mother sniffs at them and embraces them (this means that she puts her hands about their faces or her arms around their necks), and they again circumambulate the king, being careful to keep the right hand toward him, as a last token of esteem. In the bitterest sorrow, a bereaved widow is represented in epic poetry as sniffing at the corpse of her dead husband, the bereaved mother as sniffing at the body of her son slain in battle, and, exactly like the negroes described by Miss Kingsley, the mourners even sniff at the face of the dead.  

1 On these points and for an account of the curious crossed-legged kneeling of a king at his inauguration, known as "making a lap," the following passages should be consulted: Mahābhārata 1. 74. 120; ib. 221. 21 and 22; ib. 14. 53. 2 (52. 30 and 53); Rāmāyaṇa, 2. 25. 40; Śat. Brāh. 2. 4. 2. 1 and 2; Āit. Brāh. 8. 6 and 9; and the Rig Veda, 1. 72. 5 and 10. 15. 6.

2 Mahābhārata, 1. 74. 61.

3 Compare the scenes in the great epic at 14. 80. 56; 15. 86 (to verse 49); and for sniffing at the face, vaktram upāgrāya, ib. 11. 17. 28; 29. 6. A note on how a child is carried may be of interest. Above I have translated "climb to the lap"; this is literally "to the hip." But the child is
When Medea parts in despair from her children she exclaims, "O delicate skin and sweetest breath of children." The Hindu, from the earliest times, expresses his appreciation of the touch of the beloved object, whether wife or child. And conversely, not the father’s and husband’s kiss but his delightful "touch" it is which causes a joy in son and wife so deep as to produce swooning. The touch is actually described as a "taste" and "having a sweet hand-taste," hattharasa, describes a woman pleasant to touch (cf. Jāt. 34 and 146, Introd.). Nor is this all. The "son-touch" gives the greatest joy as part of the process of sniffing at the child’s head (Mbh. 1. 74, 120); but without sniffing the stroking of one who is loved is spoken of in the same way. Thus in the Introduction to one of the Buddhist Birth-stories (No. 158) two brothers are represented as expressing their joy at meeting again by "stroking each other’s hands, feet, and backs." Or let us take another tale from the same collection of stories, which must reflect the normal expression of a real sentiment. In Jātaka, No. 381 (p. 395) a king wishes to express his love for his wife who is ill. He neither kisses nor embraces her, but "sits by her couch and strokes her back."

As early as the Rig Veda, "touch" thus expresses caress, not only in the "kindly touching (curative) hand" (10. 60. 12; cf. ib. 137. 7), but also in the verse (1. 62. 11): "The songs touch thee as loving wives touch a loving husband," a passage which illustrates as well the "caressing with song" already referred to. So "touch the heart" and "touch him near" are familiar Vedic expressions. They answer to the Latin use of

not always carried so. A little son is held in the lap by father or by mother; one "sets a dear son in one’s bosom" (a suckling, of course, "to the breast"); but older children are carried either on the shoulder, or, commonly, on the hip, even when the bearer is a man. In Jāt. No. 74 (p. 288), "took their children in their arms" is an erroneous translation of what should have been rendered "by the hand," hathesu gahetvā being like givāsu gahetvā "taking (each other) by the neck," in No. 146 (p. 497), the latter expressive of grief; cf. bālahasta, and, for references to the carrying of children, RV. 10. 69. 10; BAU. 6. 4. 24; VS. 29. 41; SB. 6. 8. 2. 3 and ib. 9. 2. 3. 50; also (in order) RV. 9. 101. 14; Jāt. No. 509 (p. 474); No. 196 (p. 137, last line); No. 250, and No. 588, p. 3.

1 "Touch with affection till one swoons with joy," Āit. Brāh. 8. 20; cf. Šat. Brāh. 12. 5. 3. 8.
mulceo for blandior in Horace, Carm. 3, 11, 24, puellas Car-
mune mulces, and as mulco "maltreat," stands to mulceo, so
the same root in Sanskrit means "caress" and "injure," both
being derived from the simple notion of touch, as applied for
good or for evil. Only in the earliest literature the touch-
caress or embrace is not an accompaniment of kissing, as it is
later, both expressly and implicitly (as when, in the great epic,
3. 269. 22, it is brought into direct connection with the word
"face": "Let no one touch your dear one's lovely face");
but it is associated with "heart" or with "body" only (Rig
Veda, 8. 96. 11).

But it must not be supposed that kissing, although so well
described in epic verse, is often mentioned there. On the con-
trary, although amorous scenes of quite unblushing navelé are
by no means infrequent, love-tokens are rarely of this sort. It
is not at all probable that the later canons of dramatic propri-
ety obtained for centuries before they were formulated, or that
the epic poets anyway felt themselves restrained from indulg-
ing in descriptions of osculatory delights. The reason why
kissing is so seldom mentioned in love passages is partly histori-
cal, partly racial. The historical difference may be expressed
thus: a sniff-stage, or a sniff-and-lick-stage, preceded the stage
of osculation. In the latter, the stage represented by the
drama, and better still by the later Gita Govinda and other
erotic poetry, sniffs are rare and kisses are common. But, at
the same time, there was also a geographical distinction which
is recognized by the Hindus themselves. For there came at
last a time when kissing was reduced to a science and the sniff-
kiss was no longer known, or known only to be sniffed at, so
to speak. The author of this Hindu ars amatoria discusses the
kiss in all its bearings and speaks of it as if it were the natural
expression of amorous passion. Yet at the same time he recog-
nizes that kissing is not everywhere the custom. "The women
who live in the middle district," he says (meaning thereby the
country east from what is now Delhi to Allahabad, and south
from the Ganges to the Vindhya mountains), "chiefly Aryans,
are refined and hate kissing . . . and so do the women of Balkh
and of Avanti; whereas the women of Mála and Abhira love
kisses." So says Vátsyáyana, the author of the native Science
of Love; but another author, Suvarñanábha, cited by Vátsyá-

yana, adds the caution that "individual character is more important than popular custom." Thus we are left to imagine that even some of the more refined Aryan ladies submitted to an occasional kiss.

Nevertheless, racial and geographical differences cannot wholly account for the historical facts presented by the literature in both positive and negative form. First comes the sniff-kiss, the only kind of kiss recognized till a late period, the end of the Vedic age. Then comes the real kiss, and as the latter grows popular the sniff-kiss declines until it finally almost disappears. But we may admit that, as among the Japanese, there were some who did not like to be kissed, and for this reason after kissing was known we occasionally find love passages without any description of kissing. For example, in the great epic, withal in a late section of the poem,¹ there is a very vivid and unabashed scene, where "amplexus atque osculans" would naturally have made part of the description. A distracted woman is here entreating a man to show her some token of affection. "I am very love-lorn for you," she cries, and "with love she hid him in her arms," exclaiming, as she embraces him, "embrace me also," but there is no hint of kissing, though "she had a pleasant hand" (touch) and the "pleasure of her hand" is especially mentioned. Yet this is long after kissing is customary. The explanation may be that given by Vātsyāyana, for the woman here is not only Aryan, she is of the highest Aryan caste.

¹ Mahābhārata, 13. 19. 79 ff.
The Origin and real Name of NIN-IB.—By ALBERT T. CLAY, 
Assistant Professor in the University of Pennsylvania.

For years it has been recognized by most scholars that the name of the Babylonian deity which is written NIN-IB in Sumerian was pronounced differently by the Semites. Among the names proposed may be mentioned Adar, Nin-dar, Nin-rag, Nin-Urash and Nisroch. In Business Documents of Murashâ Sons (BE. vol. x), I published the Aramaic equivalent for the Sumerian NIN-IB, which is نكن. Before finding an additional tablet on which the Aramaic was found, there seemed to be some doubt whether the middle character should read 1 or ʔ, but after finding another example, I argued, in the preface of my volume, for the reading 1, which, as will be seen below, must now be regarded as definitive. The Aramaic, however, instead of solving the problem, seemed to make the obscurity which hung over the pronunciation still more dense. As regards the vocalization of these characters, and the identification of the god with what is known, I offered no explanation in vol. x, nor in my Light on the Old Testament from Babel, p. 400.

Professor Hilprecht, in his editorial preface to my Murashâ, vol. x, as well as in an article in the Sunday School Times, Sept. 25, 1904, took exception to my reading and read the characters نكن, and proposed comparison with NIN-SHAH “lord of the boar”=the Syriac نكن=the Biblical Nisroch. The Syriac form, however, was misread by him and should be نكن (cf. Jastrow, Rel. Bab. und Ass. vol. i, p. 451), which of course makes the comparison impossible. Further, the final character of the Aramaic of NIN-IB is not 1 but ʔ, as I had maintained. With this every other scholar who has commented upon the name (see below) has agreed. And, as I had stated, as will be seen below, also the middle character is not 1 but 1.

Professor Zimmern, as reported by Professor Hilprecht in the Sunday School Times (Sept. 25, 1904), read: b l ʃ r s h t = bēl pīrishti “Lord of decision.” Professor Prince in the Journal of Biblical Literature (Vol. 1905, p. 55), followed, in reading: Enu réshtu, “The chief lord.” Dr. Pinches, about
the same time, in the *Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society* (Jan. 1905), read *En-resheh=Enu reshtu* "The primeval lord." Professor Johns, *Expository Times* (Dec. 1904), p. 141, read *Urashtu*, and on p. 145 *ibid.* *Arashtu*. Professor Sayce, in the same *Journal* (Dec. 1904), regarded it as equivalent to the Assyrian *In-arishti* "Lord of the mitre," the Sumerian for *Nin-Urash*. In the *Revue Sémitaire* (1905, p. 93), Professor Halévy offered the reading, *Enu-napishti* "Lord of life," or preferably *En-nawashti=En-nammashti* "seigneur de tout ce qui est doué de vie et de mouvement, de toute creature animée." Later (cf. *ibid.* p. 180), the same scholar offered two other explanations: *en-rishati* "seigneur de l'allégresse," and *en-arishti*, "seigneur du vêtement prinçier nommé arishtu." Professor Jensen (Gilgamesh *Epos*, p. 87) read and interpreted the character 'enwushti=namushtu=namurutu, with which he compared the Biblical Nimrod. Besides Jensen and Halévy,1 of those who have published their views, Lidzbarski is the only scholar who has accepted the reading ʃ (cf. *Ephemeris*, vol. ii, p. 203).

In the forthcoming *William Rainey Harper Memorial Volumes* the writer will publish in full the Aramaic endorsements of the *Murashu* archives. For our present purpose the following reproductions of the Aramaic for NIN-IB, which appeared in *Murashu*, vol. x, p. xviii, will suffice.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{\texttt{מ}} & \text{, \texttt{מ}} \\
\text{\texttt{מ}} & \text{, \texttt{מ}} \\
\text{\texttt{מ}} & \text{, \texttt{מ}}
\end{align*}
\]

1 Three other explanations were sent me in private communications, *Irrishtu* the feminine of *Irishu* "farmer," *en erishti* "lord of decision," and an identification with the Persian word for the planet Saturn, cf. *nivishti* huddā "the prescience of god" or *nuwashtan* "to go far away," due to the long course of Saturn. Inasmuch as I have not consulted the writers with reference to the publication of their views, I withhold their names.
The middle character is surely י and not י, as stated heretofore. The character in the first example is found in other Aramaic endorsements, Cf. also the different forms of א in Lidzbarski, *Nordsem. Epig., Atlas*. In the second example, it can only be י, as well as in the fourth. Conclusive proof that it is י is to be found in the second example. We have only to refer to the י in מְלֶש, and in ר in the next line of the endorsement, *cf. Murashū, vol. x, p. 87*, to see that it is not the character in question. The explanations of Jensen and Halévy are the only ones, therefore, that can be considered of those that have been published. The changes in Jensen’s equation *encusht* = *Ninurta*, while perhaps not without parallel, are rather too numerous, it seems to me, to inspire much confidence. *En-nam-mashṭi* “Lord of every living creature,” the suggestion of Halévy, would be too difficult to explain in the light of the god’s attributes with which we are familiar.

At the time of publishing the Aramaic equivalent found in the Murashū archives, about three years ago, I had in mind a number of theories, some of which have since been published by others, but which did not seem sufficiently satisfactory to warrant me in stating them. I am now prepared, however, to propose the reading *Enmashṭu* for the characters מְלֶש, the Aramaic י, as is known, representing ם in Babylonian.¹

There seems to be no end to identifications of Nin-IB with other deities. Besides Nergal and Ningirsu of Telloh, there are *EN-TUR-DA* (perhaps *En-banda*), *APIN, MASH-MASH, Madonumu, Hathala, Tishṭu, Aduene, Shushinak, Dakbak*, etc. The last three are said to belong to Elam (cf. *II R. 57: 47, 48, 49c*). In view of this, the possibility that Nin-IB originally came from that region deserves consideration, particularly when it is borne in mind that the second element *Mashti* of *En-Mashti* could be associated with מְלֶש in the book of Esther, which in Babylonian would be written *Mashti*.²

---


² Cf. Justi (*Handbuch der Zendsprache*, p. 272), who considers *Washti* an old Persian word *vahista* “best.” Jensen (*Wiener Zeitschrift für die Kunde des Morgenlandes*, vi, p. 51; cf. also KAT², p. 485), calls attention to a deity *Mashti* (*cf. Layard*, p. 31:11, etc.).
make the identification of Washti highly probable, but the identification of En-mashtu (NIN-IB) with Masti=Washti gives rise to difficulties, which become all the more striking when we take into consideration the meaning of the Sumerian EN, and the fact that Masti is the name of an Elamite goddess.

After careful consideration of all the conditions involved I beg to present a solution of the problem which I think will answer all the requirements, namely, the equation En-Mashtu = En-Martu = Bēl-Amurru. In other words, NIN-IB was called EN-MAR-TU, the god par excellence of the West land. For the change of r to sh, cf. shipishti for shipiriti in the Murashu Documents; the Neo-Babylonian name Mashtuku, written Martuku in the Cassite period; also the deity Ashkā'iti = Arka'iti, and the article by Jensen, ZA. vii, p. 179. For an exact parallel to EN-MARTU= Bēl-Amurru, cf. EN-KAS=Bēl-Harran, in the name index of Johns, Deeds and Documents, and Doomsday-Book.

The god NIN-IB, as can be inferred from the Tel el-Amarna tablets, played an important rôle in Palestine in the latter half of the second millennium B.C. The name of the deity occurs in the Western Semitic proper name Abdī-NIN-IB. According to the collation of Knudtzon (cf. BA. iv, p. 114) there was also a city called diu NIN-IB. But more important than all else is the name of a place or temple in or near Jerusalem called Bīt-NIN-IB. In view of this, the question, therefore, arises whether NIN-IB is not to be regarded as an Amorite deity?

---

1 In this connection a personal name, Ash-ta-Ma-ash-ti (Johns, Deeds and Documents, 159:3), becomes especially interesting, the element Ashta, “friend,” being Avestan for “Aśṇtī, which is the name of a satrap of Peukelaotis (cf. Justi, Iranisches Namebuch, p. 47b). Cf. also the name Ash-tu in BE. vol. xv, 20, II, 10.

2 The use of the Sumerian EN in the actual pronunciation of the name up to the latest times, is paralleled by the use of Ellil (cf. my “Ellil the god of Nippur,” in the forthcoming number of AJSL.) as the name of the foremost Nippurian deity. That n did not assimilate to the following m is to be explained, either in connection with the law of dissimilation by the substitution of n for a double consonant, cf. iṣṣanudu = iṣṣanuddu, or cf. ittanamar = ittana'mar, (Del., Ass. Gram.3 p. 130), or EN was Babylonianized into Enu = Enu-Mashtu.
It seems reasonably certain that NIN-IB is not indigenous in Babylonia, an inference suggested already by the many gods regarded as equivalents. On the other hand, when the worship of the god was introduced into Babylonia, it would be natural to give a Babylonian designation; and since we have evidence for the existence of a god IB, it is plausible to assume that this deity had something to do with the appellation assigned to the foreign deity, namely NIN-IB. The element NIN-IB was at first associated with IB as a kind of a consort. In view of the peculiar conception prevailing in the early period of the Semites regarding the association of two gods, one as a superior and the other as a complement, we are not restricted in considering NIN-IB, even in this early age, necessarily as the wife, but in a general way we can regard the deity as the companion. Later, like Nin-Girsu of Telloh and others, the deity became masculinized. In this connection we are reminded of the group of gods in Harper's Letters (vol. iv, No. 358) where NIN-IB follows NIN-IB in the list of deities containing five gods with their female consorts. This, of course, may be an error on the part of the scribe (though a remarkable one), or it is due to the understanding that the god and his consort bore one and the same name. Cf. also III R. 69: 5a-b, where NIN-IB is said to be a god and a goddess. In connection with this it is interesting to note that among the terra-cotta images of deities found at Nippur, which hold in their hands the emblem of NIN-IB,

2 Later, however, in Dilbat, MAMA seems to be IB’s counterpart, cf. Hammurabi Code III, 22-29, and also NIN-E-GAL, cf. the Boundary Stone of Marduk-apal-iddin, Del. en Perse, vi, p. 87.
3 In the Cassite period there is a feminine name Shar-hat-NIN-IB, cf. BE, vol. xv, 185:9. If the first element is regarded a verbal form, then NIN-IB is very probably the subject.
5 Professor Hilprecht regarded them as Bél (i. e. Enlil) and Bēltīs (Ninlīl); cf. Exploration in Bible Lands, p. 538 and note 5. The symbol which seems to be that of NIN-IB, speaks against such an identification. Cf. Hinke, A New Boundary Stone of Nebuchadrezzar, Chap. I, and my remarks in the forthcoming number of AJSL, on "Ellil the god of Nippur."
some wear beards and others do not. In later periods, \textit{NIN-IB} as a rule was considered to be a masculine deity, and Gula, or Nin-Karrag, was his consort.

We find another Amorite deity in Babylonia who is called \textit{MARTU = Amurrur},\footnote{For the reading \textit{MAR-TU} = Amurrur, cf. Meissner, \textit{Seltene Assyrische Ideogramme}, No. 4137.} bearing the same name as the land. There also continued to exist as late as the Achaemenian period a deity written \textit{KUR-GAL = Amurrur}\footnote{The name \textit{Buzur-Amurrur} (\textit{KUR-GAL}), not \textit{Buzur-Bel}, the pilot of the ship in the Babylonian deluge story, considered in connection with the question of the possible Semitic origin of this part of the Gilgamesh epic (cf. my \textit{Light on the Old Testament from Babel}, p. 75), becomes especially interesting.} (cf. my BE, vol. x, p. 8, and vol. xiv, p. viii), who at one time had been regarded as an equivalent to Ellil. \textit{MARTU} and \textit{KUR-GAL} doubtless were one and the same god. It may be, therefore, that \textit{NIN-IB} was originally the chief goddess of the Amorite land, and \textit{MARTU} (or \textit{IB} perhaps) the chief god, and that later, if the theory here proposed is correct, after \textit{NIN-IB} had become masculinized in Babylonia, the deity was considered the god \textit{par excellence} of the Amorite land, i.e., \textit{Bel-Amurrur}. When, therefore, the Babylonian language became the \textit{lingua franca} in the second millennium B.C., the Western Semites, in writing the name of the chief deity, used the ideogram \textit{NIN-IB}; for it is singularly striking that, while many names in the Babylonian contracts are compounded with \textit{MAR-TU} (i.e. \textit{Amurrur}) in the Hammurabi and Cassite periods, and with \textit{KUR-GAL} (also = \textit{Amurrur}) in the late period, and while in the Amarna letters, Dagon, Molech, Addu, Ishtara (Ashirta), \textit{NIN-IB}, and perhaps other deities of Palestine and Syria are represented, there should not be a single name compounded with \textit{Amurrur} in the Amarna tablets.\footnote{Unless perhaps \textit{Ur} = \textit{Avurru} = \textit{Amurrur}, in the name \textit{Uru-milki}.} All these considerations lead to the suggestion that perhaps \textit{NIN-IB} represented in these letters \textit{Amurrur} the chief god of the Amorites, or rather the \textit{Bel-Amurrur}, who may have borne the same name as the land, like the god Ashur of Assyria, cf. \textit{Bel-Harran, Belit-Babili}, etc. That being true, the suggestion that \textit{Bit-NIN-IB} was used in an appellative sense, and corresponded to the term \textit{Beth-El},
"House of God,"" is especially striking. In this connection cf. the interesting title of an individual on his seal: *varad DIN-GIR-DINGIR-MAR-TU*, (Strassmaier, *Warka*, 45, 54, etc.) This, as Professor Jastrow has suggested, appears to be the *minusculis majestatis*, which, in connection with *Amurrnu* (*MAR-TU*), may be intended to represent the chief deity of the Amorites, and is to be compared with נִינִיב as a generic designation for the god of the Hebrews.

This suggests the inquiry, when was this god *En-Mashtu* (NIN-IB) introduced into Babylonia? At the time of the first dynasty of Babylon, the personal names show that the country was filled with foreigners, notably Arabians and Western Semites; cf. Ranke, *Personal Names*. The ruling dynasty at Babylon was surely Arabian, as is indicated by the names of the kings. In the Cassite period these foreign elements have practically disappeared (cf. my BE, vol. xiv, p. 3). In the Achaemenian period, as a result of the Babylonish captivity, the country is again filled with foreigners. The question also arises, do we have any light as to how the Western Semites came to live in Babylonia during the reign of the so-called Hammurabi dynasty? It is very probable that certain cities had been occupied by them for centuries, where they maintained their name and cult, adapted to their new surroundings. It is also not improbable that among the names occurring in the business documents, so many of which have an Arabian or Aramaic aspect, there are those who were transported as captives to Babylonia, or their descendants, as in Assyrian times. Taking into consideration the fact that in the Cassite period the West Semitic element is no longer seen in the proper names, we are led to the conclusion that either "waves of immigration" continued during the two

---

2 Cf. the conclusions at which Professor Barton arrived with reference to *AN-MESH* in the Amarna letters, namely, that it is equivalent to ניניב (cf. Proc. AOS., 1892, p. excvi).
3 Muss-Arnold (*Ass. Dict.,* p. 695) says "the Assyrian scribe substituted the name of the Assyrian deity Ninib for the Cannaanish Jahveh."
4 Cf. also Weber's recent article in OLZ. on *Der Name Hammurabi in einer südarabischen Inschrift*, 1907, p. 146.
5 That this custom was practiced in the third millennium B.C. can be inferred from the fact that the Elamite Chedoriaomer, in Genesis 14:16, not only carried away Lot. but women and people as well.
millenniums prior to the time of the first dynasty; or that the people of the West at certain times were able to conquer Babylonia; or that there were centers, which for centuries the Semites held, and where they developed what we recognize as Semitic Babylonian. Reaching backward into antiquity, we have here and there sporadic survivals of Semitic domination, but our horizon is yet too short to ascertain how the Semitic elements came to be introduced into Babylonia. Akkad seems to have been one of those early centers, as is indicated by the inscriptions and the names of the rulers; for example, Shargâni-shar-âli and Naram-Sin. Cf. especially the name Lipush-Taum, the granddaughter of Naram-Sin. In this connection we recall the fact that the ideogram usually meaning "Akkad" has also the meaning Urta and Amurrâ (cf. Weissbach, Miscellen, p. 29). In other words, the Semites who settled in Babylonia are known as the people of the country "Akkad," the cuneiform ideogram for which land has also the meaning "Armenia," and "Ammorite land," although these countries also had their own names in Sumerian, namely Tilla and Ari. And this fact, as has been held by others, points to those regions as the origin of the Semites.

The names of the kings of the Isin dynasty seem to show Western Semitic influence and the capital was doubtless a stronghold of this people. In the first name, Ish-bi-Ur-ra, Ishbi is probably a West Semitic element; cf. Ja-ash-bi-i-la, Ranke, Personal Names, p. 114. Ishbi could be a Babylonian-

---

1 In my Light on the Old Testament from Babel, p. 288, I should have mentioned also this name as occurring before the time of Moses. Iau here is the exact form in which the divine name Jahweh appears in the Assyrian inscriptions when it is compounded with other elements: cf. ibid, pp. 238 and 241. Until, therefore, we have reasons for explaining the name differently, we must assume that the divine name was known in this early age.

2 Cf. the list published by Hilprecht, BE, vol. xx, pl. 1. The facts gained from this chronological fragment are especially interesting and important, because it is known that the Isin dynasty was overthrown by Rim-Sin, the Elamite ruler of Southern Babylonia, which took place in the 17th year of Sin-muballit, the father of Hammurabi. If this event marks the close of the Isin dynasty, it becomes a simple matter to restore the chronology backwards as far as covered by the list. Reckoning the first year of Hammurabi at 2100 B.C., the beginning of Ur-NIN-IB's reign would be about 2328 B.C., and Ur-Engur's about 2445 B.C.
ized form of this foreign element. The next name Gimil-ilishu
is Babylonian. Idin-Dagan contains the name of the Palestin-
ian god Dagon, which is found a little earlier in the date of the
37th year of Dungi, where a temple dedicated to Dagon is men-
tioned. Ishme-Dagan, his son, follows. It is, of course, not
impossible that Idin and Ishme are Babylonianized forms of
אֵל and אֶנֶּל, well known as elements in West Semitic names.
Ur-NIN-IB follows the Babylonian name Libit-Ishtar, both of
which, however, contain the names of Western Semitic deities.
The first occurrence of the god NIN-IB that I have been able to
find is little earlier. It is in the title of the first year of Dungi:
\textit{MU USII E NIN-IB KI-BA-A-GAR}. “The year the
foundation of the temple NIN-IB was laid” (cf. Thureau-Dan-
gin, Inser. de Sumer et d’Akkad, p. 330). From this it would
be reasonable to conjecture that the deity was well known in
Babylonia even centuries before this time. \textit{Ur} of \textit{Ur-NIN-IB},
which in Babylonian means anêl, may also be West Semitic, cf.
Ur-milki or Milki-uru. After Bur-Sin, his son, there follow
a number of names more or less uncertain as to their reading,
most of which appear to be foreign. Inasmuch as the names of
their ancestors are not given, it has been properly assumed that
most of them were usurpers.

- Beneath the pavement laid by \textit{Ur-NIN-IB} in the Temple
Court of Nippur, Doctor Haynes found hundreds of fragments
of votive vases, statues, etc., which had been dedicated to
Ellil, centuries earlier. This clearly points to a disaster which
befell the temple, and, doubtless, the city. Professor Hilprecht
in BE. vol. i, pt. 2, attributed this to Kudur-Nankhundi (c.
2285 B.C.). In \textit{Explorations in Bible Lands}, p. 380, he con-
sidered that it was done by the Elamites on a “first Elamite
invasion which occurred about two hundred years before the
second one.” This is his present view, with the exception that
he makes the first invasion 125 years earlier than the second.
He also raises the question “whether these two invasions are
only two known phases of that great political movement and
migration of natives, etc.” He considers also that it was at this
time that the buildings in the mounds south of the temple were
destroyed, where on the last campaign Doctor Haynes had found
thousands of clay tablets, mostly fragmentary. As far as I can

\footnote{Cf. BE. vol. xx, pt. i, p. 54.}
ascertain, there is no evidence to show that the ancient enemy of Babylonia, the Elamites, invaded the land in the third millennium B.C., prior to Kudur-Nankhundi. Neither is there evidence that the tablets of the temple school in the mound south of the temple were destroyed prior to Ur-NIN-IB. The circumstance that the vase and statue fragments were found beneath Ur-NIN-IB’s pavement in the temple area, would imply that the disaster took place prior to or in Ur-NIN-IB’s reign. If it should prove to have occurred immediately before, I would suggest the probability of an Amorite invasion at this time, perhaps headed by Ur-NIN-IB, though it is equally probable that it could have taken place some time earlier than Ur-NIN-IB, and we should thus be led back to the beginning of this Semitic dynasty. However this may be, Isin is one of the early Semitic centers; and it becomes, therefore, highly probable that during the reign of this dynasty, the Western Semitic elements, occurring in the nomenclature of the tablets of the first dynasty of Babylon, were brought into Babylonia.

[Since reading this paper at the meeting of the American Oriental Society in Philadelphia, April 5th of this year, the interesting articles of Dr. Ranke and Professor Meissner in OLZ., March, 1907, have reached me. Ranke calls attention to a date on a tablet, which is written in Semitic. It reads shattum sha Li-bi-it-Ishtar A-mu-ru-un it-ru-du-ush, “In the year in which Amurum drove away Libit-Ishtar.” His suggestion that this probably refers to the Amorites, who at the time invaded Babylonia, agrees with the theory set forth above, and may be said to furnish a confirmation of it. Ranke’s rendering of the date, with its important reference to an interference on the part of the Amorites in the affairs of Babylonia, deserves the preference over that of Meissner, who would render the passage as referring probably to Amurum, a city near Sippara. The fact that Libit-Ishtar, neither in this nor in another passage, has the title “king,” is not a sufficient reason for questioning the identification. We would hardly expect to find a date recording the fact that an appointed governor, or any one else but a king, was driven out. If, therefore, Libit-Ishtar is the name of a king, Amurum can only refer to the people, and we have a specified time when the Amorites entered Babylonia.]
An early Babylonian Tablet of Warnings for the King.—By
Stephen Langdon, Ph.D.

This tablet, numbered D.T. 1, was published first in IV Raw. 48, republished in the second edition by Mr. Pinches, and again in CT. 15, pl. 50, by Mr. L. W. King. It has been edited by Alfred Boissier, Recherches sur quelques contrats Babyloniens, pp. 7–20, and previously translated by Prof. Sayce in Records of the Past, vii. 119. By means of the new editions we are now able to re-edit the tablet and to get from it several new philological forms, as well as some interesting information about the early Babylonian state. The tablet itself is a copy made for Ašurbanipal.

For Sumerian philology the tablet yields the following new material. It gives the reading hap for bušānu “shame”, Br. 10174 (line 6). For the context and euphonic ending ni in line 6 render a Semitic šani certain. The ideogram Šu-Ud- Sag occurs in obv. 14, rev. 4, 14. From the gloss manzuz pan šarri, as well as from the context of the three passages, we know that this Sumerian ideogram meant “general of the army.” The Semitic reading is šatamu reššā. The context of line 21 obv. makes the meaning “hunger” certain for Br. 9738. Obverse 36 gives a reading in r for bi = teša.

For Semitic philology we gain considerable new material. Obverse 3 and 8 give the imperfect piel of ṣalā. Obverse 8 tādātu “knowledge.” Obverse 1. 22, an imp. piel Ṣṭūb for utib; l. 34 gives a šal imp. of rašādu, ivšid, a stative verb; l. 36 gives also the original sense of teša as “lead.” On the phrase šamša šakānu = “place before the sun,” see Rev. 3 and note. Rev. 9 gives a new word arma = “earnings.”

The contents of the tablet may be divided as follows:

a) Obv. 1–8, general moral obligations.

b) 9–10, warning against injustice towards the Sipparians.

c) 11–14, warning against injustice towards the Nippurians.

d) 15–18, warning against injustice towards the Babylonians.
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e) 19–30, against putting any one of these people into prison, putting the dupšikkku upon them.

f) 31–34, against taking the fodder of these three peoples for his horses.

g) 35–Rev. 13, against levying any of these people for his army.

h) 14–18, against causing any of the officials to serve the temple overseer as slaves of the gods.

The order of the three privileged cities, Sippar, Nippur and Babylon, does not necessarily indicate the capital as at Sippar, and hence the time as before Hammurabi; for when Nabopolassar built the temple of Ninib he summoned the inhabitants of Nippur, Sippar and Babylon. In each case Babylon is mentioned last, and in Nabopolassar’s time Babylon was the capital. When Nebuchadnezzar built the stage tower of Babylon, he summoned people from the upper to the lower sea.\(^1\) According to this tablet, the above proceeding of Nabopolassar in making the Nippurians, Sipparians and Babylonians work with dupšikkus (baskets carried on the head) was not legal. We can imagine that the inhabitants of these ancient cities either had lost their special rights, or else that the necessity of the times, when Babylonia had just wrested her independence from Assyria, made it necessary for all citizens to work.

To bear the dupšikkku was a sign of forced labor. When the king Nabopolassar himself put on the dupšikkku and worked on the temple, he meant it only as a pious act, probably to encourage his workmen.\(^2\) This tablet makes it clear that the king had no right to force any citizen of these sacred cities to bear the dupšikkku.

What will astonish the student of history more than any other of the warnings is the one against levying soldiers from these three cities. That could have been possible only when Babylonia was an immense empire and had foreign soldiers to draw upon. The only period possible is that of Hammurabi. This is another proof that the sources of the great Ašurbanapal library were Old Babylonian.

---

\(^1\) See Nab. 4, 25 and Neb. 17. 2, 34–3, 24 in the writer’s Building Inscriptions of the Neo-Babylonian Empire.

\(^2\) Nab. 1, 2, 56.
THE TEXT.

Oby. 1. šarru a-na dî-ni la i-kûl nîšê-šu innišî-û mat-su in-nam-mû.
2. a-na di-in mâtî-su la i-kûl īn E-a šar šimâtû
3. šim-tu-šu n-sa-an-ni-ma a-ḫi-ta uš-êš-šu
4. a-na abkallû-šu la i-kûl umê-su ikarrû
5. a-na um-me-a la i-kûl mat-su itdakû-sû
6. a-na giš-ḫap-pi³ i-kûl têmatû išâni³
7. a-na Igî-ut īn E-a i-kûl ildî rabûti
8. ina šûtu-ti u tu-da-at³ mi-ša-ri uš-êš-šû
9. mûr Sippûr i-da-āt-ma a-ḫa-am i-dîn īn uŠamaš daḫan šâmê u ursûtim
10. dî-na a-ḫa-am ina mâtî-šu išakkân-*ma abkallû u daḫanû ana di-nû la ibûšû

¹ Ideogram $\text{â\text{}}$ (with vocal prolongation a). The Sumerian value of Br. 11209 is unknown. The root for ešû=“be in confusion,” is here construed with the verb me=“to be” to form the passive. On this construction for the passive the writer has given an exposition in Syntax du Verbe Sumerien.

² Id. gud-da Br. 10192. For karû, “be short”; cf. Peiser, Bab. Rechtsleben 4, p. 59; AJSIL xxvii, 99, note 2. In mikkû kurû = the gum is dried up, Leipziger sem. Studien II, p. 80, an expression for “fasting.” The Sumerian word for “long” is ĝid; the same root gud = zaḫru [Br. 4708] and ĝa [4704], word for “high.” gud is also the well-known word for “steer.” The fundamental meaning of kurû is probably “cut off,” for which the Sumer. root is rather bar. It seems at present impossible to explain this contradiction. Br. 10162 is a loan-word from the Semitic.

³ Id $\text{â\text{}}$, giš-ḫap-pi, a loan word, already gone over into Semitic before $\text{ê\text{}}$ (332), i.e. before Hammurabi.

⁴ Id. $\text{ê\text{}}$ with phonetic ending mat. This gives a new word for the lexicon, têmûtû fem. abstract of têmu. [Suggested to me by Charles Viroleaud.]

⁵ Id. -nî, beyond doubt=šanû “be changed,” to be added to Br. 9960.

⁶ Tâdûtu, to be added to Del., HW. 306.

⁷ For double acc. of šakânû s. HW. 657 b, and for original sense “lay upon,” KB. VI. 1, 333.
12. išBēl bēl mātati amēlu nakra 交通枢纽-um
13. i-da-kaš šum-ma šabē-šu u-šum-ya-tim
14. rūdē u ša-tam' rēštī-šu ina sūki zi-bul-liš is-ša-nu-um-du
15. kasmu mār Babili iški-e-ma ana makkuri u-še-ri-bu
16. di-šu amēlāti Babili īšma-ma ana ka-li iša-ru
17. išMarduk bēl šamē u iršītim ai-bi-šu eli-šu iša-kak-
kan-ma
18. bušē-šu makkuri-šu a-na amel nakri-šu i-šar-ak
19. mār Nippur Sippar Babili an-na e-me-du
20. a-na bit si-bit-tim šu-ru-bu
22. a-na bit si-bit-tim šu-ru-bu amēlu aha u-šu-ub
23. Sippar Nippur u Babili mithariš nam-bi
24. šabē šu-nu-tim dup-ši-ik-ka e-me-du-am
25. iški ši-si-it amēlu na-gi-ri ēli-šu-nu u-kan-nu
26. išMarduk abkal išēn rubē muš-ta-lum
27. mat-su a-na amēl nakri-šu u-sah-har-ma
28. ummu-ni māti-šu dup-ši-ik-ka ana amēlu nakri-šu
i-za-bi
29. šabē šu-nu-tim išA-nim išBēl u išE-ai-lāni rabāti
30. a-sī-bi šamē u iršītim ina pu-nih-ri-šu-nu šu-ba-ra-
šu-nu u-kin-nu
31. mār Sippar Nippur u Babili
32. im-ra-šu-nu a-na mur-ni-is-ki  īšruki
33. mur-ni-is-ki šu-ut im-ra-šu-nu i-ku-šu
34. i-na si-bit-ti ai-bi ir-ši-du-um.  

1 HW. 600 b katru is from root ṭum "call together" [Jensen], seen in the old Bab. phrase for dying ʾāštu šu-ša šāteru-ši, "when her god calls her," CT. VIII. 4 s, 11, etc.

2 Delitzsch under zululīti, HW., p. 256, cites this passage and translates the ideogram by "Obersten." This citation is to be added to Br. 7871, Šatam, an official whose exact position is not clear. In CT. XXII, No. 1, 32, the king writes to the š. for information about tablets. According to BA. III, 359, "singer." Cf. also šatamūti=office of a š. CT. II. 48, 10.

3 Zululīti, from šulūtu to roll, root to be added to the lexicon.

4 Id. Ki-Kak, Br. 9788=hunger.

5 Rašādu, "zu etwas gelangen," Arabic ḥaraq to lead in a straight path, arrive at a place without fail." The shafel, usarād  "to place," is from the same root. Boissier ir-rūd-du-u.
35. sabū šu-nu-tu i-na di-ku-ti um-man-māti
   šarru-di-ku-u
36. šun Gir-ra ūḫa5 pu-an umma-ni-šu
37. pa-an ummani-šu imāḫa-as-ma it-[ti amēl] nakri-
   šu ittalla-ak
38. ši-in-da-at alpi-šu . . . n-pat-tar-šam-ma
39. ikē-[šu . . . .] u-ša-an-nu-u
40. a-na a-hi a-ni-hi ra? . . . im i-ḫar-ru-ub
41. si-bit-ti šēnē . . . i-sab-ba-tu⁴

Rev.
1. šun Adad aššurād šamē u iršitim
2. nam-maḫ-še-e šēri- šu ina šu-šāḫ-ḫi u-šam-kat-ma
3. nikē šumēti šamša ušaškin⁵
4. um-ma-an u ša-tam rēšū⁶ man-za-as pa-an šarri
5. a-mat-sun u-lam-man da-az-sun i-mah-ḫar
6. ina ki-bit šun-Ea šar abzu
7. um-ma-an u ša-tam rēšū ina? inuḫḫa⁸
8. ša-ar-šu-nu a-na na-me-e ik-ka-am-mar
9. ar-ma kat-sun ša-a-ru i-tab-bal ip-šit-sun za-ki-ki-iš
   im-man-ni
10. rik-si-šu-un n-pat-tar-šam-ma abnu na-ru-a-šu-nu
    u-ša-an-nu-u
11. a-na ḫarrani u-še-īṣ-šu-šu-nu-tim a-na a-di-e i-
    šu-nu-ti

¹ CT. 15 gives ū nu-meṭ; IV R. 48 gives illegible signs from māt to šarru.
² Id. -ra. cf. Br. 5120. This reading is probable in Sumerian for
šērū 5128. The fundamental meaning of šērū, ṣērū etc., is "drive out,
lead away." Cf. Wadi Brissa 3, 52, šētu Barsip-ki ti-ṭi-ḥa-am-ma,
"he marched forth from Borsippa." The ideogram KAS as sgn. of
alūku is assured by the two passages Gudea Cyl. A 1, 15, du-sa im-ma-
KAS and 17, 29, du-zu ba-gin.
³ Cf. Nebuchad. Frdbrief 1, 55.
⁴ This transcription is given with hesitation. If the interpretation be
correct, the phrase šamša šakānu = "place before the sunlight" (i.e.,
cause to be burned upon the ground, so that the sun may bleach) may
be added to the lexicon. Boissier, u-ša-ša-ša from ṣašašu (?) cf. HW.
151 b.
⁵ Cf. obv. 14.
⁶ Id. -bi. Br. 10540 is probably to be read lub. The sign šē
in classical Sumerian had two meanings: dur + durum = ašābu "to
dwell" (intransitive): and "inhabit, install" (transitive), which had a
reading ending in -b. This I take to have been lub, šib. The meaning
here is passive of nāḫu in the piel, which meaning can be rendered only
by the ṣal.
12. "Nabu dup-šar Esgila šušgal kiššat šanū u iršitimm "n-na [ir] gin-ri
13. mu-ad-du-u šarru-tu šim-mat māti-šu u-paš-šar-ma a? ?-u
14. li "umē re'u li amēlu ša-tam ekur li ša-tam reštā šarri
15. ša ina Sippur Nippur, u Babili ana amēli ša-tam
ekur nizzzi-zi
16. dup-šik-ku bitāti ilāni rābatī im-me-du-šu-nu-tim
17. ilāni rābatī i-gu-gu-ma in-ni-is-su-u ad-ma-an-šu-un
18. la ir-ru-ru a-na ki-is-ši-šu-un.

šarru a-na di-nim la i-kāl gamru

ekal Ašurbanapal šar kiššāti šar mat Aššur
ša [Na]bu u [Is] Tašmetum unā rapšātam isrūkuš
iḫuzzi inē namūrtem išik dupšarrāti
ša ina šarrāni ašik maḫri-ja mimma šipru šumatum la
iḫuzu
nimēki Nabu ti-kip sa-an-tak-ki mala bašmu
ina duppe aššur asnik ahremla
ana tamarti ši-ta-as-si-ja kīrib ekali-ja ukin.

**TRANSLATION.**

**Obv.** 1. If the king do not give heed to justice, his people will come into anarchy and his land will go to ruin.
2. If he do not give heed to justice in his land, Ea, the lord of fates,
3. will alter his fate and bring about another (fate) for him. 1
4. If he do not give heed to his abkallu, 2 his days will be cut off.

---

1 The prepositional object of a verb may be either direct object or an ethical dative as here. For the same verb usšīb with šu as direct object see line 8, and for a verb with both objects cf. usṣṭabil-ak-šu, CT. VI. p. 19, b 15. (Translated in Babylonians and Palestine, page 169.)

2 *Abkallu*, literally "the great teacher," means "adviser, etc. In Gudea Cyl. A 22, 17 he is called "the abkallu of mysteries." Other references in the writer's appendix to Thureau-Dangin's *Sumer-Akkad-Königsworden.*
5. If he do not give heed to the priestess, his land will rebel against him.

6. If he give heed to the slanderer, (his) decisions will be changed.

7. If he give heed to the counsel of Ea, the great gods will cause him to dwell in wisdom and knowledge of righteousness.

8. If he oppress the inhabitants of Sippar and render justice to a stranger, then will Shamash, judge of heaven and earth, render judgment to the stranger in his land, and he shall have neither councilor nor judge for judgment.

9. If the Nippurians bring aught to him for judgment and he oppress them by reason of gifts then will Bêl, lord of the lands, summon the hostile stranger against him and will cause him to slaughter his soldiers;

10. the prince and his chief šatamu shall be dragged about the streets.

11. If he seize the money of the Babylonians and bring it into his treasury, if he hear the plea of the Babylonians but be too negligent to give heed, then shall Marduk, lord of heaven and earth, place his enemy over him and bestow his property upon his foe.

12. If he charge with crime any Nippurian, Sipparian or Babylonian and cause him to be put into prison, the city where the criminal charge is brought shall be turned into a desolate place.

13. If he cause (one of these) to be brought into prison and does good unto a stranger,

---

1 For ummu in the sense of "priestess," see Behrens, Leipziger semitische Studien II. 2, p. 9.
2 Bossier reads ši-pîr.
3 Rubû here has the meaning crown prince = mûr šarrî rabû, cf. Leip. Sem. St. II., p. 41.
23. if he assemble the Sipparians, Nippurians and Babylonians,
24. and put the dupšikku (sign of slavery) upon these peoples and
25. establish over them the īlki-service or military service (?)
26. then will Marduk, abkalu of the gods, the prince who gives counsel,
27. turn his land over to his foe,
28. and the people of his land will carry the dupšikku for his foe,
29. for that people will Anu, Bel and Ea, the great gods
30. that dwell in heaven and earth, in their conclave decree their dispersion.
31. As to the inhabitants of Sippar, Nippur and Babylon,
32. if he give their fodder unto horses,
33. the horses that eat their fodder
34. shall go into the possession of (his) foe.
35. If when he summons the militia of his land . . . .
    he summon this people,
36. the pest god, who leads his army,
37. will smite his army and accompany his foe;
38. the yoke of his oxen he will loose,
39. and his fields he will devastate.¹
40. If to a stranger he . . . but make a desert of . . . .
41. and take tribute of cattle . . . .

Rev. 1. then Adad, regent of heaven and earth,
2. will slay the flocks of his farms with hunger,
3. and the lamb offerings of Šamaš will he cause the sun to see;
4. as to the army and the chief šatamu, private official of the king,
5. their affairs will he render evil and bring about their affliction.
6. By the command of Ea, lord of the nether sea,
7. the army and the private official will be undone in ?;
8. their place will be shattered to ruins;

¹ Probably nothing wanting in the break.
9. the work of their hands the wind shall wither away, their industry shall be counted as a breath of air;
10. all of them will he undo, their memorial inscriptions will he change.
11. If he cause them to go forth on an expedition, if contrary to the laws he . . . .? them.
12. Nabu, scribe of Esagila, the šušgal of heaven and earth who regulates all things,
13. the establisher of royalty, will do away with the destiny of his land and . . . . ?
14. Be it a shepherd, be it a šatamu, be it the king's chief šatamu,
15. who are in Sippar, Nippur or Babylon, if he cause these to come before the šatam of the temple,
16. if he put upon them the dupšikkku of the temples of the great gods,
17. the great gods will be angry and leave their habitations,
18. and enter no more into their dwellings.

"If the king do not give heed to justice" is finished.

Palace of Ašurbanapal, king of the universe, king of Assyria,
to whom Neo and Tašmētu have given understanding;
who has received clear eye-sight, a training in the belles lettres;
Since among the kings, my predecessors, none had received this commission;

1 armu from the root דַּלַע “to heap up.”
2 The phrase rīksa pataru in religious texts means “remove the utensils of the ritual service,” Zimmern Rt. p. 94, riksi-šun=all of them. Jensen KB. VI. 1, 347. The phrase may have reference here to the ritual service; in that case the connection is obscure.
3 On adū = law from יָד = Heb. יָד וּלְיָד see also Behrens, Leip. Sem. St, II. 1, p. 35.
4 On sa-gar cf. ZA. 9, 223, and Appendix to Th.-Dangin, aaO., p. 270.
5 Here probably an official.
the wisdom of Nebo, the *tikip santakku (?)* as much as there is,

have I written upon tablets and compiled and redacted, and for the public gaze and my own reading have I put them in my palace.

Additional lexicographical note on "ilku," ob. 25.

According to this line the king had no right to put the *ilku* and *šisit nāgīri* upon the inhabitants of Sippur, Nippur and Babylon. In the *Freibrief* of Nebuchadnezzar I [cf. KB. III, p. 166], a deserving general petitions the king that certain towns in the land of Namar be freed from the *ilku* of Namar. This freedom consisted in the regulation that the *kalû* of the king, the *šakin* of Namar and the *nagîr* should not enter these towns; other regulations about taxes in cattle and horses follow, and that soldiers from Nippur and Babylon must not imprison any one in these towns. Evidently the *ilku* was a state tax due the central government from which Sippur, Babylon and Nippur had been freed at a very early period. The phrase, *ilkan alakû* [cf. Meissner, *Suppl.*] occurs frequently in the Code of Hammurabi in the sense of "render public obligations upon land," cf. Daiches in ZA. 18, 214-216. A house or garden *ina pan ilki=under obligation of the ilku tax*, Code 10, 54. In the Code land is often spoken of as being given to an *ilku-uš* officer or soldier under condition that he pay the *ilku*; in 31, 91 a priestess must pay the *ilku*. Whether *ilku* be the Semitic translation for the well-known *ğiš-bar* tax cannot be answered with certainty. For other references or discussions of *ilku* cf. Ham. Let. 26. 10. 16; BA. IV. 456; ZA. 18, 206; Ham. Code par. 40; Johns, ADD. II, 174. *Šisit ʾamnāgīri* summons to military service, so Johns in translation of Code 8, 44 and Babylonian and Assyrian Laws, etc., p. 202. According to the code a male or female slave who has run away from the palace or from a *muškēnu* (poor man) must not be retained so as to fail in doing the *šisit nāgīri* service. If a female slave were required to do this service the same could hardly have been military. The *nāgīru* of Babylon is mentioned among three *elders* (*šēbu*) before whom a process was brought, CT. VIII, 40 A 2.
Road Notes from Cilicia and North Syria.—By Mr. J. Renwick Metheney, the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

Returning to Asia Minor in January 1905, after an absence of several years, I spent twenty-two months in travel through little known parts of Cilicia and North Syria, taking note of antiquities and making some copies of inscriptions. Of ten months in Cilicia, two were spent in Guzney. In North Syria over six months were given to Marash and the country around it, to Aintab and its vicinity a month, and to Alexandretta a month. The greater part of July 1906 was given to a ride through Mesopotamia. From the above-named places as centers, short trips were made in many directions, and several new routes were traversed. Through the kindness of the missionaries, and other friends in the above-named places, I was enabled to do much that otherwise could not have been done, and I acknowledge my indebtedness with thanks.

Mersina, the principal seaport of southeast Asia Minor, is built on the site of an older town. Hakmoun (Soli) is two hours west of Mersina, and Karadawar is an hour east of it. From Karadawar to Hakmoun, at frequent intervals along the seashore, are extensive ruins which are partly buried in sand, and do not seem to have attracted much notice.

Until maps can be made from actual surveys, those of Dr. Kiepert will remain the standard for travelers. In many instances we find places not mapped, and others so misnamed, or misplaced, or both, that the traveler has nothing on which to rely. Whole districts remain unvisited and uncharted up to the present time. In slightly traveled parts of the country the natives are suspicious of foreigners, and consequently give information which often proves false or misleading. Several names of places in the country north of Mersina are incorrectly given by Dr. Kiepert. I give the right names and then (in

[1 The writer was born in Syria, where his parents and grandparents were missionaries. He has lived more than sixteen years in Cilicia, spending his winters in Mersina and his summers in Guzney.—Ed.]
parenthesis) the wrong names, as follows:—Kristian Koi (Giaour Koi), Yeni Koi (Mantash), Bulukli (Balukli), Arabler (Arabli), Ichme (Ichme). When it is considered that "Ichme" means "Work not," and "Ichme" means "Drink not," the thing becomes clear. The springs at Ichme are both hot and sulphurous, hence the correct name Ichme. The map submitted with this article was made by the writer, who claims for it only that it is less incorrect than any other map of this region.

Though the history of Namrūn previous to the 11th century A. D. is obscure, there is no reason for doubting its antiquity. North of Namrūn, near the Inje Boyunu, some extensive ruins are reported.

On the road from Mersina to Guzney are the following antiquities: North of Kristian Koi, to the left of the road, is a cemetery. Northwest of Arabler, in the valley below the road, is a chapel and monastery, and north of it are two rock-cut tombs in the side of a ridge. A fortified cave may be seen in the west side of the Mersina River gorge. Half way between Arabler and Doluk Dar is an ancient wall by the road-side, and near it Dr. von Luschian mentions part of a Hittite inscription. An hour from Arabler, on the upper road to Doluk Dar, are some very old ruins, found by my father over twenty years ago. Half way between Doluk Dar and Guzney are a Roman cemetery and pavement. On the Eachma road from Mersina to Guzney is a Roman bath at the Ichme hot springs.

Lower Guzney is half way up the valley on the west side. Precipitous mountains form the west and east walls to the valley, and from their bases the ground slopes to a little stream which falls over a precipice into the Karenlik valley. Guzney castle stands on a bold promontory on the east side of the valley. In 1895 I first heard of an inscription said to be below the castle. It was finally located for me by a mountaineer in April, 1905, being found on a rock near the west side of the Sheik Bagh road. In the east face of this rock is a panel which contains an Aramaic inscription of five lines, the initial letter being about two inches in height. The first copy which I made was sent to Prof. Lamberton of the University of Pennsylvania, but unfortunately it was not satisfactory. In the
spring of 1906 Dr. Badeer, of Mersina, helped me to take a wax impression of the inscription, from which I made better copies. Prof. J. A. Montgomery has been occupied in making a translation of this inscription from copy given him by Dr. M. Jastrow, Jr., of the University of Pennsylvania.

The shortest natural route to the Bulgar dagh region passes through the Guzney valley. This region would seem to merit a thorough search for antiquities, as it is little known outside of the main routes of travel.

Zenjirli (Shamal) is five days east of Mersina. In the Amanus mountains, westward, is a place called Yarpuz. Two hours east of Zenjirli are the village and mound of Albustan. Four days north of Albustan and Yarpuz are two places bearing the same names, and relatively the same positions. It is not improbable that the people of Shamal originally came from the vicinity of the two northern places, one of which was undoubtedly Hittite. About three hours south of Zenjirli is a lake heretofore not mapped. It is in the foothills of the Amanus, and can be seen only from the mountains above it.

In company with the late Mr. C. S. Sanders, of Aintab, I visited several places of interest in North Syria and Mesopotamia. Two hours north of Aintab is the village of Doluk-baba (Doliche), and near it is a large mound, the probable site of the old town. West of this village is a low hill in which are many rock-cut tombs, the majority of which seem to be Greek and Roman. The largest cave in the cemetery evidently was the crypt of a Syriac church. The tombs are commonly decorated with sculptured ornaments, and in a few of them are rude bas-reliefs of the former occupants. The doorway in most of the tombs was closed by a stone disc, which had a slot cut for it in one side of the entrance. Near the village mosque lies a Corinthian capital, and other fragments are scattered over the ground, in the vicinity of Doluk-baba.

Eight hours south of Aintab is Killis. The horse road to it runs near a Roman road, which can be traced part way from Alexandretta to a point three hours west of Elif.

The road from Killis to Huro-Peghamber (Cyrrhus)\(^1\) crosses the Afrin river by a Roman bridge of one arch, and the Sabun

---

\(^1\) Smith, *Dict. of Gr. and Rom. Geog.*, p. 787.
river by a splendid bridge of six arches, also Roman. The ruins of Cyrrhus are a few minutes west of the Subun river, which with one of its tributaries strengthened the defences of the town on the north and east. On the south a double wall extended from the river to the castle, which stands on a low hill and dominated the town on the west. The castle was repaired by Justinian, and in it the entire tenth legion had its quarters. Within the town walls are the ruins of several large structures. The theatre was built into the east side of the castle hill. From it a colonnade ran northward, ending near the ruins of a large building, north of which is a temple-close built of basalt. Two churches stood at the northeast of the temple-close. An aqueduct ran into the town from the north. Outside of the town, near the river, were the baths, and south of the castle is a nearly perfect tower, hexagonal in plan and having two stories. Except for the doorway to the north, the ground floor has blank walls. An inner stairway leads to the second stage. On the angles of the second stage are piers, with arches between them, which support a strong moulding. The roof resembles a truncated hexagonal pyramid, and is crowned by a sheaf. The tower now serves as the shrine of Huro Peghamber, a Moslem saint, after whom the place is named. Adjoining the tower is a courtyard, built for Moslem pilgrims, in the east wall of which is a Greek inscription. It is not improbable that this tower was the shrine of Athena Cyrrhestica. Andronicus of Cyrrhus built the Tower of the Winds, at Athens. Theodoret, Bishop of Cyrrhus, says in a letter that he built two bridges, colonnades, an aqueduct, and baths for the town.

Fifteen hours east of Aintab is Birijik, on the east side of the Euphrates. In a lower gallery of the castle is a rude bas-relief representing two men who hold a triple crescent between them. An inscription, now destroyed, formerly occupied a panel beneath the relief, which seems to be Sassanian. Near the top of the castle I found a Greek inscription. In the town are some broken mosaics, representing three of the labors of Hercules, which were brought here from the village of Balkis,

1 Smith's Dictionary, ibid.
two hours northwest of Birijik. The hill of Balkis is surrounded by ruins. A coin of Zeugma from this place shows a high hill crowned by a shrine, within which is a statue. This representation is correct, for the actual hill remains, and a cella in its summit marks the probable site of the shrine. The statue also remains, though not in situ, its base being near the cella, while its head and armless body are far below on the hillside. This statue represented Athena. South of the hill are several rock-cut tombs, and west of the hill is a gorge, in which

Outline of the Tchoban Teppe relief, and sketch-map of the region.

are several more, one of which has the bas-relief portraits, and the names, in Greek, of its former occupants.

There is reason to believe that Zeugma stood at Balkis, and not where it is commonly mapped; first, because the ferry is more practicable; and second, because of the extent of the ruins. A peculiar pier, to which a bridge of boats might have been fastened, is to be seen here.

Djibin is seven hours north of Balkis and three hours east of the Euphrates. The road from the east to Rûm-kale terminates at the village of Beli-sar (wrongly spelled Belasir), which
is connected with Rûm-kale by a ferry. Mr. Sanders noted
that Beli-sar may be on the site of an older town, named after
Belisarius, in memory of his campaign against the Persians,
about 543 A. D.

Four hours north of Roum-kale is the village of Elif, where
is a Roman monument or shrine. It is square in plan, and has
two stages, the lower of which is a cella with a doorway to the
east. A side elevation of the structure shows the second stage
built on the wall of the second stage. In it is an arch sup-
ported by two small pilasters, each of which has a larger
pilaster flanking it. Three mouldings ornament the building.
The first is near the ground, and the second marks the floor
level of the second stage. Beneath it is a frieze of fifty-one
human heads, and in some of its interspaces are objects, appa-
rently symbolic. The third moulding crowns the wall of the
second stage. Beneath it, on the north wall, are two square
panels, in each of which is a head of Medusa. Though the
roof of this building is almost destroyed, we are able to form
some idea of its appearance from a coin of Komмагены, which
bears on its obverse a representation of the monument at Elif,
with "Elif" written in Greek below it.

A Roman road, which probably joined the Germanicia-Samo-
sata road, passes immediately north of the Elif monument. A
Roman road from Doliche perhaps crossed this road and con-
tinued to Otacusum (Behesne). One hour west of Elif, by the
first mentioned road, is the village of Hassan Oghlu, where
is a second monument. This resembles that of Elif in plan but
differs in style, being Roman Corinthian. The door to the
cella opens to the south, and on the wall near it are the Greek
characters "AYTOK." Above the first stage only the north
arch is left. Near this monument are said to be several sar-
cophagi in a vault.

Northeast of Elif is a small monument near the village of
Hissar. It differs from the first two in that the openings of
the second stage are rectangular. It also has less ornament.
The high roof is like a truncated square pyramid, concave in
outline, and topped by a sheaf. This building is nearly per-

---

1 For reference consult Kiepert, Karte von Kleinasien, D. IV Adana,
and D. V Haleb; also Ramsay, Historical Geog. of Asia Minor, vol. iv,
p. 287.
fect, as only one stone is lacking. The unit of measurement in these three buildings is the diameter of the large pilaster. In the vicinity are ruins of churches and monasteries, similar to those across the Euphrates north of Djjibin. These remains perhaps mark the site of an unidentified town.

Four hours south of Behesne are the two villages of Suyntlu, and between them is a ruined monastery. The chapel and apse are fairly well preserved, the apse being seven-sided in plan and vaulted in seven planes, four of which have each a small arched window. The central plane has two windows, one above the other.

In the apse are two inscriptions, one in Syriac on the right wall, and the other in Greek on the left wall; they read eastward, and meet on the left jamb of the upper window. Above this window is a stone inscribed in Syriac. At each end of this stone is a vertical line of lettering, and between them is a circular line of lettering enclosing a cross. Near the chapel are two rock-cut tombs, in one of which is a Ganymede on the ceiling.

Marash stands in a wide, deep cut of Akher Dagh, and extends downward to the plain. In the castle is a Hittite stele, and in the town are two other Hittite stones. The outskirts of the city, to the east and south, seem to have been sites of former towns. The Marash plain is T-shaped, and its stem extends south toward Giaour gul (or infidel lake), west of which is a smaller lake not hitherto mapped. In rainy weather the two lakes join. In this plain are about twelve mounds, one of the largest lying near the Fundejak road. Southeast of Marash is the upper Bazarjik plain. In it are about nine mounds, the largest of which (known as Eski Khan) seems to be especially worthy of investigation.

In June of 1906 I left Marash to look for the reliefs' designated on Dr. Kiepert's map as west of Tchoban Teppe. I tried to follow Dr. Puchstein's route, but concluded that either he followed it in exceptionally dry weather, or that his route was elsewhere, as an impassable swamp extends south from Altyk Kopru for four hours.

* No reliefs could be found in this place, though I spent four hours in a careful examination of it.
The only road going south from Marash to the lower Bazarjik plain runs past Karatash tepessi, and thence skirts the east side of the plain to the Koyumji ford of the Ak Su, whence one enters the lower Bazarjik plain. Owing to the dangerous bogs, travelers should not try to cross this plain without a guide.

In the lower Bazarjik plain are several mounds, the two largest of which are those at Fan-fas village and at Kara Huyuk village south of Fan-fas. Southeast of Fan-fas is a low mound surrounded by swamp. East of this mound, at the foot of Tchoban Teppe, near the mill, is a relief on a black stone about forty-six inches long by twenty-two inches broad, and about twelve inches thick. The stone lies face upward and has a semi-circular top; its lower right-hand corner, including part of the left foot of the figure, is lacking. The right side of the figure is turned up to the spectator, and represents a king (or god?) who is about to slay a lamb which he holds in his left hand. In his right hand is a sword. A scabbard on his left side hangs from a belt which girds the waist. He is clad in a long, plain robe. The right shoe has the toe turned up. Another relief somewhat similar is reported to be in the neighborhood.

The placing of the mounds in these plains of Marash and Bazarjik seems to have been carefully considered, as all natural routes into them are guarded by mounds. In some cases one or more mounds stand at the foot of a pass. For instance, take Marash itself, where are two mounds and a castle, and the mound at Tekerek, which guarded the roads to the north of the Marash plain. In the plains proper, the sites which seem to be most important are wholly or in part surrounded by artificial swamps, as can be clearly seen at Eski-Khan and Fan-fas.

I wish to thank Dr. von Luschian of Berlin, and Pastor E. Lohman of Freienwalde a-Oder, who have kindly translated several inscriptions which I found, and which I expect to publish later.
Report on an Aramaic Boundary Inscription in Cilicia.—By James A. Montgomery, Ph.D., Professor in the Philadelphia Divinity School.

The inscription here communicated was found by Mr. J. Renwick Metheny in Cilicia, at Guzné, a place lying somewhat to the east of the point where it is marked upon Kiepert's large road map, being situated about midway between Mersina, the chief port of Cilicia, and the inland town of Nemrun (the Armenian Lampron), at the distance of about ten miles, as the crow flies, from either place. Mr. Metheny and his colleague Dr. S. Badeer, to whom great credit is due for their patient care, made several copies of the inscription and also took wax rubbings. These impressions, where legible, give authentic copies of the characters, and are of first value; but in several cases the copies have noted characters in whole or part which do not appear in the rubbings, the latter having suffered in transportation. Accordingly I give in the accompanying plates, first a reproduction of the wax impressions, and second a replica of the best of the copies.¹ As some critical points of the inscription still defy interpretation, I herewith submit as brief a report as possible, with the hope that some early expedition will be able to fill out the lacunae in our copies.

The inscription is carved, with sunken letters, in the smoothed surface of the natural rock, on the side of the road. The characters, which are from two to three inches in height, resemble

¹ Mr. Metheny placed the inscription in the hands of Dr. Jastrow, who most generously committed it to the present writer for decipherment. An earlier and most imperfect copy was forwarded to Prof. Clermont-Ganneau, who made a painstaking attempt at decipherment; but the copy was too poor to allow him to identify more than two or three words. The wax rubbings have been presented to the Museum of the University of Pennsylvania, where a cast of them has been made. To Dr. Torrey I am much indebted for his criticisms of my first essays at interpretation, based upon the faulty copies, and he first discovered the key of the last line.
THE GUENET INSCRIPTION.
PHOTOGRAPH OF CAST MADE FROM WAX IMPRESSION.
most closely those of the Cilician Chase Inscription (Lidzbarski, Plate XXVI, No. 3), and of the Lycian inscription (CIS. II. 109). The letters are very uneven in size, and there is no word-spacing. The rubbings being in small sections, have not allowed me to space exactly in my copy.

The first line is legible, with uncertainty only in the case of the last word. I read, לועה הנה ההנה רכל: "Up to here the boundary of RNL." הנה is found in the Chase Inscription. The last word is a place-name, to be read RNL, or DNL; the former I believe to be preferable, and I am inclined to identify it with Lampron-Nemrun. The stone gives us then a boundary inscription, of the same category as Clermont-Ganneau’s Gezer inscriptions.¹

In line 2, I read as the first three words: יהוה oתח "Whosoever thou art who." A similar phrase is found twice in the Nerab inscriptions (A, 5: B, 8).² As in those inscriptions, we expect this indefinite relative to refer to a possible mutilator of the inscription. The first letter following this group of words looks like a ה, and would then introduce the second person imperfect, as in the Nerab inscriptions. What the verb is, is at present undecipherable. I take it that at the end of the line and the beginning of the next comes the verb of the apodosis, the subject following. The ה, the fourth letter of the third line, would represent the object of this verb or of the preposition ל (the third person replacing the second, as in the Nerab inscriptions). We may then conjecture that the reading was somewhat of this nature: "Whoever thou art who wilt mutilate, him destroy the god." At all events the divine name appears in the middle of the third line, as כה יתנ, i.e., the Celestial Baal, so well known in the Phoenician and Palmyrene inscriptions. (The last two letters of בכיל have evidently run into each other with the wearing of the stone.)

For the first word in the fourth line, אבר can be read with fair certainty; this gives then an epithet of the deity.³ For

¹ Chwolson, Corpus inscriptionum Hebrewcarum, No. 2.
² Compare the Assyrian, mannu atta sarru, Behistun, 105 (German, wer du bist immer König sein wirst).
³ The same epithet appears for the Sun in de Vogüé, Syrie Centrale: Inscriptions sémitiques. Palmyra, No. 135.
the rest of the line we can surely read from the rubbing, שִׁירָת שמי, i.e., moon and sun, in the same order as in the Nerab inscription A, 9. For the present I pass over this most interesting theological reference, and the close association of those astral deities with the Celestial Baal.

For the fifth line, both copy and rubbing agree in giving an intelligible text: יִהְיֶהוּ וְיַהֲדֵת יְהוָה: “and his seed.” This gives the conclusion of the curse, which is to extend to the offender’s offspring; compare the Nerab inscriptions, where also is found the idiom פֶּלֶג וְיַהֲדֵת.

I conclude with the transliteration and translation of the text.

**Transliteration.**

1. נֵעֲרֵה תַּהֲנוֹת רַל
2. וּמַהְיֶהוּ יָדֵד הֵן
3. פֶּלֶג בַעֲלָה שְׁמִי
4. רָבָא יָהֲדֵת יַהֲדֵת
5. ולֵאֲרָעָה יִהְיֶה

**Translation.**

1. Up to here the boundary of RNL.
2. And whoever thou art who wilt [destroy, overwhelm] him Be‘el-Šamēn,
3. the great, Moon and Sun,
4. and his seed.

![Fig. 1. From the Wax Impression.](image-url)
Fig. 2. From Mr. Metheny's copy.
A Hymn to Nergal.—By J. Dynelley Prince, Professor in Columbia University, New York.

The god Nergal, in whose praise the following hymn (British Museum Texts, vol. xv, pl. 14) was composed, had his residence at Cutha, according to numerous passages in the cuneiform literature and also to II. K. xvii, 24–36. The ancient king of Uruk = Erech (modern Warka), Singâmil (ca. 2750 B.C.) 1 was also a devoted adherent of the Nergal-cult, and made various improvements and additions to the temple of this god at Cutha, as well as fostering his worship at Uruk itself (see Jastrow, Religion of Babylonia and Assyria, p. 66, and, especially, Thureau-Dangin, Inscriptions de Sumer et d’Akkad 1905, p. 316).

The present all-Sumerian hymn, whose translation, so far as I know, has not been attempted before, describes Nergal as being ‘lord of the decree of Uruk,’ obv. 9, which means merely ‘the tutelary deity of Uruk.’ In fact, the poem especially states that Nergal has set a protecting net about his city (obv. 10, 11, gloss), which plainly indicates the city of Uruk, and not, in this case, the more usually mentioned shrine of Cutha. For this reason, it may, I think, be supposed that this hymn dates from the period of the Uruk dynasty, perhaps from the time of Singâmil himself (note on this epoch, Hilprecht, Mathematical, Metrological and Chronological Tablets, p. 316). Our hymn, then, is peculiarly important from an historical point of view, as being a survival of a Nergal-cult which was in all probability not indigenous.

The reason for the exploitation of Nergal at Uruk probably lies in the fact that the god Lugal-bandâ, alluded to by Singâsid, a predecessor of Singâmil’s in the Uruk dynasty, appeared as a local deity of Uruk, and this Lugal-bandâ had certain characteristics which suggested those of the better known

---

1 See, however, Hilprecht, Mathematical, Metrological and Chronological Tablets, p. 316.
Nergal of Cutha (see Jastrow, *op. cit.* p. 95). Here it should be noted that Lugal-banda (*banda* = TUR-DA) means 'powerful (*banda*) king' (*hegal*). On *banda* see below, Commentary on line 30. The name Nergal undoubtedly also meant 'great (*gal*) lord' (*ner-nir = bélu* 'lord,' Prince, *Materials for a Sumerian Lexicon*, 1 262; perhaps cognate with *unu = ruba* 'prince,' *op. cit.* 263). Such a possibly accidental coincidence in meaning between these names and perhaps also certain as yet unknown peculiarities of Lugal-banda, the god local to Uruk, may have given rise to the merging of the Lugal-banda-cult with the Nergal-cult in Uruk.

The writing of the name Nergal in the form *Ner-unu-gal* (see line 38 below) means 'lord of the lower world'; literally: 'great place' (*unu*), and may have been a later amplification of the shorter form *Ner-gal*. To this god and his consort Aššur was assigned the dominion over the lower world which was called 'the great place,' owing to its enormous extent, necessary to contain the souls of all dead human beings.

This hymn is particularly interesting also from the fact that the fiery nature of Nergal (Jastrow, p. 67: Nergal is called 'glowing flame') is especially emphasized (note lines 35–37). Nergal's destructive tendencies are also well described in the reverse, where he is the overwhelming fire and not the fructifying warmth of the sun. Here it should be noted that Dr. Williams Hayes Ward has identified Nergal with a god who appears on the cylinders as surrounded by fire, holding an enemy by the beard, and pushing him against a mountain. It is interesting to observe that Dr. Ward believes in an Elamitic origin for Nergal.

The difference in character between this hymn and those published and discussed by Dr. Josef Böllenerächer (*Gebete und Hymnen an Nergal*, 1904) is distinctly worthy of notice. The text of the present document is not in good condition and presents many difficulties, a solution of some of which, it is hoped, has herein been suggested with at least approximate correctness.

---

1 Indicated throughout this paper by P.
PLATE 14. NO. 23741.

Obverse.

1. ... šu-lig(KAL) ta-me-(a) the mighty one, what is he?

2. ... šu-lig(KAL) ta-me-(a) the mighty one, what is he?

3. ... gal šā(Ū) mulu šu-lig(m)-ma the ancient one, he who is mighty.

4. ... great šā(Ū) mulu šu-lig(m)-ma the ancient one, he who is mighty.

5. ... ra šā(Ū) mulu šu-lig(m)-ma the ancient one, he who is mighty.

6. ... ra šā(Ū) mulu šu-lig(m)-ma the ancient one, he who is mighty.

7. ... ra šā(Ū) mulu šu-lig(m)-ma the ancient one, he who is mighty.

8. ... ra šā(Ū) mulu šu-lig(m)-ma the ancient one, he who is mighty.

9. en sal-dug(KA)-ku (Uruk)-ki-ga šā(Ū) mulu šu-lig(m)-ma Lord of the decree of Erech; the ancient one, he who is mighty.

10. šu-lig(m) iši-bar-ra sa ga-ak(AK) The mighty one, the dust divider; the net he fashioneth;

11. tup(KU)-pa im-ma ṭāb(KU)-ba-er-na kī- sa ne-ku-ku As a double garment (a garment for his, etc.) the net he setteth.

12. te-(ba)-ru-ub-ga-en te-ba-zi-gi-en What is like unto thee? What is like unto thee?

13. u-mu-un-mu su-zi ki e-ne ne-gurr(u?) O my lord of glory! He is the one who overthreweth.

14. i-de zi-da-zu ib-ni ba-an-gid(BU) As for thy right eye, its wrath is long enduring.

15. lig(KAL) tuk šū-gid(BU)-zu šēš-e ba-an-si Thou who art mighty, thy penetrating host is fraught with evil.

16. ur-sig(MU) šu-lig(KAL) nu-zu-ra mu-un-na-an-gi-gi Hero, mighty one; against him who knoweth him not he turneth.
17. e-gal-la šu-dim(PAP-PAP) mu-zu-ra mu-un-na-gi-gi
   The mighty structure; against him who knoweth not he
   turneth.
18. kuš ešemēn (KI-NE-DI) mu-zu-ra mu-un-na-an-gi-gi
   With exultant judgment, against him who knoweth him not
   he turneth.
19. me-e te-lā(LAL)-bi i-de-mu mu-un-kul gu(KA)-mu mu-
   un-kul
   The utterance of that galläh cutteth my eye; cutteth my
   mouth.
20. zay-si-mu te-lā(LAL) -zul țu-e te-ba ėdur(KU)-ru-ne-eš
   My full (powered) chief! That evil galläh's going what
   things can abide?
21. . . . ța-na-ka sar-mu-un-na-ra
   . . . . of his house goeth forth.
22. . . . -ta udu-ši-a-ni sar-mu-un-na-ra
   From . . . his setting goeth forth.
23. . . . ał . . . nag-a-ni sar-mu-un-na-ra
   . . . . of his drinking (?) goeth forth.
24. . . . a-(na) zid(KU)-da ga-ra-ba-ku
   . . . . what with thee can abide?

Reverse.

25. . . . gi-ra-na zid(KU)-? ga-ra-da-ku
   with thee (?) can abide?
26. Kankal(KI-KAL) li-bi-ir ri ak(AK) a-na zid(KU)-da ga-
   ra-da-ku
   The fruitful earth, the ruler maketh destruction of it; what
   with thee can abide?
27. ki li-bi-ir ri-ăr-ku ak(AK) a-na zid(KU) ? ga-ra-da-ku
   The land the ruler curseth with a mighty gripping blast;
   what with thee can abide?
28. kankal (KI-KAL?) ne-ra ukib-bi ?'a-na zid(KU)-da ga-ra-
   da-ku
   Fruitful earth . . . power of vegetation . . . What with
   thee can abide?
29. liq-liq di mu-ub-ra(DU) a mu-î mu-ga-a-an-sar
   Truly mighty with judgment he goeth; a father (?) who
   goeth forth.
30. *lig en bandu* (TUR-DA) *gur-ru-na-ta te me-e gu* (KA)-di
The mighty one, the strong lord, when he overthreweth,
what is it that he saith?
31. *er(A-ŠI)-ra nam-ba-da-ku *xu-bil* (NE) *er(A-ŠI)-da ku-
ma-da*
For weeping he is clothed; with evil fire for weeping he is
clothed.
32. *er(A-ŠI)-da a-nir-da ku-ma-da er(A-ŠI)-da ku-ma-da*
For weeping, for lamentation he is clothed; for weeping he
is clothed.
33. *ša(LIBBU) nu šá(U)-li-ne ku-ma-da er(A-ŠI)-da ku-ma-da*
The heart of the man (god) is clothed with a gathering of
fire; for weeping he is clothed.
34. *maš nu za(NT)-la gi(= zi ?)-da ku-ma-da er(A-ŠI)-da ku-
ma-da*
The leader who shineth; with justice he is clothed; for weep-
ing he is clothed.
35. *giš-a-am dimmer-giš bil-ga dub ku-ma-da er(A-ŠI)-da ku-
ma-da*
Verily he is mighty; a strong god, with a fiery surrounding
he is enveloped; for weeping he is clothed.
36. *a-lig (KAL) ku-zu nu-uš ne-in-tuk maš zu-ni-eš mi-in-mal*
(IK)
Powerful one who verily is a prince of wisdom; leader who
has wrought wisely.
37. *giš-a-am dimmer-giš bil-ga dub ku-zu nu-uš ne-in-tuk maš-
zu-ni-eš mi-in-mal* (IK).
Verily he is mighty; a strong god, surrounded by fire; a
prince of wisdom; leader who hath wrought wisely.
38. **XXXVII, er(A-ŠI)-ši(m)-ma dimmer Ner- (unu-)
gal.**
thirty-seven (lines). Penitential hymn to the god Nergal.

**COMMENTARY.**

**Obverse.**

1. *Šu-lig* can only mean ‘mighty;’ *šu* = ‘hand, power,
Br., 7069; *lig(KAL) = dannu* ‘powerful,’ Br. 6194. On the
value *lig = KAL,* see P. 223–4. Note Br. 7188: ŠU-KAL,
with val. *šugbru = abaru* ‘be powerful.’ It is possible,
however, that ŠU-KAL was also sometimes read šu-kal, because the combination seems to appear in papsukal ‘powerful protector.’ See Prince, JBL xxiii. 74, note 5. The value of KAL in the present inscription is probably lig (see below on line 3).

Tu =u-ša ‘what is (he)?’ Tu = minu ‘what?’, IV. 30, 12a; 15a. Note also tu-tu-an = tu-ša-m, Muss-Arnolt, 556a. The interrogative element tu is probably connected with te in te-bu (see below on line 12).

Me-ša = bašša ‘to be,’ Br. 10549 and note on rev. 30. This is ES. for EK. me-en = bašša, P. Introd. ii. § 4, 71.

3. Šu (ū) = labur ‘ancient,’ Br. 9465. I read ES. mulu ‘who’ for the man-sign, Br. 6398 (see Br. 1340; mulu = relative pron. ša). Note P. 244, s.v. mulu.

In šu-lig(m)-ma, the final consonant of lig(m) was clearly a nasal, as indicated by the corroborative suffix -ma. This seems to fix the reading lim, perhaps liŋg, for KAL. Note above on line 1.

9. After en the signs seem clearly to be sal-duy(KA)-ku = sal-duy-gu, which I regard as a variant of Br. 10921; sal-duy(KA)-ga = kunna ‘duly appoint’; taknitu ‘duly appointed spouse’; cf. Prince, JAOS. xxiv. 111. Sal is the abstract prefix, because, as the feminine sign, it indicates a thing in general; note the Vergilian line varium et mutabile semper femina. On the abstract use of sal, see Br. 10953: sal-sa = damqatu ‘favor’; 10958: sal-xul = limuttu ‘evil.’ In sal-duy (KA)-gu(KU), we have the abstract sal-duy (KA) ‘speak, word,’ P. 89, and gu (KU), which may also mean ‘word,’ as the sound gu = KA. Sal-duy-gu, then, means ‘utterance, decree.’

(Uruk)-ki-ga = ‘of Erech.’ The remains of the Uruk-sign, for which see Amiaud, 51, are quite clear here. See above Introduction on Nergal’s connection with Uruk-Erech.

10. Išš (IŠ)-bar-ra can only mean ‘dust-divider’ or ‘scatterer.’ Cf. šišš = IŠ = épuru ‘dust,’ Br. 5083. Bar, whose primary meaning is ‘divide, penetrate’ (P. 53–4) = parāsu ‘separate,’ Br. 1786.

Ša = šetu ‘net,’ Br. 3083 (‘something twined together,’ P. 278). Ga in ga-ak is the prefix, but not necessarily with precative force; Br. 278: ga-ba-an-ru-ru (KAK-KAK) = iqgar;
1697: ga-ti-li-ne-en = aballu. See also P. xxvii on optative ga-
Ak = AK is the usual word for epēšu ‘do, make,’ Br. 2778.
11. Tup(KU)-pa is explained by the gloss as being equiva-
alent to tub(KU)-ba. The writing is KU-pa; gloss KU-ba.
Note ku-ba, Br. 10567 = natsašu ‘garment’; 10568: lūnšu
‘clothing.’ On the value tub = KU = lūnšu, cubatu, nul-
bašu, see Br. 10512 and P. 334, s.v. tub. The ‘double (mi)
garment’ means ‘an all-enveloping garment,’ explained by the
gloss as being ‘for his city’ = eri-na. The following ki-
means most probably ‘etc.,’ indicating that the gloss-reading is
to be followed by the words of the text; sa ne-ku-ku. The
same use of ki occurs in Nimrod epic, xi. 143–145.

It is quite clear that the qualifying signs to ku-pa are im-na.
This is im, Br. 4816. Note Br. 4821, this im = šanu ‘double.’

I regard ku-ku in ne-ku-ku as being equivalent to ku-ku =
caldu ‘set,’ Br. 10645, or perhaps better to ku = nadā ‘set,’
Br. 10542, which could very well be used of setting a net, in
this instance for the protection of the god’s city.
12. Te-ba (ba not clear, but evident) I must regard as mean-
ing ‘what?’ Note te = minu ‘what?,’ Br. 7697, clearly cogni-
tive with ta = minu ‘what ’ (see above on lines 1–2). The ele-
ment -rub- is most puzzling. In view of the second half of this
line: te-ba-zi-gi-en ‘who is like unto thee?’ (zi = za-e ‘thee’ +
gēn = gim, postposition ‘like’), I must consider -rub- to be a
variant of the more ordinary infix of the 2 p. -rub- (rhotacism
for zab, P. xxxii). Te-ba also occurs, obv. 20 below. Ga-en,
then, is probably like gi-en = gēn, a variant of the postposition
gim ‘like unto.’ For tebasigēn, cf. vol. xv, pl. 15, obv. 21:
a-ba-zi-gi-en te-ba ‘who like thee can attack?’, where te-ba =
te-gā(MAL) = tišu ‘attack,’ Br. 7726.
13. Su-zi = šalummatu ‘splendor, glory,’ Br. 187, clearly
cognate with su-ši = šalummatu, Br. 235. This variation
between z and š is a plain indication of the spoken character of
Sumerian.

Ki e-ne ne-gurru. I am very uncertain as to this phrase.
Ki may be rel. ša ‘the one who,’ as in Sc. 273. E-ne then is
ne,’ P. 102. I believe that the last sign in the line = gur + ru.
Note rev. 30, where gur-ru must = sakāpu ‘overthrow,’ Br.
3355. Here gur-ru is plainly written out. Our sign, in obv.
13, cannot be tab-ru, as the two preceding horizontals are not
even, the lower one projecting, as would be the case with GUR rather than with tab.

14. I-de' (ES.) = énu 'eye,' Br. 4004 = EK. igit = SI. Zi-da may mean 'right' (not left), Br. 2312, but it might mean konnu 'firm, just,' Br. 2313. Zu is evidently the suffix of the 2 p. here.

In 14b, we find a most interesting gloss. The sign, I believe, is ib (TUM), but written without precedent with three corner-wedges in the last part of the sign. This probably suggested the sign with value zib = šintu 'dusk,' Br. 4689. Another zib-sign, Br. 8195, also = šintan 'dusk.' The glossator, therefore, started to explain the unusual sign for ib in 14b, by the two characters zi-ib, but, realizing his error, erased the zi, leaving only ib = the correct pronunciation. The erased sign, I think, was probably zi and not gi. For the real gi sign, see the gloss at the end of the line on BU. This ib = nuggatu 'wrath,' Br. 4950; uggatu 'wrath,' Br. 4961. On the value i-ib, see P. 184.

Bu-an-BU, glossated gi-idd, can only mean 'long'=araku, Br. 7511 (P. 141).

15. The second sign here seems to be a combination of tuk = išā 'be, have,' Br. 11237 + the upright šu = kiššatu 'host,' Br. 10832. The combination ŠU-BU-zu must mean šu-gid(BU)-zu 'thy (zu) powerful (gid = BU = kabtu, Br. 7518) host' = šū. On bu, see also on line 14, just above.

Seš-e. Seš can mean dānum 'blood,' Br. 6439, or limmu 'evil,' Br. 6440. Cf. IV. 2, 51b; 57b; šeš-si = limmu 'evil,' 'be full of evil.' The e-suffix in šeš-e is probably merely a suffix denoting the nomem unitatis. Note on du-e, below in line 20. Seš-e ban-si can only mean 'is fraught with evil' (for mankind).

16. Ur-sig(MU) is interesting. Note pl. xvii. obv. 5: ur-mu-sag = ur-sag 'hero,' where possibly -sag is merely an indication that mu has the s-g value, perhaps here as in pl. 14, obv. 16, MU = sig. Note Br. 1124: mu = sim, doubtful. My reading here MU = sig would confirm this sig-value for MU. If this is really sig, probably ur was pronounced ur. On the other hand, ur-mu could mean 'hero of name,' 'celebrated hero,' as mu = šumu, Br. 1235.

Nu-su- + postposition -ra must be a participial construction = 'to him who knoweth not;' viz., 'against him who is not the devotee of the god.'
Mun-nan-gi-gi. Gi = the guanated gi = tāru 'turn,' Br. 6331; cf. also Br. 6336.

17. To designate a god as e-gal 'temple,' lit. 'great house'; 'great structure' seems strange, but was perhaps applied here alluding to the great mass of the fiery storm.

Dr. Robert Lau regards the fourth sign here as a composite writing of PAP-PAP = dim, Br. 1166. This is probably correct, as šu 'power' (see on line 1 above) + dim(PAP-PAP) = surbā 'mighty,' Br. 1166, make a possible pleonastic adjectival combination. This, of course, qualifies e-gal.

18. Kud or tar has as its primary meaning 'cut, separate,' P. 211. Here, as in line 19, it seems to indicate the smiting power of the god. Note Br. 372: kud = nakāsu 'cut off.' Kud in line 18 may mean 'judgment, power of decision' = dinu, Br. 365.

Ešemēn = Kl-E-NE-DI, Br. 9747, wrongly read by Brūnnnow menartu. Rather meḫēnu 'joy,' probably from aldū (see Muss-Arnolt, 549-550). The word ešemēn can only mean 'that which is (mēn) joy' = ešē, evidently cognate with ešē = KU-XUL, Br. 10658 (P. 109). This ešē(ešē) must be carefully distinguished from eš = er = A-ŠI, Br. 11602 (P. 108) 'weep' (see below lines 31-2). Kud = ešemēn can mean then 'with cutting or judgment of joy' = 'exultant judgment.'

19. Me-e, probably = qāltu 'utterance,' Br. 10370, this me being cognate with e-me = lišānu 'tongue' (me preceded by the abstract vowel). See P. 236.

Te-lā (LAL) = gališa 'destructive demon,' Br. 7734, usually read in Sumerian gella in EK.; mulla (?) in ES. (P. 120). The epithet gališa applied to Nergal here denotes the god's power to annihilate.

Gu(KA) = pā 'mouth,' Br. 538. See below on rev. 30: gu-di.

20. Zāg is probably for sag 'head.' Note zāg = ZAG, Br. 6468 = aššārišu 'chief.' Zāg-si, lit. 'full chief,' as si = malū 'be full,' Br. 3393.

Te-lā (LAL)-xul=limmu 'evil,' Br. 9502, is a very common combination.

Du-e = du = aldūku 'go,' Br. 4871, with the specifying suffix -e, as above in line 15, s.v. ešē-e.
**A Hymn to Nergal.**

\[Dur(KU)-ru\] must = ašābu 'dwell, abide,' Br. 10580(10523). The idea is 'who can abide' or 'live'? Note that [dur(KU)-ru]ne-eš is plural: 'what things can abide'?  

21. Sur-ma-um-na-ra in these lines must be a postpositive conjugation of sur = avā 'go forth,' Br. 4302. See also on rev. 29. Note, moreover, that SAR in this sense has also the value 

\[mu,\] P. 241.

22. The sign -ta preceded by \[\text{image}\] must mean 'from' or 'in.'  

For udu-šu 'setting' (of the sun), see obv. 24 and note also vol. xv, pl. 10, obv. 15. These mutilated lines are obscure.  

23. Nag-a-ur 'his drinking' (?) The sign is quite plainly nag, Br. 868; also = immeli, Br. 867, and denotes 'drink.' The sense is not clear.  


**Reverse.**

25. The sign \[\text{image}\] appears to precede -gi-ra-na. See above on line 22.  

Inasmuch as the following lines, 26–28, show plainly the combination Ku-da = zid-da, which, in view of the context, must mean 'with thee,' the occurrence after zid(KU) of the GA-sign containing TUK in 25: 27 rev. is very strange. Are we to regard zid(KU) + this unusual sign as being synonymous with zid(KU)-da of 26: 28? The context seems to indicate such a possibility. The strange sign may in fact be an erroneous writing for da (?)  

Note that in 24, we find the prefixes ga-ra-ba = ku. This ku must be KU (perhaps with val. tuš) = ašābu 'dwell, abide,' Br. 10523. That is to say, in lines 26–27: a-na zid(KU)-da ga-ra-da-ku means 'what (a-na) can abide with thee'? a rhetorical question bearing on the greatness of the deity. zi-da probably stands for za-e + da like zi above in 12.  

26. Kunkal = KI-KAL, Br. 9754. The combination means 'powerful' or 'fruitful earth' (P. 179, s.v. xirim). Note that KI-KAL = teri₉tu₉, Br. 9761, 'green vegetation, verdure.' The sense seems to be that libir = šigir, Br. 6964, per-
haps = 'governor, artificer' (P. 234) + 'destroys' (ri ak 'make destruction'). Note ri = ziq šāri 'windblast,' iv. 5, 35a. The god is seemingly conceived of as causing a fiery blast over the konkal = 'fruitful land.' Note rev. 33, where the god is described as being literally clothed in fire.

27. Here ki = 'land,' ivašt, Br. 9631, is suggested by the preceding konkal = KI-KAL (line 26). The governor makes a mighty (ku) seizing (ūr) blast (ri) over the land. Ri-ūr-ku+ak 'make' is simply a combination verb, so common in Sumerian. Note that ūr = wannāmu 'seize,' Br. 11890. Ku = rubû 'mighty,' Br. 10547.

28. This line is very obscure. The sense seems to be that Nergal destroys the fruitful earth and also the u-kib 'power of vegetation' or the germinating property of the soil. U=šammu 'plant,' perhaps with val. šam, Br. 6027 + kib 'double,' cf. Thureau-Dangin, No. 170–171, showing the original crossed sign = 'double.' Note also Br. 5219: kib-kib-ki = duwuxuš ša mirsi 'flourish,' said of the mirsu-plant (P. 203). The combination u-kib 'plant-increase' occurs also in vol. xv, pl. 19, obv. 6; rev. 5–6, where the same sense seems clear.

The broken signs at the end of line 26 here may have indicated some verb 'to devastate.'

29. Līg-līg 'very mighty.' See on obv. 1.

Di 'with judgment' = dēnu, Br. 9525.

Mu-ur-ra (DU) 'he goeth'; cf. pl. 19, rev. 8: mu-ur-ra-ra (DU-DU).

Does a in 29b = abu 'father'? See Br. 11324 and P. 4.

30. Bandu (TUR-DA) = ikdu 'strong,' Br. 4138. The signs mean 'be little, young'; hence, 'strong.' See P. 5–12.

Gur-ru-na-ta = 'in (tu) his (nā) overthrowing' (gurru); cf. gur = sakā-pu 'overthrow,' Br. 3365, and see above on obv. 13.

Tē me-e 'what is it?' See above on obv. 1–2. On the other hand, me-e here may = quttu 'utterance,' as in obv. 19, q.v. The phrase would then read: tē me-e gu (KA) di 'what utterance doth he utter?'

Gu-di = KA-DE 'pour out mouth.' Gu (KA) = pā 'mouth' (see on obv. 19) + di = DE 'libate, pour out' (Reisner, Hymnen, 74).

31. Er (A-ŠI) 'water of the eye'; hence 'weeping'; = bikītu 'weeping,' Br. 11606; dimtu 'tear,' Br. 11609. Er-ra seems
to mean ‘for (ra) weeping’; viz., as a cause of weeping, owing to his destructiveness.

Nam-bu-da-ku probably means ‘he verily is clothed,’ nam not being necessarily negative in force. Ku=labāšu ‘be clothed,’ Br. 10533.

The following refrain ku-mu-da=ku, with postpositive conjugation mu-da, may indicate that this ku was pronounced tum =tug, Br. 10513; i.e., nasalized =gm.

Note er (A-ŠI)-du in the refrain. Perhaps ‘he is clothed with (du) weeping’=‘he causeth tears.’


33. Šu=šubnu ‘heart, midst,’ Br. 7988.

Nu may perhaps be regarded as the same nu=lu ‘man,’ seen in combinations such as nu-bandu=lappattē ‘overseer’; nu-giššu šur ‘gardener,’ P. 264. Nu may mean ‘he is the one’(?). See especially just below on line 34.

Šu(U)-li-Šu. Šu(U)-li=paxāru šu išāti ‘gather,’ said of fire, Br. 9472. I regard -ne as the postposition and I translate ša-li-ne ku-mu-da ‘with a nucleus of fire the heart of the man (god) is clothed,’ viz., the god is all fire=destructive force within. Note the modern Arabic expression: en-nār min juwwa ‘the fire within,’ to denote, in this instance, the destructive fire of love.

34. Maš=asāridu ‘leader,’ B. 1739=‘the one set aside,’ P. 234.

For nu, see just above on line 33.

The sign NI is plainly glossated za; followed by -la=za(la) ‘shining’=numāru, Br. 5319. This idea comes from the primary signification of the sign NI=‘oil’ (P. 256). He is a shining chief as the god of fire.

Gi-da is probably an erroneous writing for zi-da=kittu ‘justice,’ Br. 2314. The generally unclear character of this inscription tends to justify such a view, as gi-da here makes no sense.

35. Lines 35–36 and 37 are practically identical. The first five signs of 35 are very badly written.

Giš=iddnu ‘mighty,’ Br. 5702: A-am, usually written Ā-AN (=ām), must be an unusually written form of the asseverative suffix: ‘verily he is’ or ‘was.’
Dimmer-giš=ibu idlu 'mighty god.'

Bil-ya dub 'a surrounding (dub) of (ya) fire (bil).’ Note bil=išātu 'fire,' Br. 4584. Ga must be the nota-genitivi=ye (KID). Dub=lunē 'surround,' Br. 3927. Cf. the Sumerian loanword in Semitic duppu 'tablet'='envelope of clay' (P. 87). Bil-ya dub ku-ma-du, then,= 'he is clothed (ku) with a surrounding (dub) of fire' (bil-ya).


Nu-uḫ seems to mean here luman 'verily,' as in Hrozný, 65 (P. 265); a combination of nu+i-SID='without number'='exceedingly, verily.' See on nu just above, line 33, and note what seems to be the same word in pl. 19, rev. 17: in nu-uḫ 'he verily is the one who.'

Nën-tuk 'he is'; tuk=išu 'to be,' Br. 11237.

Más=ašáridu, as in 34, q.v. Zu-ni-eš seems to be an adverb with suffix -eš 'wisely.'

Min-mal(IK), ES. for gal=IK=bāšu 'to be,' Br. 2238—'he is'; i.e., 'wisely he is'; 'he behaves wisely.'

37. This line differs only from 35-36 in the omission of the refrain ku-ma-du (in 35) and of the expression a-lig (in 36).

38. Er-lib(m)-ma. Thus correctly Dr. Lau. Lib=gālu kāru 'song of woe,' Br. 7271. The entire expression then means 'a weeping (er) woe-song'='a penitential psalm.'

On Ner-(unu)-gal, see above, Introduction.

Glossary of Sumerian Words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sumerian</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a=abu, 29.</td>
<td>bil, 35.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aba, 12.</td>
<td>BU, 14.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a-lig, 36.</td>
<td>dī=DE, 30.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ak, 10, 26.</td>
<td>di, 29.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AK, 10.</td>
<td>dim, 17.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a-an, 35.</td>
<td>dimmer, 35.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a-nir, 34.</td>
<td>dub, 35.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ban, 14, 15.</td>
<td>dur, 20.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>banda, 30.</td>
<td>-e, 15, 20.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bar, 10.</td>
<td>e-gal, 17.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GA, 25.
gahav, 10.
gi-en, 12.
gal=IK, 36.
gall, 19.
guraba-, 24.
gurud, 25.
gi=KID, 35.
gén, 12.
gi-da, 34.
gid=BU, 14.
gi-gi, 16.
gim, 12.
giš, 35.
gu=KA, 30.
gu=KU, 9.
gu-di, 30.
gur-rū, 13, 30.
xirin, 26.
xul, 9, 20.
ti=TUM, 14.
v-de, 14.
igi, 14.
im, 11.
imeli, 23.
in-, 36.
Iš, 10.
iši, 10.
KA, 9, 19.
kankal, 26.
ki, 13, 27.
ki-, 11.
kib, 28.
kib-kib-ki, 28.
KI-KAL, 26.
KI-E-NE-DI, 18.
KU, 11, 20, 25.
kue=rubā, 27.
kue=ašābu, 24, 25.
kue=labēšu, 31.
kūd, 18.
ku-kū, 11.
ku-zu, 36.
LAI, 19.
libir, 26.
līg, 1, 29.
līgir, 26.
-mu-du, 31.
MAL, 12.
mał=IK, 36.
muš, 34, 36.
me=‘speak’, 19.
me-ә, 1, 30.
me-e, 19, 30.
me-en, 1.
MU, 16.
mu=SAR, 21.
mu-ub, 29.
mul, 3.
mulū, 19.
nağ, 23.
nen-tuk, 36.
NI, 34.
ning, 33, 34.
nu-banda, 33.
nu-giššar, 33.
nu-uš, 36.
nu-zu, 16.
papsukaš, 1.
PAP-PAP, 17.
ra=DU, 29.
-ra, 16.
rab, 12.
ri, 26, 27.
ri-ur-ku, 27.
rub, 12.
ru-ru, 10.
sag, 10.
sag, 16, 20.
sal, 9.
sal-dug-gu, 9.
sar, 21.
SAR, 21.
śi, 21.
śu-ṣi, 13.
śu-zi, 13.
śu, 3.
śu=libbu, 33.
ša(ā)-li, 33.
šam, 28.
šēš-e, 15.
šēš-ṣi, 15.
ši, 14.
ŠID, 36.
šu=‘power’, 1, 17.
šu=‘host’, 15.
ŠU-BU, 15.
šu-gid, 15.
ŠU-KAL, 1.
-ta, 22.
ta, 1.
ta-a-an, 1.
tad-ru, 13.
tar, 18.
te, 1, 12, 30.
te-ba, 1, 12.
te-ba-zu-gi-en, 12.
tega, 12.
te-lid(LAI), 19, 20.
ti-li, 10.
tub-ba, 11.
tug=k=KU, 31.
tuk, 15.
TUK, 25.
TUM=k, 14.
tum=k=KU, 31.
tap-pa, 11.
TUR-DAT=banda, 30.
ušu-ši, 22.
u-kib, 28.
Glossary of Assyrian Words.

aballu, 10.  
ablū, 1.  
adu, 29.  
alāku, 20.  
alātu, 18.  
acā, 21.  
asādu, 20, 25.  
asāridu, 20, 33.  
ēnu, 14.  
eprā, 10.  
idru, 35.  
īkū, 30.  
ilu, 35.  
iqqar, 10.  
īrcūtu, 27.  
išā, 15, 30.  
išātu, 35.  
vagatu, 14.  
baši, 1, 36.  
bikītu, 31.  
gallu, 19.  
dāmu, 15.  
dannu, 1.  
dimtu, 31.  
dinu, 18, 29.  
duxxudu, 28.  
duippu, 35.  
xamānu, 27.  
țīḏā, 12.  
zīq šārī, 26.  
kadu, 15.  
kēnu, 14.  
kišātū, 15.  
kūnnā, 9.  
lābuštu, 31.  
lābiru, 3.  
lāmūn, 35.  
lapputtū, 33.  
līmuu, 15, 20.  
līmūtū, 9.  
līšānu, 19.  
lābuštu, 11.  
lūman, 36.  
malā, 20.  
mešītu, 18.  
menardu, 18.  
mīnā, 1, 12.  
mīrṣu, 28.  
nalād, 11.  
nal巴šu, 11.  
nakāsu, 18.  
nāmānu, 34.  
nīmēyi, 36.  
muggatu, 14.  
sakāpu, 13, 30.  
pazāru ša iṣāti, 33.  
parsu, 10.  
pā, 19, 30.  
qalāku, 11.  
ebusu, 11.  
gālu karu, 38.  
gālu, 19, 30.  
rubā, 27, 35.  
ša, 3, 13.  
šalmūmatu, 13.  
šammu, 28.  
šarrī, 11.  
šētu, 10.  
šīmtan, 14.  
šītu, 14.  
šammu, 16.  
šurba, 17.  
takītu, 9.  
tāru, 16.  
taṣṣūtu, 32.  
terītu, 26.
Some Persian References to Zoroaster and his Religion.—By Dr. Abraham Yohannan and Professor A. V. Williams Jackson, of Columbia University, New York City.

Since the appearance of Jackson's Zoroaster the Prophet, in 1899, some additional material for Muhammadan sources has been published or become accessible so as to supplement the material collected in Appendix VI, pp. 280–286 of that volume. See, for example, the addenda in Gray's review, Archiv für Religionswissenschaft 4. 361–362; Stackelberg, Bemerkungen zur Persischen Sayengeschichte, in WZKM. 12. 231–234 (Der Berg Sabalan); and Jackson, "Some Additional Data on Zoroaster," in Orientalische Studien Theodor Nöldeke gewidmet, pp. 1031–1038. Several Persian selections also from the interesting texts edited by Salemann, "Mélanges Asiatiques," in the Bulletin de L'Académie Impériale des Sciences de St. Petersbourg 9. 417–594, will be found translated by Yohannan in the forthcoming Spiegel Memorial Volume, to be published by the Parsi Panchayat in Bombay.

The purpose of the present paper is to make accessible in English, with illustrative notes, another selection from the Persian texts edited by Salemann in the work already referred to.

This Persian treatise, entitled Siwar-i Afkālim-i Saʿah, or "Sketches of Seven Countries," was written about A.D. 1400, (see Salemann, Mdl. Asiat., p. 493, and cf. Jackson, Persia Past and Present, p. 53), and contains a legend which ascribes the heavy snows in winter around Ardabil and Mount Savalan to the working of a curse uttered long ago by Zoroaster, whose prophetic mission and teaching are described. The author mentions in succession the regions of Āzarbājān, Armenia, Kūrdis-tān, Western Rūm (i. e. Turkey) and Mughān in Māzandarān, and speaks of Āzarbājān as Zoroaster's native place, describing, moreover, his wanderings from that province to Khorāsān and Balkh, where his teachings were ultimately accepted. For the text see Salemann (Mdl. Asiat., pp. 496–501); the translation is as follows:
“Zară dusht the Sage (حکیم Ḥakīm) was from Āzarbāijān. He acquired the sciences (علوم Īlām) in Antioch of Rūm, and knew astronomy well (علم یوم Īlum-ī Ṣūm), and he was for some time in attendance (ملازم ملازم ملازم ملازمی Māzāmī) upon Jonas the Prophet, may peace be upon him.1 When Zară dusht beheld the manner (lit. order) of prophecy and the guidance of the people by Jonas, he was pleased with it, and an aspiration to be a prophet arose in him. He returned then and came back to Āzarbāijān and lived for fifteen years on Mount Sabalān, a very famous mountain, and compiled the Zand u Pāzand and entered upon his mission (lit. began his calling). 2

“At first he came to Ardabīl and extended his invitation to the people there, but they did not accept it, and he called down a malediction upon them and spake: ‘May God send disaster (باها balā) upon your town so that ye all perish!’ Then he departed thence. And some days afterwards it began to snow and be cold. The snow continued for three days and nights without cessation, so that the houses were full of snow, and all the people perished from the cold.3

“From Ardabīl he turned his face towards Khorāsān, but found that it was not a favourable place for him to expound his doctrine. He went later as far as Balkh, and there they accepted his call.4 The king in those days was Lohrasp,5 and into Lohrasp’s presence he came, and invited him to the faith. And some say that he (Zoroaster) came down (فرود آمد) farrūd

---

1 This reference to Jonas is worth noting; we have allusions elsewhere to Zoroaster’s having been the disciple of Jeremiah or even of Ezra; see Jackson, Zoroaster, pp. 30, 38.
2 Written as Sīlān in the text. We have allusions elsewhere to Sabalān, Savalān, or Sayalān as a holy mountain in connection with Zoroastrianism; see Jackson, Zoroaster, p. 195, and Persia Past and Present, pp. 53, 54, 61, and Stackelberg, WZKM. 12. 231-234.
3 On the extreme cold in the region of Ardabīl and Savalān, see Jackson, Persia Past and Present, pp. 53-54.
4 The role played by Balkh in connection with Zoroaster’s ministry is discussed in Jackson, Zoroaster, pp. 60, 208-219.
5 Ordinarily the following section of the story is told by other writers, not of Lohrasp but of his son Vishtasp, who was Zoroaster’s patron. See more correctly, Jackson, Zoroaster, pp. 62-64.
ānād) from the front of Lohrasp’s roof, and Lohrasp said, ‘Who art thou?’ He replied, ‘I am a prophet, and am come from the presence of God in order to invite you to God.’ Lohrasp demanded some miracles from him, and one of them was this: He had a matchless horse, and both its fore legs and hind legs had gone into its body, and the horse was cramped and fell down. (Lohrasp) said, ‘Make the horse well.’ He (Zardušt) made signs four times over (lit. towards) the horse. The horse became well and got up, and Lohrasp accepted the religion of Zardušt and promulgated it (lit. gave it fame), and Gushtasp and Isfandiar and Balkūn, all gave their sanction to the religion of Zardušt. And the country of Iran and a part of Turān and Hindustān and Arabia accepted his religion.

"He then presented (to them) the Zand a Pāzand, and enjoined upon them five things as obligatory: husbandry, benevolence, truthfulness, harmlessness, loyalty to the king (Khusraw parastī). He enjoined upon them to pray three times a day, at sunrise, noonday, and sunset, making the sun their kiblah. He taught them a few words, saying, ‘Ye shall recite these words,’ and the words are the following: · · · · And they said, ‘How is it that these

---

1 The entrance from the roof or through the roof is alluded to by Ḵazwīnī and Ibn al-Ťehr; see Gottheil, References to Zoroaster, p. 40.
2 This story of the horse is as old as the Zartosht Nāmah, and is several times retold; see Jackson, Zoroaster, p. 62-64, and Rosenberg, Le Livre de Zoroaster, p. 55.
3 The Persian text here has Gurshasp.
4 The text has simply the names Iran and part of Turk, Hind and Arab.
5 The first three virtues are frequently alluded to in the Avesta, and the latter two are implied in certain passages of the Zoroastrian scriptures.
6 The Persian text gives, with variants, the words: ašām vaḥū vaḥāš-tam astu / asnā hamāš(nam) / yad šāyam yašān and yatā faryū fartā farāftār ātas at fajā fanjī fanjāk vaṣdā hanzū babudāt vāstārān. It is manifest that these unintelligible lines are a corruption of the two most sacred formulas of Zoroastrianism, the Āshem Vohu and the Yathā Ahū Vairyo. In Avestan the Āshem Vohu formula is as follows: ašem vaḥū vahištōm asti uštā asti uštā ahmā ē hyaṭ ašāt vahištōm ašem.
words (lit. this word) do not resemble the words of man (lit. of anybody)?’ He replied: ‘As God does not resemble man, so likewise his words do not resemble the words of man.’

‘And he pronounced the... man,1 and every Magian woman that is menstruous’ (حَافِضُ ḥāyīz) unclean; whatever she wears and whatever she puts her hand upon, they shall throw into the desert.2 And they place the dead in the open air in order that each one of the elements may go to its center (i. e. original source). And the Dakhmah in which they put the dead they must strew with small pieces of iron,3 and in each case they ought to make a small Dakhmah on the side of that, so that no grass may grow.4 And if grass still appear in the Dakhmah, they must abandon the Dakhmah and transfer it elsewhere, and they say (the reason for this is) that the earth declines it;5 therefore they should not put the dead on the ground, because the earth will be defiled, they say, and any product that comes out of the earth will be defiled. Moreover, they should not eat

The first line of this is represented fairly well in the Persian, but the introductory Avestan words ušta ašī of the second line have nothing to represent them in the Persian jargon, although ašta hamāīnam—the former being miswritten as asnā, for ašī—crudely represents Av. ušta ahmāī of the original prayer. In the third line we can just recognize a remnant of the Avestan hyaţ ašāi vahēštām aš̄om in the obscure Persian combination yad [a]štāī(ām) (yəšām.

The representation of the Yathā Ahū Vairīyō formula is even less clear although we can see in a general sort of way how the garbled Persian yatā faryū fartā fraftārāt ātaš should echo in an imperfect manner the original Avestan yahū ahū vairyo ahū ratuš, with a faint reminiscence of Av. aštā cīt hacā vagīnūs in the Persian corruption at fajā fanjī. The errors here, as above, are due partly to mistakes in hearing and partly to inaccuracies or blunders in the manuscript transmission.

1 Some attribute for the man evidently omitted here.
2 In translating this entire sentence literally the English style has been sacrificed to the Persian idiom.
3 The import of this injunction is in accordance with the letter and the spirit of the Avesta.
4 The import of this usage is in harmony with Vd. 6. 46.
5 This passage is not absolutely clear, but it seems to imply that a structure (perhaps another wall) shall be built around it to prevent forever the grass from encroaching nearer.
6 Compare the personification of the earth and Spenta Armaiti in the Avesta, e.g. Vd. 8. 7–35.
bread nor drink wine out of a vessel that is made of clay (of the place).¹

² And since, according to the religion of Zardsusht, harmless-
ness is an obligation, they slaughter no animal; but (lit. and)
they do eat of what has been slaughtered (by any one) who is
not of their own religion.

³ The Magi say that Zardsusht was Abraham Khalil, and this
fire that we are burning is the same fire that did not burn
Abraham.⁴ But they speak lies, for Zardsusht Hakim is not
Abraham Khalil.

⁵ And again the Magi say that God and Iblis are two brothers.
A thousand years of the world are a cycle of God, and a
thousand years a cycle of Iblis.⁶ But Zardsusht did not make
such a statement because it is far from wisdom. Furthermore,
Zardsusht has said that there is a heaven and a hell and a resur-
rection ( majors ) an assembling ( majors ) and a retribu-
tion and a punishment, also Ahriman and Sarush.⁷ And (he
said) ‘Sarush comes⁸ to me from the presence of God and brings
me orders from God, and ye must not be deceived by Ahriman,
but be engaged in goodness.’⁹ For that reason Zardsusht can
not have said this word (N.B. made such a statement as above,
about God and Iblis being two brothers).

¹ The idea of this extreme injunction is to avoid any possibility of
defilement through contact with matter that is nasu, according to the
Avesta.
² Shall we refer to Genesis 15, 17?
³ We have here an allusion, even if incomplete, to the well-known
millennial doctrine in Zoroastrianism.
⁴ All these are well-known Zoroastrian doctrines. For the belief in
the ‘resurrection’ (Phil. rīstāxēz), and the assembly, see Bundaheshn
30. 1–83, and compare the references in Jackson, Die iranische Religion,
in Grdr. iran. Philol. 2, 686.
⁵ The original Persian has the plural here.
⁶ Cf. Vsp. 15. 1–8.
⁷ This story seems not to have been recorded elsewhere.
Zardusht. They brought him down from there. In a short time three thousand men gathered about him (i.e., followed him). The Abū Muslim of Marv collected an army and came and killed Bahzād the Magian."

The selections given above certainly have an interest for the student of Zoroastrianism because they preserve old traditions which were current at least six centuries ago, and they date back, no doubt, to a period of great antiquity, because many of the statements contained in the Persian text have parallels or analogues either in the Pahlavi writings or in the Avestan texts themselves.
Mohammed ‘Abdu, late Mufti of Egypt.—By Richard Gotthilf, Professor in Columbia University, New York.

There are few periods in its history during which the Mohammedan world has been so evidently in default of powerful and leading minds as at the present day. In Europe and in Africa, in Asia and in Polynesia—to whichever corner of Mohammedan statehood or civilization one turns—one looks in vain for the master minds in statecraft, in philosophy, in jurisprudence or in literature, that graced as well as guided the civilization of former times. The tide of spiritual witness to the faith has perhaps never ebbed so far away from its source. The products of real learning were probably never so rare; the Arab muse never so silent. In Turkey, it is true, the reins of government are held too tightly to permit the free development of the mind; in Morocco they are held too lightly, so that anarchy and political turmoil consume the vital forces of its people. Even India seems to have lost the infectious inspiration spread abroad by such men as Sprenger, Lees and Howell. Persia and Mesopotamia remain desert and unproductive. In Egypt—the greater home of the faith—literary activity seems to waste itself in the endless and weary drip of šargh, mukhtaršar, takmiča, talḵīš and dhail, or in the overwrought rhetoric of ephemeral imitations drawn after the manner of French drama and English penny-dreadfuls. The native presses of Bulak, Constantinople, Kazan and Fez are largely occupied in reprinting older works for the purposes of book trade speculation, or the worthless pamphlets of modern penny-a-liners. The pen has evidently passed from the hand of the Mohammedan into that of the stranger. The Catholics in Syria, the French in Algiers and Tunis, the Germans, the English and the Italians, are cultivating the history and the theology of Islam as its own votaries did in former days; while such Mohammedans as really have a message to deliver to their people are led into the mystic twaddle of a Bāb, or forced into the underground scheming and plotting of a Sanūsī.
A few men there are who loom up out of this spiritual degradation in their endeavor to keep up the traditions of more spiritual days. Such a one was Mohammed ‘Abdu, Mufti al-Diyār al-Misriyya; whose untimely death last year at the age of fifty-five has cut off the hope that he would prove a bulwark against which the tide of materialistic acquiescence in the newer order of things would break some of its force. To save his memory from utter oblivion is the object of the following lines—now that he is with Allah. A choice soul, clothed in all the nobility and in all the refinement of the truest Arab, such as stories and anecdotes have painted him for us, just and equitable to all, truly and largely charitable, courteous and courtly in his bearing—the friendship of a man like Mohammed ‘Abdu is a precious memory to those that have been privileged to enjoy it.1

Born in the year 1266 A.H. (1850) in Shenera of the Gharbia Mudirfiya of Egypt, he came from most humble surroundings. When he was four years of age his father, Sheikh ‘Abdu, returned with him to the home of the family in Mahallat Nasr in the Behira Mudirfiya. In 1279 A.H. (1862) he was sent to Tanţa, where in the Jāmi‘ al-Ahmadi he received his first instruction. The modest instruction that such a Jāmi‘ at that day could afford does not seem to have sufficed a mind that was already actively in search of knowledge. He returned to his home, and a little later is found at Kunaisat Urin,2 in the Behera, on the railway line Damanhur-Shabrakhit-Ityai. Here lived an uncle who was a Sufi and an ascetic, the darwish ‘Othman. Though he remained here only a short while, it is evident that the association with this austere man had much effect in forming the character of the young aspirant. His uncle persuaded him to read, as a daily exercise, a book by his own teacher, Mohammed al-Mudīnī al-Maghribī al-Shādhili. Because of the moral teachings contained in this work, he studied it with much care. One day he asked his uncle what object such ascetics as he had in view. The answer was, “To hold on to
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1 The materials for this short study were given me by Mohammed ‘Abdu himself and by my own Sheikh, Aḥmad ‘Omar al-Maḥmašānī, a favorite pupil of the Mufti. A short account will also be found in the Kanz al-mawṣūr fī tārīḫ al-risālām of Sulaimān Raṣād al-Ḥanaff, Cairo, 1320 A.H., pp. 164, et seq.

the Koran and to the Sunna." "And are not all Moslems like this?" asked Mohammed. "No," he answered, "the Koran forbids lying, and most of them lie in one way or another." "How then can I become like you?" was the next question. Whereupon he was advised to practice the dhikr and to read carefully the Koran. I do not know whether the young aspirant followed the advice thus given. He returned to Tanta, and in 1282 he went to Cairo to study in the Azhar Mosque. The formal instruction given there was still unsatisfactory; and after an attempt lasting three years he put himself in charge of a certain Husna al-Tawil for the study of rhetoric. When Jamāl al-Dīn al-Ashqāni came to Cairo in 1288 (1871), Mohammed ‘Abdu was quick to change to this more competent master, and studied under his direction the most various objects, grammar, prosody, philosophy, Sufism, medicine, physiology, and the science of traditions. It is idle to speculate upon the worth of so polygamous a teacher.¹

While still a student at the Azhar he commenced to show a certain independence of judgment; an independence which was quite characteristic, and which at a later time caused him no little suffering. Some of his fellow students accused him to the Sheikh ‘Alīsh Bāna, on the plea that he was secretly a follower of the Mu‘tazilite heresy. It is a far-off cry, almost from the Middle Ages, this dispute in regard to the eternity of the Koran, the attributes of the Godhead, and the doctrine of predestination. The Middle Ages die hard in the Orient, and Mohammed ‘Abdu was forced to clear himself. Though he confessed that he had forsaken the orthodox doctrines of al-Ash‘arī, he denied having joined the Mu‘tazilites. He declared himself to be a simple searcher after the truth, which was, of course, begging the question. In a more positive manner he was asked whether he understood and whether he taught the ‘Akhā'id of al-Nasafi, the pillar of the creed of the Sunnites, a favorite text-book of orthodox Mohammedanism.² He

¹ According to Mohammedan ideas, a teacher is indispensible. This is crystallized in the saying من لا شيخ، فالشيطان شيخ. See Snouck-Hurgronje in ZDMG., vol. liii, p. 145.

² Najm al-Dīn Abū Ḥāfṣ ‘Omar ibn Muḥammad al-Naṣṣaf, died 1142 (Brockelmann, Geschichte der Arabischen Literatur, vol. i, p. 427), was one of the most important Ḥanifite teachers. The "‘Akhā'id" was rendered into English by W. Cureton, London, 1848.
seems to have completely cleared himself by his answer, and by his practice in regard to this work, so that in 1294 A.H. (1877) he received his first and his second diplomas as a teacher in the Azhar.

But he was marked out for some more important service. Riād Pasha, who had been Minister of Foreign Affairs in 1878 while the Public Debt Commission was sitting at Cairo, offered him the position of editor of the al-Wāqi‘ al-Miṣriyya, the gazette officiel that had been founded in 1832 by Mohammed Ali, and which is still published as the organ of the government. His excellent style and the boldness of his pen made the daily articles that he wrote, in a portion of the paper especially set off to this purpose, eager reading for the younger Egyptians. He did not scruple to severely criticise the government—an offence doubly heinous in an official journal. As a consequence, after a short time, he was compelled to transfer his duties on that paper to some one else. The troublous times of the dual financial control, of the rebellion of ‘Arabī, of the bombardment of Alexandria and of the British occupation, quickly followed one upon the other. No one who has at all examined into the question upon the spot, can have a momentary doubt of the great service that the Anglo-Saxons since 1882 have rendered to the old empire of the Pharaohs. The years of plenty are there, as they always will be in that country under such a courageous and benign administration as is that of the present English Consul General. Law and order make the dustiest mud-alleys of Cairo more safe than are the palace-lined streets of New York. “Al-Lurd Cromer” (as he is called) is feared; but he is implicitly obeyed. Education is moving apace; by simple attrition wearing down prejudices that centuries of practice have consolidated; and the freedom from interference in religious and social practices, which is the brightest signature of British rule over all its subjects, contributes to render the populace happy and contented. Such a general estimate as this, which can be confirmed on many sides, need not blind us to the few defects of the reconstruction period. The years of plenty may as easily be followed by lean ones; and the mad rush of the

---

speculative land-grabber and land-jobber is bound to concentrate enormous territories in the hands of a few rich European and native proprietors and to oust the fellah from his small peasant holdings. It seems a pity that with their hands entirely free, the English have not seen their way to forestall the natural results of such a sinister business as unlimited speculation.\(^1\)

To the Egyptian, however, or let me say rather to the Mohammedan in Egypt at that time, the question must have appeared in a very different light. The country was upon the verge of financial ruin. Half the construction cost of the Suez Canal, i.e., more than £9,000,000, had been successfully squeezed out of Ismā‘īl by Ferdinand de Lesseps; and a debt of some £72,000,000 (8102,187,000) in 1903 had been fastened upon the country.\(^2\) No amount of British success in Egypt and for Egypt can wipe off the stain which has been left by the successive French and English steps taken to secure that success. And in 1882 success was more than problematical. The Egyptian Mohammedan was exposed upon the horns of a painful dilemma—either servitude or revolt. It is no wonder then that dissatisfaction soon gave way to disaffection. Whether ‘Arabi Pasha was right or wrong, his attitude naturally claimed the attention of all Egyptians who had enough manliness left to be shocked at the showy magnificence of Ismā‘īl, and at the straits to which his extravagance, aided by Paris and London usurers, had brought the common people. His actions, in some measure at least, voiced the feelings of many of his compatriots. Among these was Mohammed ‘Abdu.\(^3\)

---

1 See "Land Boom in Egypt," London Daily Telegraph, June 18, 21, 1906.
2 On the spoliation of Egypt in the interest of the bondholders in Europe see the instructive extracts from the British Blue Books in Keay, Spoiling the Egyptians, N. Y. 1882.
3 "In the East nationality is a matter of creed, not of race," Dicey, The Story of the Khedivate, p. 318. Westerners are liable to mistake the import of events in eastern countries. The attack made upon some English officers at Denshawai on June 13th, 1906 (see the White Paper, "Correspondence respecting the Attack on British Officers at Denshawai," Egypt, No. 8, 1906), is no more evidence of a patriotic uprising than is the dispute in regard to the delimitation of the frontier in the Sinai Peninsula, which commenced toward the end of 1905. This latter undoubtedly had its origin in Constantinople, and is now in process of happy settlement. (See the White Paper: "Correspondence respecting
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Mohammed 'Abdu was a fervent patriot, but not in the sense in which we understand and so often misunderstand that term. In fact, patriotism for a certain and a particular land is a virtue practically unknown to the Moslem. Even the cry of "Arabia for the Arabsians," which so clearly marked the policy of the greatest statesman in Islam, the second Caliph 'Omar Ibn al-Khatṭāb, had a very different significance. Indeed, the cry should be rendered "Arabia for the Moslems!"; for it was a real or fancied religious need that impelled 'Omar to take the course he did. All through Moslem history, we find no trace of secular patriotism, unless we call by that name the pride of race and of family. In fact, there is no word in the Arabic dictionary to connote the idea of patriotism; the modern expression, "ḥiḥb al-waṭan," being only a modern rendering for a European idea. The cry that was raised in Egypt during the eighties of the last century was thus in many respects a purely factious one, especially where even race pride has been swamped in the mingling of families as it has been in Egypt. To a select few, however, it embodies the thought of the spoiling of Egypt and of the degradation of the faith. To such a select few it was therefore a cry of truth, and to that select few belonged Mohammed 'Abdu.

What his share in the so-called rebellion was I have been unable to ascertain; but with many others, in the year 1882, he was exiled for mutiny. He went directly to Beirut, where he married a daughter of Sheikh Hamâda, cementing again the many bonds that have always bound Syria to Egypt. There he remained for ten years, one or two of which he spent in Hadath near Beirut, receiving his pardon only in the year 1892. Egypt was sorely in need of men educated as was Mohammed 'Abdu, and the Khedive Tawfîk was not slow to recognize his merits. He was first appointed judge of the lower court at Benha, then at Zagâzig. From there he was transferred to the Turco-Egyptian Frontier in the Sinai Peninsula," Egypt, No. 2, 1906). The same may be said of the agitation for an Egyptian Parliament, upon the lines laid down in Lord Dufferin's project of 1882, lately inaugurated by two such hot-headed newspapers as al-Muawwad and al-Liwa. In this connection, it is worth while to read the same and informing comments of Lord Cromer in the White Paper, No. 2, mentioned above, pp. 32, et seq.
Cairo, and to a judgeship in a native court of appeal. His appointment was confirmed by Tawfik's successor, 'Abbās II Hilmi. In the year 1894 a complete organization was effected in the control and management of the teaching of the Azhar Mosque. A governing board was formed with the Grand Mufti Sheikh Ḥasanā al-Nawāwī as president and al-Andabī as vice-president. Mohammed 'Abdu was made a member of this governing board. Upon the death of al-Nawawī in 1899, Mohammed 'Abdu was appointed Grand Mufti of Egypt; to which office also the surveillance over the Riwāk al-Hanafi belonged. At first he taught theology, rhetoric and eloquence; but he soon discontinued these subjects, confining himself to a daily lecture on the exposition of the Koran in the beautiful lecture-hall provided by the present Khedive. These lectures became so celebrated that they were published in the Cairo daily paper, al-Manār.

The authority of Mohammed 'Abdu as muftī was now supreme in Cairo; but his most potent influence was exercised in the Azhar itself. The power nominally rested with the Grand Sheikh of that famous school, al-Sayyid al-Bīlāwī, and with his successor, 'Abd al-Rahmān al-Sharbīnī; but Mohammed 'Abdu was the head and leading spirit. His position there was a difficult one. At first he was in the good graces of 'Abbās II, and the two set about introducing reforms of various kinds, tending to modernize in some degree the life of the students and the instruction given. But the Khedive soon became discouraged with the opposition that his efforts encountered; and, as he himself told me, gave up the attempt in disgust. On his side, Mohammed 'Abdu became discouraged with the Khedive, because the latter's conduct in many things was in direct contravention of Moslem tradition, and because his speculations and his trading proclivities had lowered him from the high estate of a ruler to that of a merchant. Mohammed 'Abdu had travelled much in Europe. He had caught some little of the modern spirit, and he desired to infuse some of that modern spirit into the great Mohammedan university. We cannot now tell what amount of success might have crowned his efforts; but I know...
no one who will be able at this juncture to fill the place that he has occupied.

It was while Mohammed 'Abdu was judge of the Court of Appeal that I first met him. In the year 1894 he had come to Switzerland to take the waters at Evien les Bains. He was then ignorant of any language other than Arabic. In February, 1905, I called upon the Grand Mufti in the Azhar to pay him my respects. As he came and sat beside me on the diwan, he said, in the most perfect French, "Some nine years ago I met in Switzerland a professor from New York"; until which moment I never suspected that the head of the faith in Egypt was the judge whom I had met in a strange land. During the years that had intervened he had returned a number of times to France; he had learned French better than I had supposed any pure Mohammedan in Egypt could learn. His speech was faultless in its grammar, and almost Parisian in its intonation. But far and beyond this, he had penetrated back of the mere outward signs of modern civilization. The European culture with which the modern Egyptian of Alexandria and Cairo vaunts himself is too often of the thinnest veneer—made up of the latest Parisian slang, the most extravagant boulevard costumes, and the sins of Paris qui s'amuse. At best he has read Guy de Maupassant, Catulle Mendes, and a good deal of the pornographic literature of which even many true Frenchmen are themselves ashamed. Mohammed 'Abdu had led a serious life, and he set himself to study seriously the development of thought in modern Europe. He had read Molière and Victor Hugo, Schiller and Goethe, Kant and Schopenhauer: and it was in the sacred halls of Dār al-'Ulām, this stronghold of Mohammedan orthodoxy, that we sat in converse upon the newer life that had come to him.

Unfortunately, nothing remains of the written work of Mohammed 'Abdu that was produced in this last-period of his life. The few works that he has published—partly in Cairo and partly in Beirut—are in no sense a proper witness to the full development of his mind. Perhaps the most important are his *Al-Tauhīd*, a work full of the best religious and moral thought,
and his commentary upon a few of the Suras of the Koran. The latter work, written for use in government schools, though following such canonical authorities as Zamakhshari, Baiḍawi and Ṭabarî, and though thoroughly Mohammedan in form and tone, is yet free from the many grammatical and theological conceits and the inmoderate twists that disfigure and distort the usual productions of the tafsîr. A modern spirit breathes through his comments, a more modern and truly religious atmosphere seems to surround them. His lectures on the Opening Sura of the Koran have lately been published by Mohammed Rashid Riḍa, editor of al-Manâr, together with five articles written for that paper and treating of questions dealing with the Koran. I may then mention also his commentary on the makâmas of Badr al-Zamân al-Ḥamadûnî, the first Arabic writer to use that form of speech which was made so famous by al-Ḥarîrî; further, his commentary on the Nahj al-Balâgha of al-Murtadâ, containing the supposed ethical sentences of ʿAlî, a polemical work Kitâb al-Islâm wal-Nasrânîya, Risâla fi al-Rudâ ʿalâ al-Mosieu Hanotau. A larger work upon the history of Arabic traditions dealing with Egypt is still unfinished.

* Mohammed ʿAbdu died in Ramla on July the 13th, 1905, and the universal esteem in which he was held was seen in the imposing ceremonial with which he was laid to his last rest.

---

2. "تفسير الفاتحة ومشاكل القرآن مبدوء بقدمة التفسير مقتبس من دروس الاستاذ... محمد عبدالله بقلم السيد حمّد رشيد رضا منشيء مجلة المناهROLE MUSLIM." (Brockelmann, loc. cit., vol. i, p. 98), published Beirut, 1899.
4. "شرح نهيم البلاغة".
5. Mohammed ʿAbdu read the proof-sheets of vol. iii of Ibn Saʿd’s Biographies, and contributed a number of excellent suggestions and readings. See Eduard Sachau, Ibn Saʿd, vol. iii, p. xliii.
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